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1\ BSTRfICT

In 'Nhs t folloT;JS I examine the effec ts upon Russ ell's

metaphysics of developments in his philosophy between 1894

8no 1924. I attempt to mn}-::e clear the nature of the

philosophical j.n terdepend enc e of the three ruB in resp ec ts

in \'Thich Russell's oninion chaniSed in the course of thls

period and which have bearing on the question of his

~ h' (1) . ~ 1 (2\" concernl'n~me~ap YSICS: , concernlng on~o ogy; - _

the nature of metaphysics; (3), concernin8 the validity

of metaphysics.

(1) Given these intentions, what is interesting

about the ~evelopnent of Russell's ontolo~y from An Es~ay

on the Foundations of G~etry (1896), via the monistic

idee.lism of his uncom~)leted studies of the fonndations of

science (1896-1898), to the empiricism and pluralism of

T.\~.,7.i_CA.'. ~~on.1·.·L~.m, ('.L92l,~\), l'S ~ot so m,uch tke ~act t11at he_ '.~ _ _ _ • ~ 1 \ ~.. _ ,. ..1 U ~ _ C 1

reversed his opinions in about 1900 but the continuity

of 8ttitune v-Ihich underlies the revers81.

The period in ~uestion is dominated, of course,

by ?rincinia Mathematica (Vol. 1,1910). I shoi'1 hON th is

work evolved out of the earlier to its intended status not
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merely of meta-m8therr~tical thesis, or treatise of formal

logic, but of IILogic ll in the sense of a ~~h~nsJ-v~

sys tern of phtloscrily. (\'hc) t is given there suri1ITlarily i 8

developed at length expressly as a system of met~~hysics

in IJ..he ::'hU.csophv of I,oglc8.1 II, tQjI)iSllr (1918) and as a system

of epistemology in 01J.r }~n01,!ledr"e I)f the Extern8.1 H9rld

(1914) etc.) I try to sho1'! tha.t Princi i)i8'S vast

stJ.periori ty to its predecessors in the sphere of fonp,-;}

lop:-ic is counterbalanced (fJt least in comparison Hi th its

direct :eivel, Bra.dley's Prj.ncj.l)les of Lore1c) by equally

vast 8.nd irresoluble d ifficnl ties in the sDhere of meta

ph)rsics.

(2) Russell C8me to reject in principle Kant's

transcendentalism on the ~rolmds of that method's

IIsnbjectivitylt and Itpsychologism l1 • I argue that~Russe11's

ins ens i tivi ty to the iFH)Ort of Kant's princ ip1 e,

revealed by the demand for an Elbsolutely mind-independent

e;round for the truth of mathem8tics, is evidenced in his

01'ffi metaphysics by neglect of attention to the principle

that to attempt to define the grounds of the objectivity

of truth as 1-;ho11y inoelJendent of Jmowledp:e in general

must lead to incoherence. In turn the CHuse of this

(and thus the ultimate source of incoherence in h1s 0'i'T11

accotmt) lies in his misunc'lerste.nding the trc1l1scendenta1

principle to imply that the ~eneralitr intended by the
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conce~t of knowledge in general is to be construed 8S

equivalent to some such conju.11.ctive generalisation as

that of the set of all individuals' individual kno1-7ledge.

( 3) In the course of c ert8 in pe.~ers which ere

intended rather more polemically than philosophically,

( e. is. Jhe Philosonhic8l Import8nce of r·Ta thelT'.-:,). tical Lovic

(1913), and i"jysticism a...'1.0 LOFr~Q. (191L~), there is a

gradually more explicit sug~estion that Idealism is to be

rejected more on the grounos just that it is a metaphysical

doctrine, than that it is bad metaphysics. That is,

Russell C8me to re.! ec t meta~)hysics as such, Nhich he

con trasts 1;'1'1 th 11 sc ientific philosophy" prec lsely A.S an

exnre8sion of the contr8st betw'een mysticism 8.nd methe-

me tical logic. Thus Idealism and his o~m ~hilosophy

prior to the doctrines of Princinia are presented as

totally disreputable in just this ·Nay. I argue th~l.t

the corollary to this has a disastrous effect upon his

ovm later philosophy, viz., the belief that the Ilscientific

philosophyll is, 8S snch, immune to externel criticism on

metaphys tcal ground s.

To SUD up, my thesis is that the l(ey to Russell t s

earliest metaphysics is his perh.8DS temper8mental

inA.bili ty to accept ~my theory ~'I]'hich alloi'1's a c1 ifferent

ord er or sphere of val id i ty respec tively to rna thematicel
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8nd to metaphysicsl st8.tements e.bout reali ty as such.

He seems to have been influenced by the feeling thet

since these are identical just in respect of their

ebsolute genere.lity, on any satisfactory 8,ccount they

oup;ht to be assimilable. 'l'hus in the Idealist phase

he proposed that mathematics could not express the 1'.1'(1ole

truth about re8lity because of inherent contradictions

which 1'Jou1d be tob3.lly removed only in the hir:,hest

synthesis. That iS 9 mathematics was to become one

~",i th meta'Physics by means of a conceptuHl revolution in

the former. In the Logicist phD.se just the contrary is

proposed, that mathemf.ltical philosophy is to supplant

met8lJhysics by means of a conceptual revolution in the

letter.
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CHfI "PTER 1

Excursion: Russell's Idealism

1. In troduc ti on

It is well to lay stress on the
defects of Monism and on the
positive claims of ••• Pluralism
•••• But these protests and
these criticisms, it seems to me,
are one thing, and the setting up
ano the preaching of some counter
onesioedness is surely another
thing. find before anything, no
matter what it is, 1s proclaimed
as a new gospel, it will be
better, I think, to ask if account

lhas been taken of objections •••

My purpose is not to show yet again hON Russell

failed to refute Idealism but rather, to deny that

HCCOun t has been talr;:en of obj ec tions - by w'tlich I shall

mean objections to the logicist theory of truth on the

grounds of metaphysical considerations advanced by the

monistic theory.

The radical change of opinion between the first

and second phases of Russell's metaphysical development

1
ETR, 101



reflects a change in his conception of what ~ught to be

fundamental among the possible subjects of analysis for

the philosophy of mathematics; for throughout, Russell's

metaphysical picture is derived from the conditions

2

necessary for mathematics to be true. The difference

between the Kantian, the Idealist, and the Logicist

phases in his philosophy of mathematics is due to

changes in Russell's conception of ~'mat sense it is

necessary to attach to "true" in this context.

Consequently, the problem about truth is more than

usually central.

Because the fundamental logical key to the

lo~icist reduction of mathematics ~~s found to lie in

the definition of order in terms of asymmetrlcal relations

Russell seems to have conceived of the doctrine of

Internal relations, which if true in the way Russell

construed it would make such a definition impossible, as

occupying a central logical position of just the same

order in the monistic theory. This is a misconception

resulting from two other complementary misconceptions:

in the first, Idealist, phase, even though Russell

claimed that "In Logic, I have learnt most from Hr.
2

Bradley" he seems to have tried to assimilate the level

2
EFG, 2
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of the truth of mathematics to the essentially higher

order level of Bradley's general formula of truthj in

the second he seems to have con~·~rued the meta

mathematical definition of truth as a properly

metaphysical principle. It is only in Ru~sell's

acceptation of the monistic theory of truth that the

theory can be construed as implying the conclusjoYl that

p'athem8tics is not qUi te true in the sense of 11 true ll in

which common sense takes it to be true.

The difficulty for us of avoiding such an

interpretation arises, perhaps, from the fact that

Russell ~"as not only one of the chief prota.gonists in

the dispute with the monistic theory, but the chief

historian of it also g The claims i\1hich Russell first

put forward GS arguments 9 he sometimes subsequently re

affirmed as facts in the history of philosophy:(not

mendaciously, of course; I meE"tU that Russell's claim qua

historian that monism is in principle refutable in the

form he attempted is the 1east eElSY to reject: this

lend~ support to his claim to have refuted it, 'l'Jhich in

turn Dppears to be confirmed by the fact that it ceAsed

to be professed. In particular he gener8.lly uses

lIHe.~elian" as a catch-all for 'l'Tha t he calls a tone
:3

noint lIan emaciated idealism imported from Germany".

:3
ONA, 128



4

He also uses it of his OT,l,TJ:1 early Idealism. In

consequence there is a feeling that his priviledged

JUG gemen ts upon his own earl y ~'J'ork - "nothing but

unmitigated rubbish ••• misguided ••• complete
4

nonsense ... II ? etc. are someho\'1 true of l'lhatever else

he calls IIHegelian ll , but the term, in Russell's usage,

though always pejorative, as descriptive of the vie,,~ he

is opposing is the title of a straw pretender.)

I indicated above that there v.-ere h.ro grounds

upon which Russell claimed to have refuted monistic

idealism: (1) that the doctrine of internal relations

is logically refutable, (2) that the monistic theory of

truth offends common sense. As to the first, it is

more or 1 ess a commonplace 9 now, to agree a.gain ~Ti th

\Arhat F.C.S. Schiller remarked as early as 1915: "the

relations between these views ~Russell's and Bradley'~7

must remain purely 'external' and there is little

likelihood that either will ever get near enough to the
5

other to deal it a mortal blow." (Even so, Ayer, for

example, remains faithful to Russell's historical

4
IfJPD, 39, 41, 43

5
Schiller, 31+9



5

account: lIThelr counter-attack was so successful that

the whole dispute ha,s lost interest for us. The position

of these neo-Hegelians is so palpably untenable that it

is hard for us to understand hON they could ever have
6

been ta.ken seriously. It Cf. below, p. 105 - but it

ought not to be so hard for us to understand; this is

the point of the present thesis.)

On the other hand, the substance of Russell's

other objection is still found put for~~rd either in

the form of the argument that if the doctrine of

internal relations is resistant to Russell's counter-

argument this is because it depends for its meaning on a

metaphysical doctrine which we have no reason to accept

(w~ich faint praise in retrospect for the discredited

theory effectively damns it more than Russell's

original objections); or on the grounds that any

doc trine "mich denies truth to science and rna thema tics

is thereby directly refutable (an acceptable principle

but, as I have indicated, not one that is applicable to

the Monistic theory of truth.)

6
flyer (C), 186
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Thus Wollheim, for example, claims that the

appeal of monism 1s ultimately not logical Bt all, but

"must lie deep in the recesses of the human mind ...
the desire to establish ·whole objects' which is of

7
such crucial importance in infantile development."

Similarly? Warnocl<: allows that it would be "historically

improper to give the impression that Idealism perished
8

of refut8 tion", but, like vJollheim, appeals to this

very fact in support of the essentially more powerful

objection that "Such systems are more vulnerable to
9

ennui than to disproof." The basis of this form of

objection is that to common sense monistic idealism is

Ii terally incredible; it offends common sense in this

l-ray. Thus in the prefa.ce to the first eo i tion of

"J~ppe8,rance and Reali ty" Bradley quotes from his notebook

the follo't'ling aphol.~ism: IT!1etaphysics is the find ing of
10

bad reasons for wha.t we believe upon irJ.stinct", and

th e t~!l0 forms of Russell's obj ec tion may be paraph:::oased

\~th reference to this by saying that the reasons are

-----------

7
Hollheim, 27t3

f3
vJarnock, 10

9
Ibid., 11

1·0--
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7

indeed bad, if they are the doctrine of internel

relations, and wh8.t they are reB.sons for i~ not at all

what anyone believes upon instinct, if that is monism.

(Cf. Russell: "I share the common-sense belief that
11

there are many separate things ••• 11 ) But the conclusion

that Bradley offends common sense in this way is ,just on

a level with the identical criticism that is sometimes

m8de of Berkeley and may be :r.'ejected for the same

reason; (but in Bradley's case, as we shall see, with

TIore justice): for as Halsh says, "there is no confl ic t

between Bradley and common sense, only between Bradley

and common sense nhilosonhY, which is by no means the

same· thing and ~mose credentials are by no means so
12

obviously impeccable. II

This is also, ul tima. tely, the 8.ns''''er to the

other form of the objection, which is re-echoed, for

example, by vJatling: II the conclusion which a

philosopher draws from certain doctrines may constitute

a reason for rejecting those doctrines even if no other

11
PLA, 178

12
Halsh, 435
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13
reason e.gainst them exists'! - a version of f100re's

famous principle that we are to reject without the need

to supply arguments to refute it, any argument which

is Ilan attempt to prove that a given proposition is

felse, by means of a principle which is, in fact, much

less certain than the proposition which is supposed to
14

be proved false by its means e
ll Russell frequently

appeals to differe.."1t versions of this argument: most

interestingly, lithe possibility of mathematical

knowledge refutes both empiricism and idealism
15

II... ,
IIIn favour of the premises from ~'7hich I start, there is,

however, a kind of inductive argument: they allow much

more truth to science and common sense then is allowed

by the opposi te premises, and they do not require us to

'condemn, almost without a hearing, the great mass of
16

phenomena. I" In general, llthere is more likelihood

of error in a very subtle, abstract, and difficult

argument than in so patent a fact as the interrelatedness

13
Ha tling, 44

14
Moore (B), 143

15
PIML, 493

16
Ibid., 377



17
of things in the world." I shall not attempt more in

9

the way of discussion of the principle in this introduc-

tory note than to opnose quotation with quotation: thus

Bradley replies, "f\1r. Russell's contention that in his view

we are less in conflict with science and with common sense

••• is an argument which I am very far from undervaluin~.

In fAct the doctrine which I hold I hold largely because

it seems to me to remain, more than others, in harmony
18

w'ith life ;-,s a whole."

My thesis is, then, that the metaphysical

assumptions contained in Russell's last-quoted principle

Rre vulnerable to fatal objections wh.ich \qill become

Apparen t during 1,.rhat follows, which is an attempt to

reconstruct, primarily logically, but also historically,

the development of the opposing arguments in Russell's

earliest metaphysics.

I said above (page 1 ) that one expression of

Russell's r8dic81 chanlTe of opinion is bound up in a

change in his understanding of wh8t were the proper

subjects of analysis for the philosophy of mathematics.

17
01<: Ei4, 8

18
ETR, 291



10

The chanp.-e occurs when for the l.)hilosophy of space he

substitutes the philosophy of geometry, and for that of

matter and motion, the philosophy of rational dynamics.

After the change, any philosophical consideration which

is n()t in terna.lly part of the subj ec t-ma tter of t·ne

branch of mHtheTIl8tics w't1ose foun09 tions he is consin ering

he relegates to empirical research. Thus before the

change of oninion, the II Essay on the Foundations of

Geometryll, for eX8.illul e, is part rr.ete-geometry and part

philosophy of space - the findings of the latter being a

regulative principle in the detailed undertaking of the

former, whereas in liThe ~rinciples of Hathematics ll , on

the contrary, he te.kes the viet'i that e.g. "Geometry IDey

be considered as a Dure 8< priori science, or 8S the

study of actual snace. In the latter sense, I hold it

to be an ex~)erimental science, to be condnc ted by means

of ca.reful measurements ll19 - and in the former sense, of

course, the only alternative he allows is geometry qua
20

matherr:atics; that is "a. brEll1ch of pure mathematics ll •

'Thus lIevery Geometry is rigidly decuctive, and does not

employ any form of reasoning but such as avply to
21

Arithmetic and all other deductive sciences ll • He sees

-------------
19

POr-'!, 372
20

POIYi, 373
21

Ibin., 374
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22
thiR findin[?: as "fatal to the Y.antian philo8ophy".

This ey.plainR hi s 18 ter opini on of the Essay, the t "l\part

from details I do not think there is anything valid in the
23

early book. II Now since the purpose of this chapter is

to give sympathetic consideration to this book among other

works of similar philosophical outlook, I propose, as a

preliminary, to establish at least the validity in general

of Russell's early undertaking, in contradiction of his

later opinion about it.

Russell's argument against Kant is, essentially,

that whatever is a necessary geometrical proposition is

reducible to truths of logic, ~mereas any non-necessary

(i. e. SyIl thetic in Kant's sense) geometrical propos i tion

is merely an empirical hypothesis. But does this exclude

by anything more than Just stipula tion what he was himself

a ttempting to inves tiga te in the ESS8.y? 1\ thi rd sort of

geometrical propositions not either analytic nor capable

of verification by space-measurement is possible, viz.

propositions about what Russell himself later called

IIperceptual space. II Kant appears to have believed that

22
Ibid.

23-
EFG, 39



12

in order to be true of reality geometrical propositions

must be true of perceptual space (that is, their being

true necessarily of perceptual space explains the

possibility of their being true of reality). This being

so, the possibility of n-dimensional geometries, though

it excludes the possibility that mathematical geometry

as such? which includes them, is descriptive of perceptual

space 9 has nothing at all to do with the philosophical

problem concerning the possibility (in a Kantian sense)

of our experiencing reality as spatially ordered. Russell

excludes this metaphysical study of geometry by a false

al terna tive: the 8 nri ori ty 0 f the syn thetic a priori

status which Kant assigned to the propositions of Geometry

is attributed by Russell to the proposi tions of that

branch of pure mathemstics called "geometry"? \'lhilst the

synthetic1ty is attributed to the propositions of that

empirical proceedure called "measuremen til • This is

alrea.dya sleight of hand so it is no further argument

against Kant to say that IIspace is, as Peano remarks, a
24

word ,'li th which Geometry can very easily dispense'!

in fact this assumption is actually the source of the

metanhysicAl inadequacy of the logicist account.

24
POM, 437



13

A similar treatment is given of matter, and here

the seriousness of the misconception is more evident.

Russell sa;)Ts, "\lJhat is rna tter? And here matter is to

mean, matter as it occurs in rational Dynamics, qUite
25

independently of all questions as to its actual existence. I •

Hhat Russell is doing in both cases is defining what is

going to be capable of lo~icist reduction. Certainly

the possibility of this reduction is a philosophically

interesting undertaking but it is an undertaking of a

qui te different sort from the one he hElS e:wluded by the

fiat of his false aJ.ternBtives. But Russell conceives

of it as being a correct3.USNCr (where i:ant's was false),

to Kant's ve.x.¥. problen].: :-{OH ~s n1JJ.the~nttes "possible"?

I shall postpone discussion of this larger question;

however 9 to the present purpose 1";8 may say, very roughly,

th::1.t Russell's anm-rer consists in. the claim that slnce

it would be unin.telligible to deny the truth of logic, if

mathematics is reducible to logic, then mathematics must

be true - true in Kant's sense, of reality. But Kant, of

course, denies in general that any analysis of truth along

these lines can solve the transcendental problem: "The

purely logical criterion of truth ••• is a condition sine

oue non, end is therefore the negative condition of all
26

truth. But further than this logic cannot go. II As

25
Ibid., 465

26--
11 69/B 84-
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for Russell's exclusion of any third sense in whtch the

Dhilosophical investigation of space, matter, ano motion

might be phi10sophic8.lly valid, Kent remarks as fo110'ws:

Motion of an object in space does not
belong to a pure science, and conse-
q uen tly not to geometry ••• Notion,
hO'\l.rever, consi.dered RS the describing
of a space, is a pure act of the
synthesis of the manifold in outer
intuition in general by means of the
productive imA.gination, 2<1'1d belongs not
only to geometry, but even to trans- 27
cendent91 philosophy.

2. Space

Russell t S d 18cuss10n in "1\1'1 Essay on the

Foundetions of Geometry'! is essen tially Kantian as

rer:ards the nrecondition that a transcendental solution

must be sought (for example, that it must be in terms of

a "form of extern,,',J. i ty" • ) However the considerations

upon '\I-rhich his eventual solution depends are rather those

of the Deduction, than of the 1\esthetic. That is, ,..n1ile

Kant relies on an anlysis of the necessary alogicalll

spa tial form of \~ha t is given in experience, Russell t s

primary reliance 1s upon an analysis of the conditions of

that experience's being intel1i~ible - i.e., Kant says

roughly that all the experiences of Ilouter intuition" are

27
B 155 n.
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temporally and spatially ordered in certain ~~ays such

tha t '\Ire cannot conceive of any such experience tha t 1-rere

not so ordered; whereas, rather differentlY, Russell

maintains that in order for such an experience to be

intelligible, the object of sense must, in its given

state, conform to the two fundamental and related condi-

tions of the possibili ty of thought, viz. ana.lysabili ty

into simpler components, and self-transcendence (i.e. the

object must be neither simple nor discrete absolutelY,

even in sense.)

It l'lould be fair to say that at this stB.ge Russell

has accepted the logical foundation, but not the episte-

mological content of Bradley's doctrine. For example,

Bradley holds g epistemologicallY speaking, that there is no

necessary connection between the variegations in sense

and the discrete objects of thought, and that conceptua;.li-
I

sation is always subsequent to sense as regards expressing

what is given; i.e. as expressing the structure of what

actually is real. At the same time, he insists of course,

that Immediate Experience is lIa unity, complex but without
28

relations •••• 11 ThAt is, "for the mind there is no

28
ETR, 194; my underlining
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discretion, or even discrimination. All is feeling in the
29

sense •••• of a whole given 1~Tithout relations ll ,

30
i. e., in short, a "non-rela tiona.l immed ia.te fel t uni ty"

which is 8t the same time complex (contains varie~8tions)

- "Feeling is certainly not 'un-differenti8ted' if that
31

means that it contains no diverse aspects." Now

Russell believes that a necessary condition of the

nossibility of intelli~ible experience is, that an

object of sense-perception be revealed, by attention to

the experience of it, to be given as complex and as

self-transcendent. The central point of this is the

notion of attention: Russell maintains that it is not

that attention creates complexity, but that it rev_eaJ-s

it. Th8t is, he reiterates the argument of the Deduction

that intelligible experience of mere simples is imnossible.

Thus the emnhFJsis of his 8.r-gument is rather d lfferent

from Bradley's; in a sense his re~arks here might lead

more naturally to logical atomism. It is lmovJledge,

as a ostvm, which interests him in the Geo5etry, so while

nothing he says contradicts Bradley, the effect is quite

different. For example, Bradley's main tenet is that

29
CE, 220-221; my underlining

30
E'l'R, 176

31
AR, 508 n.
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discursive thought cannot represent reality without

falsification because reality is non-relational:

i.e. he emphasizes the relational nature of thought just

in order to show how it is essentially inadequate to its

preten tions. Russell, on the other hand, at this stage

t8.kes an opposite vieN, viz. that since thought is

rela tional, in ord er that empirical Imol,rleoge be possi ble,

it must stert from the d i versi ties given in s ens~:

llThe essence of my contention is that, if experience is

to be '9ossible, every sensational 'l'hj.s must, \<Jhen

attended to, be found, on the one hand resolvable into

Thises, and on the other hand dependent, for some of its
32

a.d j ectives, on external reference. II '.J:'his is just the

essence of the doctrine of internal rela. tions, expressed

in an empiricist way, by reason of which inversion of

vie~~oint his argument is the reverse of Bradleyls, thou~h

it does not contradict it: llKnovvledge w'ould be impossible,

unless the object of attention could be complex, L e., not

a mere particular. Now could the mental object - i.e. in

this connection, the object of a cognition - be complex,
33

if the object of immediate perception were al\l.T9.Ys simp1e?1l

32
EFG, 184

33
Ibid.
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This argument shows how complicated is Russell's

position in the Geometry: VJ'flat is being denied is

essentially the view that "u1 timatelyll perception is of

simples like Hume's coloured points (and with it the

whole mechanism of stmp1e lIideasll correlated "lith simple

"impressions" and the mental IIconstruction" of complex

objects.) But at the same time what is being affirmed

is not the Bradleyian corollary to this denial, namely,

that therefore propositional kno",ledge, "rhich treats its

components as simples, is necessarily false: on the

contrary, ~flat is being affirmed is the correlate in

lo~ic of the Humean doctrine in perception, i.e., the

fundamental tenet of what later becomes logical atomism,

viz. that an atomic fact cannot be simnle. (In this-- .
respect, as in others, the argument resembles that of the

Deduction against the possibility of experience of

discrete presentations not conceived of as being separate

presentations of an identical object: "if any~

particular existed, all jUdgement and inference as to

that particular would be impossible, since all judgement
34

and inference necessarily operate by means of universals • lI )

vfuen the requirements of complexity and self-transcendence

34
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were dropped along with the doctrine of internal relations,

of which they are consequences,then the epistemological

part of the theory became Humean also, and the correlates

in experience of the components of atomic facts were said

to be simple, also.

For the present, however, Russell's acceptance of

the doctrine of Immediate Experience (so far as it goes)

hes the follo~'Tinp': general consequences which uno erlie the

details of his account of the foundations of Geometry:

8 comnlex interrelatedness is said to eXist, all deriving

ultim8tely from the content of experience, between the

data of sense, their relation with the external world,

the spatial forra of phenomena., and matter, conceived of

as being t.hE; 3ubst8nti81 correlate--------- in external reality

of the ideal content of perception.

In delineating their rela.tionships in the Geometry,

Russell starts from the basic e:nplrtcist p00itt()!l: t1Novl

the only mental states Nhose immediate cailses lie in the

external world are sensations •••• It 18 in sensation

alone thp.t iore Rre directly affected by the extern81 vTorlo,

and only here does it give us direct information about
35

itself. It But then, in apparent contradiction of the view

35
EFG, 2
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of Immediate Experience which I have been advocating,

Russell remflr1{s that :111 ~)ure sensation is, of course, an

impossible abstraction - we are never wholly passive under
36

the action of an external stimulus - ". He says also

that the question of II 'l;.rhat , in our percentions, belongs

to sensation, and "VJhat is the 1'.rorl< of thought or
37

8ssoci8tiol1,11 is 1)sycholor.~icBl, from Nhich it might seem

that he believes the distinction Bradley drm'7s betTN'een

felt experience and intellection is not properly philoso-

phical , and tha t the doc trine of Immediate Experi enc e

\\hich results, is an lIimpossible abstraction ll
•

So~ever this would not, of course, thereby contradict any

essenti.al tenet of Bradley's ::1rgument, 'tJhlch claims only

that t~e distincti~n is unalytically possible.

Russell does ul tiffiately accept the Bradley/Bosanquet

doctrine that experienced spatiality is continuous, such

that IIno This can be regarded either as simple or as self-

subs istent. Every This, on the one hand, can be analyzed

into Thises, and on the other hand, is found to be

necessarily related to other things, outside the limits
38

of the given object of sense-perception. 1I Tha.t is, it

36
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37
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38
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\'1ould appear that Russell accepts the logic of Bradley's

position, but for different reasons. He says, for

example, that Bradley's argument is the converse of his

own: lIHy contention is, conversely, that since all

knowledge is necessarily derived by an extension of the

This of sense-perception, and since such extension is

only possible if the This has that fragmentary and yet

complex character conferred by a form of extern8.lity,

therefore some form of externality, given with the This

is essential to all knowledge, and is thus logically a
39

priori. II In short, Bradley and Bosanquet affirm that

since reality is continuous, the This cannot be merely

discrete, whereas Russell affirms that since the

possibility of knowled~e depends on the complexity and

self-transcendence of the This 9 which is in turn

dependent upon the This being given spatially, therefore

this spatial form of externality is logically a priori.

Russell no\'l moves to"Nards the view that space is

a plenum - in a way which tries to reconcile Idealism

\'lith the reality of space. The first step is the

f8.irly cautious claim that reall ty cannot be said not

39
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to conform to the requirements of our thought about it:

IJOf course, necessity for exnerience can only arise from

the n8ture of the mind which experiences: but it does not

follow that the necessary conditions could be fulfilled
40

unless the objective world ha.d certain properties. 1J

He then claims that lJa form of externality, if it is to do

its I,rork, ••• must be a given element in sense-perception

- not, of course~ originally given in isolation, but

discoverable, through analysis, by attention to the object
41

of sense-perception. 1J That is, a1 thoue;h Russell does

not appear to subscribe to the doctrine of Immediate

Experience insofar as that claims there is an 8lop;ical

sensuEJl element in perception; I,rhat he now proposes is,

although 8 different analysis of the object of perception,

still an anelys:i.s of ,just the s[,me logicsl order as

Bradley's (unlike the empiricist analysis, \'Thich postulates

that loeical simple~ are given). Bussell's distinction

is not between sensation and in tellec tion but between the

content of perception and its form (qua form of externality:

a I<i:antian, as opposed to the more or less l\ristotelian notion

employed by Bradley) such that wha.t in Bradley's doctrine

40
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is [;; picture of sense, becomes in Russell's anB.lysis a

picture of space.

Thus he sup:gests that we can regard spBce,

"primarily at any rate", a.s giving "only the mutual
42

external i ty of things presented to sense perception."

Then, analogous "1i th Bradley's denial that the alogically

~iven is conceptually ordered, Russell, in his examina-

tion of the concept of empty spa.ce, of the i"1hole of

space, and the antinomy of the spatial point remarks that

"Though the parts of space are intuitively distinguished,
43

no concention is adequate to differentiate them."

(From which fact Bradley, of course, draws the conclusion

that "Empty space - space without some quality (visual or

muscular) ~mich in itself is more than spatial - is an

unreal abstraction. It cannot be said to eXist, for the

reason that it c::m.not by itself have a.ny meaning. When

a man realises what he has got in it, he fines that
44

always he has a quali ty \'Thich is more than extension."

i.e. "Space is essentially a relation of ~'Jhat vanishes

in to relations, ~'Jhich seek in vain for their terms.

42
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45
It is lengths of - nothing that we can find." )

But according to Russell, lithe first steps in

removing these contradictions ••• is to restore the notion

of matter as that w'ilich 9 in the data of sense-perception,
1.}6

is localised and interrelated in space. It That is, if

we regard the form of perception as empty space, then there

is no way in wilich different parts of reality could be

differentiated conceptually unless we regard the content

of that empty form as being matter, such as to allow us

the possibility of identifying discrete parts of space

by means of the parts of matter 'Nhich coincide \'11 th them.

Empty space, then 9 is, according to Russell, identical

111. lorric with the Whole of Immediate Experience, of lmich

it is the form of externali ty: 11 empty space is a bare

possibility of relations, undifferentiated and homogeneous,
47

and thus i.r.1.o11y destitute e)f 11£:.rts 01' thinghoocJ. 1l

Thus if we were to construe the doctrine of

Immed iAte Experience as a logical model, Russell has

44
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45
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46
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47
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provideo the supplement necessary in order to be able to

interpret it as a model of reality, as follows: (1)

Immediate Experience is a non-relatlonal but complex

whole which is logically prior to the conceptual

differentiation of the world into discrete objects.

(2) The 1'1h01e of ex!)erience is also the Hhole of empty

space (such that whatever complexities occur even

within Immediate Experience are necessarily ordered

spatially); i.e., spatiality is not 8 concept but a

form. (3) Insofar as Immed ia te Experience is co-

extensive Il\Tith reality, whatever it is conceived of as

being an experience of, qua some ;;hing in space, is ipso

fRctO conceived of as being somethin~ m8terial. In

short, 1'lhatever Tt7e are prepared to say eXists in external

reality, just from that fact we iI:lply that it is material

and that it exists in space. (Cf. Bradley: "Everything

phenomenal is somehoH real; and the absolute must at

least be as rich as the relative ••• the Absolute is, so

far an individual and a sy.stem, but, if 1'7e stop here, it

remains but formal a.nd abstract. Can we then, the

question is, say anything about the concrete nature of
48

the system?" (I do not suggest that Bradl ey would

48
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accept the four points just outlined: I offer them as the

answer to Bradley's question 'Nhich is implied in Russell's

account and which, as metaphysics, I think is valid

independently of that account.)

If Spatisl figures, liJe shelll nO'VJ say, are rela tions
49

between the L.'latter which differentiates empty space"

"it is not empty space, but spatial figures wt1ich sense-

perc eption reveals, and spatial figures, as 1"re have jUs t

seen, involve a d ifferentiation of space, and therefore

a reference to the matter which is in space. It is

spatial figures,also, and not empty space, with ~mich

50
Geometry h8.S to deal ••• " !' Emp ty spac e 1.she gro una ,

51
in reality, of all diversity in relation •••• 11

Diversity in relation ("identity in difference")

is the crucinl point, for "T1>IO things, if they occupy

different positio.YlS in space are necessarily diverse, but

are as necessarily something more; otherwise spatial
52

ord er becomes unme8.ning." The difficul ty for Russell

lies in the nature of the "something more ll •

49
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his(Kantian) purpose it must be something more in reality;

on the other hend it must not be a hypostatisation of the

"bare possibili ty of spatia.l relations" which is how he

has characterised empty space. Russell's solution to the

difficulty is the obverse of his solution to the problem

of the differentiation of space: "spatial order, by its

reference to mattery becomes more concrete y and contains

also the element of unity, arising out of the connection
53

of the different material atoms." Further, before the

fee.sibili ty of this account is discussed, it ought to be

noticed that the matter which Russell has in mind is

"a peculier and a.bstract kind of matter, which is not

regard ed a.s possess ing any causal qua.l i ti es, as exerting
54

or a.s subj ec t to the ac 'cion of forces."

Thus 'Ne have to take account of three obscurities

in Russell's accou..."'lt: the "reference" of spa.ce to matter,

the "connection" of material atoms, and the f'peculiar"

nature of this matter. With regard to the latter, it

seems that "matter" here plays no part beyond the formal

function, t=lS I suggested, of being "that which occupies

199; my lli1derlining

191
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space" - Russell thereby avoids the hyposta tisation of

space, whilst giving to space the concreteness i'Thich a

"bare possibilityl1 necessarily lacks. (Cf. "vIe must

find, therefore, in our matter, that unit of differen-
55

tiation, or atom, which in space l'1e could not find."

This, of course, is required for Geometry (as he thinks)

which is ~my, for the purely formal function I

attributed to matter, he substitutes the idea of a

punctual system: the abandonment of this vJElS the

crucial step, later, in his adoption of monism.) For

the present, then, Russell is affirming that l.,Ttlile space

is a homogeneous plenum, matter is an atomic system:

the function which matter serves by this account is

analoguous l-1i -eh the superimposi tion of a. grid on a plain

surface e Questions remain, however, e.g.: if matter is

atomic 8nd abstract, and not subject to causation, l'1hat

is conceived to be the principle of lIconnec tion l1 beh.reen

the atoms such as to yield the unity that relations

demand? Finally, in vmat consists, beyond the merely

tau tological rela tion of 1I10cation ll , the 11 reference" of

space to matter?

55
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J\ t the end of the Geometry, Russell conced es that

11hile his account solves the problem of the foundations

of Geometry (at least to his satisfaction at the time),

the nei'; problems r8.ised in their turn by the notion of

matter employed leads to I1new contr8dictions" the nursuit

of a solution to which ~-rould lead I1through Kinematics,
56

into the domains of Dynamics and Physics. 11 By 1896

(half ".'ley bet~'leen submission of the dissertation and

1)Ublication of the Essay), Russell h8d already sterted

't'Torl{ing p..long the lines required, and continued to do so

until 1898.

3. PIateri8.l Re81i tv

Bradley believed that spatiality (not space as

such, for as ".'Ie saw above, he regards that as an unreal

hypostatisation) is an aspect of experience which is

wholly exhausted in the data of experience, and concludes

that I1Neither the things in space, nor their space, nor

both to~ether, can be taken as substantial. They are

abstractions dependlng upon a more concrete vrhole which
57

they f8il to express. II This more concrete whole is,

of course, ultimately the J\bsolute, but the solution to

56
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57
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the problem of lIuni ty in difference ll 't'Thich Russell

solves in the Geometry by reference to matter, is

already contained, for Bradley, in: "the immediate

exnerience where the whole 1s in the parts, and where,
58

through the ~.;hole, the parts are in one another. II

Bradley in fact has very little to say about matter -

for the reason that his account proceeds in the qUite

unusual way I have indicated (which is more fully

discussed beloi\T, pp.82-87) based on the distinction

bet't'Teen sensation and intellection, rather than on a

distinction between the ideal content of experience, end

the material content of what experience is conceived to

be the exnerience of., -

Russell, of course, does employ this latter

distinction in the Geometry, as Nell as the former.

Hence he conceives of the logical relations between

space, matter, and experience in the following way:

"Assuming that in perception, 1Ne are assured of the

30

existence of something other than ourselves • • • the

question inevitably arises: Of \AThat nature is this

58
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something external to ourselves? Insofar as it appears
59

to be in space, 'Ne name it matter."

Russell tells us that he finished the Geometry in

1896 "and proceeded at once to v,lhat I intended as a
. 60

similar tree,tme"1t of the foundations of physics." III

vws at this time a fUll-fledged He~e1i8n, and I aimed at

constru.cting a complete dialectic of the sciences 1'l'hich

shou.ld end UD 1'Jl th the proof that all reali ty is
61

mental. It He tells us also that one of the two main

problems which interested him at the time was that concer-

ning the nature of matter which is foreshadoNed in the

unsa tisfac tory conclusion of the Geometry: tl the

question Nhether matter consists of atoms sep8rated by
62

empty space, or of a plenum pervading all space." "1

inclined at first to the former view ... Hhen I adopted

the more modern View, I gave it a Hegelian dress, and

represented it as a dialectical transition from Leibniz
63

to Spin02a •••• " (1\s we shall see, both at the end of

the Geometry and throughout this ne"l underta.king, Russell

was in fact following far more closely in the footsteps

59
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60
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of Lotze, the true plenum theorist D ) The notes Russell

made on this subject between 1896 and 1898 are fragmentary

and usually contain more in the wa.y of affirmation than of

coherent argument. Even so, they record the peak of his

infatuation 1'7i th the plenum theory and clearly lnd ica te the

reasons wny he ultimately rejected it. The bulk of what

Nas accomplished is to be founa in "r1y Philosophical

Development" (pp. 43-53). The rest remains \L"1published.

He starts with high hopes - "It seems possible

that in such ideas as the continuum and plenum, the

immediacy vainly sought by logic is retained. We

might thus find a method of turning Appearance into

Reality, instead of first constructing Reality and then
64

being confronted by a hopeless dualism. 1t In the ti"cle

of another note he asks It 1,IJhJr do He regard time, but not

space, as necessarily a plenum?ll and tal<es much more a

Bradleyian line than in the Geometry about the relation

of space to experience: llEi ther space or time, in fact,

may be regarded as 8.n adjective of one extended

experience - in \'Jhich case \'le p;et the doctrine of the

64
On the Idea of a Dialectic of the Sciences,

Notebook, 77; MPD, 44



plenum 11.....

It is possible to discern a number of logical

33

steps whereby he moves from the position taken in the

Geometry, which is relational, to this adjectival view

of space, in the course of \'fhich progression rnatter,

experience, a~o reality are all bound up in a rigid monism.

The central issue is the definition of matter:

Matter is commonly thought of as
defined by one or other of ti'JO
properties: extension, or force.
But if space is purely relative,
as discussion of Geometry suggests,
exten8 i on l;nnn.:lt be the d istinr::uish
ing IDflrl{ of matter, "'Thich hRs to duty
8S substance. Therefore, only force
remains, i.e. atoms pre to be
re,q;ard ed 8 s unex tend ed c en tres 0 f
force, not inherently spatial, and 66
localised only by their interactions.

This does not seem much advE3nce on the theory in

the Geometry except insofar as it rejects the notion of

that theory's peculiarly abstract matter (Cf. 1I1ocal

rna tter ll
) • The transition becomes clearer in the more

65
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extend ed note 11 Some Defini tions of l'/1a tter ll and I shall

accordingly consider the definitions offered there in

order, as showing the progressive steps towards monism.

This vlill require a regrettable but unavoidable reliance

on extensive quotation.

GenerAl definition. f1atter is that,
in- the data of the outer sense, l'!hich
can be reearded, with less contradic
tion than any other sensational datum
as logical subject, or as substance.

Cf.

Hatter, 1;'1'e may Si.lY generally, is that
element, in the data of the 'outer
sense', ~1ich can be regarded as the
logical subject of all assertions
about such data, or, in Short, as
subste.nce •••• 68
Matter may be defined then, as substance
insofar as it appears in space ••••
all s~ace is an adjective of the one
substance, and is therefore necessarily
a plenum. Hatter is everyw'tlere,
since everywhere is matter's adjective. 69

The argument iS 9 I thinl<:, to revert to the theory

advanced in the Geometry, tha,t since space is a bare

possibility, differentiated only be reference to matter,

67
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68
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it cannot serve a.s the logical subject of assertions

about the data of outer sense. Russell seems to be

combining the two assertions

(a) that space cannot be a logical subject

(b) that Fstter is that which, when assertions

are made of the data of outer sense, must l1ultimatelyl1

be conceived of as being the subject of such assertions

Jus in order that the data be possible to be conceived

of as the data of outer sense.

This interpretation gains support from Russell's next

step:

1. Kinematical ~efinition. Matter
is that of 1i'1ich s})atial relations
are adjectives. We saw in geometry,
that the o.ttem!>t to make space a logical
subj ec t breal{s d Olm: that those
a.xioms I'Thich alone make a l{nowledge
of space possible? can only be true on
condition that sp~)ce is a mere adjective.
It must, therefore, be 8n adjective
of somethin~: and even geometry, though
otherHise indifferent to matter,
registers this something, in general,
as a condition of its possibility •••.
nor does it introduce any property
of metter except that of being suscen
ti b1 e of v3.rying s~)a tia1 ad,1 ec tives
without loss of identity.... Space,
in short, is imnloveable, and therefore
if geometry is im1)Ossib1e Ni thout
motion, v.le require something that can
move in snace.

- Le. the mmctual atoms of matter I1must, for the exiorn

of free mobility, e.fS., actually move, Le. change their

spa tia1 re1a tions. II



That is, the axiom of free mobility is required

for the possibility of measurement (by suuer1)osition:

Cf. Geometry pp.66-67: liThe rr.agni tudes Nhich space deals

l!J'i th •••• are relations betw-een points, and it is for

this reason that sU"[lerposi tion is essential to spece

measurerr.en ts 9 II) - it shoUld be po in ted out tha t free

rna bil i ty 8.nd i ts correl~Jte, rigid i ty (cons tancy of

sh81)e/m9~nitude of space) do not require and cfmnot, for

the purposes of geometry be thought of as rec~uirinp; 8S

subject on eGDirical body: rot,ghly, v,mat is recjuirec is

an otherwise \hTholly ino etermina';;e particul8 r configura tion

of points. But change of position, if the principle of

individuA.tion of a p8.rticle consists l'lholly in the set

of spatial relations of which it is ~1 term, is impossible

without loss of identity. Therefore Nhat is capable of

movement cem only be what Braclley call~: [.\ "char8cter ll

(i.e. not an individual as such). We are told by Russell

that atoms of IDBtter are moveab le in this sense matter

is said to be lIsusceDtible of va.rying spatial adjectives

1\'1 thou t loss of id en tj. U II
• It follo\'lS, therefore, tha t

the Kinema tic8.1 d efini tion cannot serve as an al terns ti ve

to the GenerB.l defini tion qua h~3.vine the~ d efiniendum.

Russell CEmnot legitimately mean both (a.) matter is all

that aomits spatial 8djectj.ves (Gen. DeL) and (b) matter

can move Nithoutloss of identity (Kin. Def.), or else the
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present notion of matter is incoherent, \\Thich, in fact,

Russell came to realise. That is, if the concention of

matter is taken to be the same in (a) and (b) .then the

notion of the material point is subject to a new antimony,

and cannot serve, as it does in the Geometry, to avoid the

antimony of the spetial point.

II. DYf18mical :Cefini tion of 1'.Ta tter.
Matter-rs-not oniy the moveable, but
the mover: two pieces of matter are
capable of causally affecting one
another in such a way 8S to change
their spatial relations •••• '\!Jhich
definition makes it impossible
perm~mently to treat matter as a
logical subject, as substance or as
Absolute. 70

If the first two definitions either lead to an

antimony, or are of different conceptions of matter, then

this Dynamical defini tion introduces a third property,

likewise incompatible with the first two conceptions.

The three conceptions are in effect, respectively, "stuff",

"atoms", and "bodies" - and of course these are not

identical in conception, though they are related, just as

to Russell geometry, dynamics, and physics are related,

70
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via the notion of materiality (or for Russell, matter).

Russell is here caught in a dilemma: he i'lants to show

how the three sciences are possible (in the Kantian sense)

and he wants to do it using the minimum of fundamental

concepts: "if we are to be able to construct a dynmnic,

i.e. a science of matter in motion, considered apart from

other things in the universe, we must be able to find

this cause viithin the conceptions we already have, i.e.
71

v.ri thin m&.tter and Sp8 tial relations. II I t is the

Kantian preoccupation with experience \vhich U-.'"1cierlies

this requirement - ilr.aen he abandoned this preoccupa tion

he W8S ab1e (L e. in Princh)les of Hathema tics) to give

8.n account based on the even more fundamental idea of the

100;ic81 foundA tions of the spec 181 concepts of the

respec tive Lla thema tics involved. But so long as he

conceived of accomplishing his aim by means of a

IIPhilosonhy of lVIa tter l1 , the dynamical defini tiol1 is th8. t

which by ill£~king explicit the contradictions inherent in

the original account of matter as punctual, leads to the

overthrow of that account:

71
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Bn t in thls d efini tion, the e1 emen ts
are no longer self-subsistent at ell.
On the con tr8.ry, 8.11 the rld.j ec ti ves
of Bny el emen ts 9 eAG ept :n8 S~, cons is t
wholly of relations to all the other
elements, and mass is on1y exhibited
in these 1'e18 tions. The nec essa ry
course seems, therefore, to recard
our atoms.either as mere adjectives
of one single substRnce, or, if we
prefer it, 8S the same substance
appearing in different places.
This comes to the same thing, for,
in ei ther ca.se 9 vrha tever ma}:es their
particularity is only adjectival. 72

And similarly for SDace:

We can ••• conceive of a spatially
d i fferen tia ted unlverse, in wh ich
there are no constituents of equal
reel:L ty, but, on the contrary, only
perts l~ich a thorough understanding
reveals to be not parts, but mere
aspects of one real \'Thole. Thus the
ground for spatial monad ism is gone 
space is left as an adjective of the
One, and as therefore necessarily a
plenum, in the sense that the One is
omnipresent. 73

In p::eneral, then, liThe principle of our dialectic

appears to lie in making the ~,Thole gradua.lly more explici t ..

Our separate particles turn out, first to be related to

other particles, and then to be necessarily related to

72
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73
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all other particles, and finally to err in being

separate particles at all. With this we pass to the
74

nlenum. 11 Russell concludes that "The Lai>TS of ~latter

will have to result somehow from the immutability of the

Hhole, as in the •••• equation M = ¢ (~,B •••• ) 11 f1 is
75

the one vihole, of which space and motion are mere adjectives. lI

Russell's earliest investigations into the

philosophy of mathematics thus achieve two definite but

unfrui tful resul ts:

(a) the arrival, by a series of retreats, at the

formula which Bradley derives straight away from the nature

of immediate experience, Le. Lotze's formula "1'1=0' (~,B ... )11

which, I suggest, is a particularisation of Bradley's

p;eneral formula of truth 9 i. e. I1Reali ty is such tha t S is 1) 11
.L •

(b) the indication of a ~'lay in 'Nhich I1to construct,

\'1i th the appropriate set of ideas, a '(.\Torld containing no

contradictions but those which unavoidably result from the
76

incompleteness of those io eas. 11 To do this, ~~e have

II firs t to arrange the l)OS tula tes of the sc ience so as to

leave the minimum of contradictions; then to supply to

162; NPD,

7L~

NPD, 52
75

Ibid.
76--

Note on the Lo~ic of the Sciences, Notebook,
52-53
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these Dostulates or ideas such ~upplement as will Bbolish

the special contradictions of the science in question, and

thus pass outside to 8 ne'('r science, 'Vlhich may then be

similarly treated. Thus, e.g. number, the fundamental

notion of arithmetic, involves something numerable.

Hence geometry, since space is the only directly

meG~sur8ble c,lement in sensation. Geom.etry, again,

involves something which can be loeated, ar.d something

~nich can move - for a position, by definition, cannot
77

move. Hence matter end physics."

Hhat has to be done is clearly indicateo, and, as

h8s been seen, some steps along the way '(".Jere ~'lorl{ed out.

However, first: the completion of the steps in confor-

ruity \'lith (8) above presents difficulties: "how to

continue this process beyond Dynamics I do not know."

Or again, as to the actual derivation of the laws of

ill<-'3tter according to Lotze's formula.: I'How the principle

is to be 8ppli ed, may be 8 matter for purely empirical
78

investigations." Second: This undertaking, even if

77
Ibid.

78--
MPD, 52
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possible, ITmerely supplies to an abstract idea its

necessary and substantive comnh..~ment, while leaving, to

the abstract science, full v61idlty on its o~m level tl

and is therefore not a transi tion which is tid ialectical

in the true Hegelian sense IT , as shovJing that ITthe notion

of the science in q1.J.8stion is fundamentally self-

contradictory, and must be throughout replaced by another,
79

in any metaphysical construction of the real. 1T

In effect 1 then, (a) states the relation between

particu18.r facts and reality as a. ';'lhole, or less innocuously,

generalises the argument aRb - (ab)r (in the sense that

the metaphysically more correct logical characterisation

of relations is a deductive consequence of the general

formula "l"£1ich expresses the logical charac ter of a

- \pl.enuill. ) I\t the same time (b) u..nsuccessfully attempts

to expound a philosophy of mathematics and natural science

\,rithin the logical bounds specified in (8.). Because

Russell's primary concern 1tJas the r,hilosophy of rna thema tics,

he was not conten t to acc ept the incoherence of demand ing

a greater sense of ITtrue IT for mathematics than tlfull

79
MPD, 51; my underlinin~



validi ty on i ts o~m level'!. (Cf. Bradley: IIsomething

less than absolute truth is all that we can use, and
80

therefore all we should 't\Ta.nt. 1I ) - it seems to be

Russell' s o~'m mili tant Hegelianism here vlhich p.:lves him

the ccmfused sense of lIabsolute truth'· as something which,

if ill8thematics were not metaphysically deficient, it would

be capable of, 't'1hich he forever after accuses Idealists

of hold ing - and in reac tion aga ins t vThich he appea.rs later

to come to the conclusion that mathemAtics is metaphysically

sufficient. His mistake consists in confusing the

Idealists' unobjectionable claim that mathematics is not

metaphysics 't\'1 th the claim that rna thema tics is d efic ien t

§l2. metaphysics. (Cf. Bradley: liThe ld eas \'Ji th which it

works are not intended to set out the true character of
81

realityllo) Hussell came, therefore, to a.ttribute the

unsatisfactoriness of (b) qua philosophy of mathematics

to the falsity of (a) qua metaphysics.

80
1\R, 252

81
1\R, 251-252; my underlining



CHJ\PTER 2

Idealism: 11 Reconstructed Theory

1. Experienc~

In Chapter 1, Section 2, I suggested that although

Russell had accepted Bradley's logic he had not accepted

his epistemology, and showed how as a consequence he

apnlied the monistic logic not to Immediate Exnerience,

but to the concept of 8nace. Tha,t was, in effect, a

Lotzeen proceedure - attemptlnp; to account for the

intelligibility of the connectedness of an apparent

multi~licity of objects in experience by showing their

inherence in an ideal plenum. It 1'1"111 nOl·l be appropriate

therefore, to consider the significant respects in which

Bradley's doctrine differs from this.

flyer says: 111'1any philosophers would deny that there

is any such thing as the hard coin of ex))erience, if this

is understood to imply that our knowledge of the world

around us is derived from more primitive data than the

44



82
perception of physical objects. II That is, they would

45

deny the vie'\.'l that "we are presented wi th unlnternreted

data 't'lhich vle are free to 1tiOrl{ up in any way tha t we find
83

convenient. II He must be understood as meaning to

inclue e ~3mong the philosophers to v,Thom he is referring

J.L. 1~ustin9 in connection 'Nith whom Firth thinks it is

even necessary to deny the supposition which, he believes,

some admirers of l\ustin may think to have been proved in

"Sense and Sensibilia", viz. that "perceptual experience

(or, at least, most perceptual experience) does not
84

contain a sensory consti tuent ll - a most far-reaching

conclusion indeed, had l\ustin meant to try to establish

it. Firth reassures us, hOI"ever, th8t lIl\ustin's

arguments, even if they are valid, are too limited in their
85

scope to accomplish a result as revolutionary as this. 1I

Clearly, the belief mentioned by l\yer is more plausible

than this. The question is, then, not whether there is

a sensory element in experience, but how far it can be

main tained (and ~\Jha t 8uch a claim \'!ould mean in on tolo-

gical terms) that such an element must be regarded as

82
l\yer (C), 303

83
Ibid.; my underlining

84
Firth, 256

85
Ibid.



1.'1)nin terpreted 11. This is vital to an understanding of

46

the monistic theory of truth.

Bradley says: tiThe recogni tion of the fE'.C t of

immedi8te experience opens the road, I sUbmit, to the
86

solution of ultimate problems. tI I l'lant to suggest

that the logically fundamental consti tuent of Bra.dley's

conception of immediate experience 00nsists in a distinc-

tion bet\'reen the felt (sensa ted) quali ty of an empirical

experience and the experience 8S such, Nhich also

includ es ess en tially the conc8Dtion of \'rha.tever it is,

that the experience is an experience of; that is, the

doctrine that l'rh::;1t is given to sense is aloP-'ic8l. - not

any kind of object but something absolutely pre-conceptual.

He says, for example, that presentations "exist, ;:m(~ they
87 88

§Q]l nothinf!:ll, tlFeeling is more ul timate tl , "Conscious-

ness is superinduced on, and is still supported by
89

feeling", and so forth.

86
ETR, 160

87
CE, 245; my underlining

88
CE, 658

89
ETR, 19-?
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It will be evident straight away, from the last

quota.tion, hON far Nha t I am a ttri bu ting to him is 8n

impoverishment of his doctrine - "Consciousness is

superinduced on feeling" must be intended to mean (if

rather incoherently) that for Bradley, in the primary

distinction, '\IJhat is logic[illy subsequent is appercention,

not intellection. I should say, hOl''1eVer, that the

impoverished doctrine is implie~ by the richer, though

the converse does not hold; (though this mAy be too

stronf!: v.Thet is 8t issue is what Bradley intended -

\"e should say, perhaps, that v.ihet I attribute to him is

at lep.s t con tainec1 in what he says.) Some further

evidence for this vie\,,: "vIe have, I should say, the

aspect of datum, and we have the aspect of interpretation
90

on construction ... II , t11'rha t vTe exper i enc e is no t merely

oh.i ec ts. The experi enced Il)'ill no t all fall under the
91

head of an object for a subject." I shall assume,

therefore, that what I have suggested is the fundamental

epistemological import of the doctrine of Immediate

E'.l:peri ence. The justification of the assumption is that

such a distinction permits the construction of an

90
ETR, 204

91
ETR, 159
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argument with the conclusion of which the sense of his

theory is in agreement.

Thus on this view in a sense Bradley is

essen tially a more Tad ical emniricist thAn James.

James says, liThe perceptual flux AS such means nothing,
92

and is but \'~hat it immediately is. 1I ilyer claims

that James thinl\:s of the flux as lIa coagulated m8SS
93

from 1.....hich the understanding carves its objects out"

- in his famous phrase, lIone grea.t bloomine::, buzzing,
94

confusion ll • (Cf. Bradley: lilt is all one blur

with differences, that "rork and that are felt, but are
95

not discrimina.ted. lI ) But the difference is, that

James is not nrepared to maintain the distinction

absolutelY; for, as we shall see, one consequence of

maintaining it sno'ws that ontological pluralism cftnnot

be affirmed simnly on the basis of empirical cow~on sense.

The dis tinc tion to vmich I have oralm a tten tion

seems not to be denied by most philosophers bl't 8.t tr.e

-----_._- -----
92

JEHlles (C), 49
93

11 yer (C) 9 289
94

James (B), I, 488
95

ETn 9 157, n • 1



same time it seems that none i11sh to exnloi tit.

There are certain reasons for this, I think: (1) the

philosophicel notion of a tI,uretl sensation is usuelly

generRted re~ressively in terms of a narticular

sens8tion, by abstraction from the ielea of the experieil.ce

of 8 particuler object. This 1s customarily the case iil.

classical empiricism (Cf. l\ustin ; passim), ane the

rJhilosophical u til i ty of the io ea of a particular, yet

wholly ind eterminate sensation is so 1 lmi ted that it is

either dismissed 8S an tl8bstractiontl (Cf. Russell: 11J\

pure sensation is, of course, an impossible abstraction
96

••• " ) or conceived of as fulfilling nothing but the

function of a limit in the analysis of experience.

(Cf. James: tithe nearer the object cognised comes to

being a simple quality like 'hot', 'cold', 'red',

'noise', 'pain' apprehended irrelatively to other things,
97

the more the sta te of mind approaches pure sensation." )

(2) Adherence to the principle expressed in

Kant's famous ma.xim: tlThoughts i1ithout content are empty,
98

intuitions without concepts are blind tl ; that is, the

96
EFG, 2

97
James (B), II, 1

98
A51/B75
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princ iple tha t '\.ITe have necessarily to Ilmal<:e our

intuitions intelligible, that is, to bring them under
99

concepts. 11 Yet this principle is curiously mis-

applied if it is invoked to rule'out discussion of

"pure" sensation in favour ()f e.g. Hrqualia"; for, 8S i'1e

shall see, the principle shows that in fact there is no

epistemologic81 priority in sense-datum st8tements.

(3) There is a suggestion,based on nos. (1)

and (2) that the "pureH sensation as such is falsely

hypostatised under the form of a substance-like datum

from the subs b.ln tive in such locutions as 11 1 t 1001<:s red

to me". The necessary indetermin8teness of the

sensa tional quas i-substance apart from its charac terisa tion

in the sense-ds.tum statement, it is sugc;ested, 113 8n

indication of its mere hypoststisation from gra~matical

form and is in principle eliminable by adverbial re-

formula tions like "1 see redly", or "1 sense redlyi'.

This is a vieN for which Bradley might be expected to

have some sympathy: but in the first place such an

analysis cannot be given of anything but the sensG-datum

language (1. e. the 11 1 til in 11 1 t looks 1 il<:e a chair" 1s no t

99
1\51/B75
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a (1U~'lsi.-substance), for the Analysis must allol'l the

possibility of mis-descril)tion. But then if this is

edmi tted there is no reason to suppose tha t II I sense

redlyll describes an epistemologically more basic fact

than "I sense chairlyll. The adverbial form seems to

guarantee incorrigibilitY9 a feeling derived from the

infallibility of the sensation in the sense-datum case:

but since in the case of a public object that feeling is

misplaced, it becomes obvious that since 1I.01y II is no

more incorrigible than Ilis .0 11 it is also no less

descrintive of something.

(4) The distinction has been trAditionally

A~plied in 8upnort of more or less transcendental f8cult~

psycholo~!ies 9 l'.ri th ra ther dire resul ts. Bu t c1 early, as

I have expounded it the distinction neither relies on

nor is used to support any psycho-physiological conjecture

e tall. However,a residue of the objection to fac~lties

is the viel" thPit if only creatures capable of conceptuali

ze tion 81"'e capable of II experience ll l'Te have ei ther to

postUlate a doggy langu~"q:e or deny th0t dogs hAve

ex~)eriences. find anything les.§. th8n an intellectual

sense for llinterpretationll seems to dr::n'l all the

enistemoloaicel power out of the distinction, for v.rhat we

seer.J to want in our b8re sensation is no admix ture of



theory.

52

And there is the further sus~lcion thRt without

even unconscious reliance on the ide~~ of faculties there

are no grounds for the claim that sensation and intellec-

tion are irreducibly different.

HO~'Iever, some famil iar arp;umen ts \."ihich emr>loy

!1hys i010gic81 8no psychologic8.1 cons 1d era. tion8 to d any

that there ere faculties tend to raise certain points

which in fact confirm my analysis and incidentElllY

illustrate its essentially non-psychologic81 basis.

First, it is suggested that for "interpretation" ought

to be substituted "rnodific[ltion" or "organisation" to

alloN for the lInormally au toma tic ad jUs tmen ts which C8n
100

APDflrently be 8chieved by birds or even fish." 'I'hen

if such structuring occurs, Hirst for example concludes,

11 there must then be something interpreted, i. e.
101

sensations. 11 This \I.rould of course be begginG one of

the questions except that the account ll1-'Jy be supplemented

with the question: \l1hy do Vie not say that a camere

experiences what it records? Wittgenstein would reply:

Because a camera does not behave like a human being.

We say that birds and fishes organise their sensations

100
Hirst, 36

101
Ibid.
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and that therefore they must hqve unorganised

sensations as a prior condition because we attribute to

them behaviour like a human being just in that respect -

that they behave as if they experience the world. Now

the content of what the camera records is the content of

~That He ~<Jould say it exnerienceo if it behaved in other

respects like a hu~~n being (or like a bird or a fish).

vIe can say that in a sense it can "acquire ll non-

conceptual information - L e. in the sense that it can

photo-chemically record it, just as a sine qua non of

II seeing ll is the occurrence of a pho to-chemical process.

The difference behreen it and a human being is that it

cannot acquire concentual information. I\s Ell is paints

out: liThe conceptual information that may be acquired

by seeinG something red may also be acquired in other ways.

But the non-conceptual information that is acquired by

seeing something red can only be acquired by actually
102

seeing somethins red. II On the other hand, after due

consideration of the "physiological evidence" he concludes

tha t "g completely non-ra tional })erceiver is a phys 1C1'-.1 1
103

impossibility" - by which he must be taken to mean

that ~.l "perceiver" defined in physical terms (e.g. a machine

that perceives, a percept1r'on, i'There the cri terion of

102
Ellis, li~8

103
Ibid., 158
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perception is certain sorts of stimulus-modified

"behaviourll) which has not some sort of inbuilt

capability of re~istering non-conceptual information, is

impossible. (And N.B. Ilregisteringll is an anthropo

morphic metaphor: the information must be structured in

some \~y by the perceiver in order to be registered by it

- the photograph is not structured by the camera in

this sense, but by whoever looks at it.) But his

ar~ument, interesting 8S it is, does not so much prove

this principle as is throughout informed by it. The

fact is that intellection is the form of modification in

human beings qua intelligent (i.e. to whom the world

is intelligible) and this is the primary sense of

tlex1)erience tl - a non-rational percipient is logicallY

impossible on this definition. To say that a comnletelY

non-rational percipient is physically impossible is just

to say tha t the less something behaves (hence the

physicality) in T.,'Jays analogous 'Nith an intelligent being

the less likely we are to say that it experiences; with

the limiting case being that whatever does not behave in

any sense we say does not ratiocinate in 8ny sense.

But the feet thRt mAny sorts of creatures ratiocinate in

senses less than the full intellectual sense is

obviously no ar~ument 1~atever against the claim that all

such creatures sense (nrior to their ratiocinations)



alrea(Jy D slight but definite 8dvantage of my inter-

preta tion) • He S8YS that it is unlikely that Bradley

should have bas ed his argument on the a priori t8U tolop;y

tha t everything that is experienced is experi enced j

but his text for this is, "You c8nnot find fElct unless
106

in uni ty I'ii th senti enc e. " Now as for Id eal ism,

viollheim may not be \o,rholly vlrong (Cf. beloH, Sec tion 3)

but his interpretation, that thh;; thesis "though clearly

true, 1s also clearly tautological, and it seems unlikely

that Br8dley can ho.ve wnnted to set up ~JS one of the
107

centrol tenets of his mew.physics a mere tautology",

if the central tenet concerned is monism, is qUite false.

Por it is not a mere tautology (contra Hard, also: "if

in R case of feeling proper I were to say 'feeling is felt'
108

this "!;,joulc1 be Ii ttle more than a tauto1ogyli ); if we

tP.,ke it to affirm what was expounded above, that whatever

is experienced is at least sensed. Then all that is

necessary to understand the basis of Bradley's monism is

to be clear about the nature of wtlatever it is tha.t is

merely sensed.

106
AR, 129

107
\lJollheim, 198

108
Wa.rd, 16



~Jhatever it is they ratiocinate about.

So much for the foundations of certain more or

less misconceived objections either to the distinction

itself or its utili ty in principle: there rema.ins the

pragm8 tic obj ec tion th8 t even if it is as I S6Y, 8

valid distinction 9 what utility has it? The objection

here is that the lrure sensation by definition cannot be

talked about. But this is just a form of the confusion

Das, S.X. Bradley's Doctrine of Imme~

Proc. xth Indian Phil. Cong.; quoted

bett.'Teen use and mention: thUS, e.g. l1if you abide

s tric tly by the na ture of this "blurred ",mole" you

cannot even intelligentlY speak of 1 t Ni thout commi tting
104

p contradiction in terms, or a covert Hysteron Proteron."

Simi18rly Ward qUite fails to see the point of the distinc-

tion: "to S8Y 'feeling is felt' would not mean that

something is cognised, 8S \·Tol1.1rl be the case if I s8.10,
105

'I feel, i. e. I 11 sense l1 something 9 say red. ' l1 l\nd

Wollheim, in effect lar~elY on these grounds, disputes my

attribution of this doctrine to Bradley in favour of an

interpretation t~hich traces the derivation of h1s

L10nistic id e81ism to a false syllogism ( - which incHca tes

104

18 te E'xn eri enc e.
Shrivas tav8, p2'

105
~~8rd, 16



I ind icated above one meRning '-Thich I wished to

attach to this, viz. that whatever is sensed is to be

regarded a.s absolutely not ordered conceptuRlly. I

also indicated one basis of the empiricists' conception

of a IIpure ll sensation as a particular, somehow got by

abstraction from the analysis of a particular (discrete)

57

sensa tion. The classical empiricists tried to show

that Nhat in the c0ntent of experience is p;iven to sense

in as basic 8. sense of 11 sense ll as it is proper to define,

are usrticulars of a sort logically simpler than

physical objects - particular data of colour, taste,

sound etc. But this use of the distinction between

sensa.tion and intellection is unsound because what i~

sensed, is, as Aristotle says 9 not 8 11 such ll bnt a II this
109

some~\rh8til 9 or as 1'J8 migh t say, something wh ich in

princi~le, i.e. by definition, is not sensed under the

form of a concept, for this is just 1vhat the distinction

denies. This is the reason 1'1hy it will no t do to say

that 1-'rhat 1-··re IIrea.llyll see are coloured noints etc.,

as Hume does, for example: 'IBut my senses convey to me

only the impressions of coloured points, disposed in a

certain mAnner. If the eye is sensible of enythin~

110
further, I desire it may be pointed out to me. 1I - it

109
Post. An., 87b28

110
Hume, 34
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may be pointed out that if H1.1me is going to 11:0 so far as

to say that the ~ is sensible of coloured noints, there

is epistemologically SiJeaking no reason why he should not

say immediately that the eye is sensible of whatever

physical object the coloured Doints compose, and logically

speaking every reason why he should. To say thAt wh8t

,,;;e really see is a \'Yhi te dot and not a distant house is

correct only in a sense Nhich does not hel"9 the emnj.r:i.cist.

In ~ener81, it is incoherent to say of ~mat is ~iven to

sense tha tit is somethin,f! l'li'lich h8.S a connection in

exnerience l';;i th 2. phYE'iG~)l
'I.. ;.o [',J ec G, but refuse to subsu~e

it un~er the concept of the object itself, whilst

insisting on Snbf'l.lJ!i.iYl['; it unc1er a concept lONer in oreier

of elaboration 9 (that is, as if to sug8est thnt it

reo uires 1 ess in tellec tion to apply.) Obviously, in

terms of the original d i stinc tion betvleen sensa tioY! and

intellection, this proceedure has absolutely no superior

epistemological virtue so far as describing what we
111

"actually" experience.

Now a counter-objection to Austin's thesis, which

this very lar~ely is, and hence 8. possible objection to

111
Cf. Austin, 98 & passim
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the form of the distinction I am trying to draw between

Bradley and the empiricists, is raised by Ayer. He

seems to me to be consistently th"1c1ear about the

8.bso1uteness of the distinction behJeen sensation qua

fe1 t, and a sense-da tum qua cog-flised. In reply to Austin,

for examn1e, he first maintains that his position in

lIThe Foundations of Empirical KnOIi>J'ledge ti relies solely

on the indisputable fact th8t II the occurrence of the

eXl)eri ence 'VThich !2;j- ves rise to the perc eptua1 jud gemen t
112

is logically consis tent wi t;1 the jUdgement's being false. II

This s't9tement is true in case we construe "experience"

as "sensation ll in the sense I have defined it, in vtnich

cDse it is what I h8ve been maintaining. But Ayer

immediately assimilates this thesis to the much stronger

thesis required for his form of phenomenalism; viz.

"the s'C8.ternent that the chair exists does not fol101;';

from any statement, or indeed from any finite number of

statements which are limited to describin~ the content
113

of the observer's experience. t1

Austin's rejoinder to this latter 'tIJQu1d be, that

112
Ayer (1\), 2~6; my underlining

113
Ibid.; my underlining
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however true, it is otiose; for the perceptual

situ8tion is qUite falsely described as involving an

intermediate sta.ge of cate~orising percepts in terms

of logically simpler sorts of "objects ll (e.~. sense-nata):

tiNe don't go through any l~ind of intermediate st8.~e of

rel8tinrr, the Nord 'pig' to a lot of statements about the
114-

Nay things look, or sound, or smell. 11 In 8. sense,

I'That the empiricist puts forward as the basic datum of

experi enc e is a sort of logical hypos ta tisa tion of the

psychology of 1(UO';'iine; the Ese of an objec t-word (this

is much more obViously the case in the less sophisticated

versions of the theory ';'Thich employ the doctrine of

"simple ideas" - Le. the analysis of l{nowine; the meaning

of a lITOI'd in terms of having a certain sort of men tal

image. Cf. below 9 page 176)

f',yer says that in the language of l)ublic objects

III am claimine; Dore than is contained in the experience
115

on 1'7h1ch the judgement is based." He is right in a

sense, of course; as a matter of fact we are perh8ps less

likely to misdescribe something fairly simple than

so~ething fairly complex: but this is not a matter of

114
Austin, 121

115
II yer (C), 305
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logical re1a. tions between d ifferen t 1a.np,:uage 1 eve1s.

There is no question of inference in any sense. Thus

his S t8. ten: en t tt 1\11 tha t I mean Nhen I speak of our every-

day jud gemen ts a.s being inferen tiFl1 is that they 8re
116

based on observations l,·.jhich do not en t8.i1 them,"

depends on "observations" being defined as non-inferential

- a traditional definition (Cf. Russell: ttNithout a.
11?

process of inference, and therefore by perception ••• 11,

"I\1'e mean by a 'datum' merely a piece of knoN1edee that
118

is not deduced. tt etc.) but one which l,\I'hen used for

this purpose, for vmich, of course, it is expressly const-

ructed, leads to incoherence: for an observation

which is non-inferential in the same sense of

ttinferentia.1" in v-Thich it is said that statements in

everyday la.nguage Dre inferential e1 ther logically

Cf3l1not serve as the premise of an inference. or if they

can then the observation, of the physical object itself

could equally well serve, in wnich case no inference would

either occur, or be required. (Cf. Russell, again:

ttWe may then define a 'basic proposition' as follows: it

is a proposition wnich arises on occasion of a perception,
119

\\I'hich is the evirl enc e for its truth." )

116
1\yer (C), 30?

11?
NTCl\, 212

118
If."jT, 124

119
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Here Das's objection is correctly apPlied: we

cannot talk about what 'I1e IIdirectlyll perceive iTwhat 'Ire

lldirectlyll perceive is construed in the empiricist sense

of being something logically distinct from whatever it is

the t the experience is en experi enc e of (where ~'1ha t the

experience is of is to include sense-data); or, if we

CAn tal1:( about it 9 'I/;,e are not te.lking about e.nything

1!J'hich is epistemologicallY prior.

experience a pig-shaped shape 1'Vhen the pig is there, then

in the very same experience 1/fe experience the pig and

there is no sense in which III see a pig" is inferential

in e y.1ay in \'rhich 111 see a pig-she.pec'J shape" is not; and

there no sense in 1mich either is an inference from

anything else: (contra Russell: IlWhen you thinl':: you see

8 dO[~9 "Jh~)t is really given in perception ffin.y be eXDressed
120

in the 1/fOrOS 'there is a canoid patch of colour'''.

This is essentially the same claim, epistemologically

speakin[r" as Hoore's "perception is to be regarded

philosophically as the cogni 'cion of an exis 'cen tial
121

proposition ll , which vie'l1 of judgement Russell had

ostensibly lonp; since abandoned.)

120
Ir~lT 9 139

121
Moore (C), 1.8'3

In short no empirical
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statem,?p.t, whether "basic proposition", "observation

stAtement", "sense-datum statement", "protocol" or so

forth, so far as expressing fact goes, is in any sense

more priviledged than any other. As BrDnley says,

"Your ul timate brute fact is in brief your own half
122

thOLl.gh t-out theory." This find iniC:~ i'Jill have further

applic8-~lan in the discussion of 8tomic facts. (ef.

below, Chapter 4, Section 2.)

One further objection to the account of

Immed iate Experience as being iI,rha tever is fel t,

alogic8lly and pre-conceptually, is d erived from

occasional ambiguities of purpose in Bradley's o"m

exposition. He does not al~~ys assign only the sense

of ltprior" I have been using to the priori ty of feeling.

He discusses at one pain t ~7hether he ~'Jants to claim also

some less logical senses: e.g. II Everywhere , in the

individual as in the race this stage comes first in the
123

de,\relopment." He concludes indecisively that

"Feeling is more ul tima te: but 1I'Thether prior in time we
124

have ap;reed to leRve doubtful ••• " Russell seems to

122
ETR, 314

123
CE, 654

124
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have fel t tha t theRe other senses of IIpriori tyll in

fact underlie the 8ccount and objected to its analysis

for that reason: "i~hen your object is, not simply to

study the history or development of mind, but to

ascertain the nature of the 'world, you do not Nan t to
125

go any further back thAn you 8.re already yourself. II

But I think it is clear that what Bradley is offering

is an epistemological analysis and not a. psychogenetic

p..ccount: liThe Absolute, so cher8cterised, is not a

mere stage of experience v.rhich is 1)sycholo;::-ically 8

priori to the rela tional stage, but is the epistemolor.ri-

cally a priori principle presupposed by the relational
126

experience. II

The principle is that what is given in the sense

that it is prior to 11interpretationll (Le. conceptlJ.8.1

ordering;, is, from the fact that it is not composed of

conceptually discriminated particulars, logicallY

spe8king 8 homogeneous plenum (i. e. ~'!holly li..Ylorganisec

logicqlly, - 8logical). Now James expresses the obvious

d issatisf8c tion riTi th the abs trae tness of this cone eption,

125
PL.I\, 181

126
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but in so doing he endorses the point Bradley wants to

make. He es1cs Br8dley to say Iljust why "-I:e mey not use

both nercention and conception in philosophy as we use
127

both blades of a pair of scissors." The !)oint is, in

uh; losophy: Bradley would reply that in philosophy

ElppeEil to the Kan tian find ing of the "transcencl en tally"

necessary conjoint use of both, can hElve only the effect

of using the scissors in an ontologically illegitimate

WAy, to cut up reality according to theory-laden

ca tep:ori es.

Thus to conclude; Bradley Elnd empiricists

,cr.En er8lly stsrt from the same origin8l 8.ne.lysis of

experience; and a.lthougth this Clistinction certainly may

issue in tautologie (Cf. Burne: the senses "cannot

ouer8 te beyond the ex ten t, in 1-Jhich they really operate. "128) j

the empiri~j.st ~lay to make the tautology non-trivial

( i. e. by conceiving of what the senses give as "non-

inferen tial" in the ~lay d isclissed above) lead s to en

epistemology (and Ultimately, in Russell's case to a

metaphysics) which is open to serious difficulties.

127
I( enna, 329

128 I
Hume, .



BraG ley's v.Tay 9 which is to d eterminf v.Tha t logicEl.l

consequences arise from the tautology (which I discuss in

the following section) at least does not lead to those

difficulties.

Russell clElimed that IImonism is derived from a
129

fatll ty logic inspired by mysticism" • Elsel'Jhere he

explains that IIBelief in a reality quite different from

Whctt appears to the senses arises v.Ti th irresistable force

in certain moods, which are the source of most mysticism
130

and most metaphysics. 1I I discussed in the preceeding

section the question, fpr more complex than Russell here

66

Ie-

allows 9 of "ir.Jhat appears to the senses ll and concluded that

the analysis of experience seems in fact to favour

Bradley rather than Russell. The question no\,r, then, is

whether Russell is rip;ht in saying that Bradley's lorric

1s inspired by mysticism (I indicated above that I believe

it can be sho~m to be d erived from the resul t of Bradley's

analysis of experience) and l.'J'hether it is faulty.

129
OP, 264

130
fI1L, 21
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A plenum may be defined: a whole 'Ni thin which no

parts are discriminable by the same logic81 type or order

of discrimination as th8t by which the whole is 01s-

criminated. That is, the plenum is given ~ a whole,

and the d 1scrimina t10n of parts is logically subsea. uen t.

Given the conception of such a whole there are

various candidates for 8 met~physical interpretation of it.

(i.e. for 8 specification of what can be conceived of as

the conten.t of such a whole) - for example, as in Russell's

early theories described above, space, or matter. The

novelty of the account I shall ascribe to Bradley consists

in the a ttempt to show the appl ica.bil i ty of the logic of

such a mode1 to the content of 8jtperience, end thence, to

the conception of reality as such. Se says, for example,

ItHhen we ask as to the matter which fills up the empty

outline, W'e can reply in one word, that this matter is

experience •••• Sentient experience, in short, is
131

re8lity, ann 'Vlhat is not this is not real. 1t For the

present I intend to discuss only the former proposition,

reserving consic1 eration of .the latter to the following

Section.

131
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What follows will unavoidably be spatial in

expression: I offer it therefore as a picture, but not

as a picture of space, exclusively.

Consider a plain, say v.rhite, surfa.ce. Then

any enclosed shape drnwn at random on this surface Ne

could consider to delimit an individual part of the

surface, or to be, surface and boundary jointly, an

individual thing, or object. I shall refer to such a

part, so defined, as a Part.

This individual was isolated, i.e. differentiated

from the surface as a whole, by drawing a line around it,

Emd by "i til IlJe und erstand a pe.rt of the surface: but

did ~.3 part of the surface have e line drBw:.'1 round it?

To say this is to speal<: as if the part Here logically

prior to the shape, as if that particular Part pre

existed in some sense, as if \-Tai ting for the line to be

d re. 'tm 8 round it. Bu t obviously, the number of PEl rts of

the surface 'tlJhich have potential existence in this sense

is 1nfini te, such tha t if the 11ne had been draNn in Any

TlTey differently from the vvay it \!Jas drawn, it would have

delimited a different Part. Since the surface is by

definition absolutely undifferentiated prior to the

d ra 1'Ting of any line, no shape CA.n be consid ered as
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coinc id ing \vi th '3.ny so to speEl1\: "natural" d i fferen tia tion

of the surface. In short, the dra'tving of shapes, and

thereby the d tscrimina tion of Parts is a \'iholly

artificial proceedure. (Cf., 8S reeard s a spr-) tial

interpretation, but a~plicable also to the present, non-

SP8 tial pic tures, Russ ell: II Ina eed, before SI)a tial

re18 tions can arise at all, the homogenei ty of empty

space must be destroyed, and this destruction must be

affected by matter. The blank page is useless to the

geometer until he defaces its homogeneity by lines in ink

or pencil. No spatia.l figures, in short, are conceivable,
13-::

without a reference to a not purely spatjRl TIln.tter." )

Now it will be objected here, in anticip8tion of

the desired conclusion, that if the model is interpreted

in terms of experience, then if drawin~ a shape is con-

strned 8S an cJnalogy of subsuminrr, a Part of the sense-field

under B concept, it is false, because the sense field is

not a plain, undifferentiElted field but contains varie-

gations (to say the least) within sense, such that the

bounc1ari es of the pre-existing v8riep;p tiona coincid e

1rlith the (concel)tual) line which delimits them.

132
EFG, 77
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is, although the surface is unvariegated by definition as

regards such things as objects (Parts), as regards say

colour-pa.tches, the model of ::; plain l'\'hite surface is

misleading: we might maintain the analytical picture,

but we should have to allow that the surfDce is, say,

streal{ed, or m8rbled in some \oJay, or, remembering Hume,

that it resembles a pointilliste painting. ~nd

Bradley certainly allows this. It has alre~3dy been

noticed th8t he admits that sense contains 'diverse

aSl)ects' (Cf. 8bove, page 16 ), and in fact he is

prepared to maintain -Chat diversity and complexity, and

the appearance in sense of such diverse aspects as not

1tJ'hollY disordered is a necessary condition of conceptua.l

ordering: ltI 8gree that to impose order from Nithout on

sheer disorder Nould be wholly impracticable, and that,

if my sense-\lTorld vJere d iso1'<3 erly beyond a certa in point,
133

my intelligence \'Tould not exist. 11

However, even if it were to be maintained that the

varieg[1tions in sense are in fact conceived of as

coinciding Hith natural macroscopic ob,1ects, such that

the concentual line delimiting a Part al~BYs coincides with

the boundary of a variegation, such as to avoid artificiality

(as defined above), then the reply must be tha t al though

this may be the case in fact, it need not be, and if it

133
ETR, 209
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need not why does such a coincidence occur at all except

that Ne make it so? That is, artificiality is not

avoided, because there is nothing in the nature either

of the variegation or of the coincident Part which

impl i es any in ternal connec tion bet\'J'een the t,\»'O. For

example, although we have a concept say of bool~, it is

not ne~ar;y: that we have not also a single concept

for book-part-of-table: for we have also a concept of

say spine-pert-of-book. The variege.tions labelled here

resnectively 11 spine" ~ "book ll
, 11 table" , are not disordered

in sensation, but the order thay have dO"6S not dictate \'J'hat

conceDtual ord er we are to impose.

To m1ich a further objection is, that the sense-

field is not static: variegations get up and move about.

Therefore~ although it might seem just plausible to soy of

a red book lying on a table that it is only contingentlY

the case that 'we isolete the red shape by the conceptual

line lIbook" \'Jhich coincides exactly ~Ti th its I1natural l1

boundary, nevertheless, that red variegation is not

inv~'riEll)ly [1 variegation \iTi thin the brown of the table:

as it is lifted it m8Y become a varie~ation of the white

vmll, or of the blue s}':y etc. That is, it appears to

Tetfi in its id en ti ty even---
• ..1..'In mere sensa~lon, i·rh i18t

appearing as the variegation of different ~arts of the
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~ similAr objection is raised by Moore, who

8rgues in External and InteI~~ Relations, that if one

colour-patch contains another asa p8rt, lilt seems quite

clear that though the whole could not have existed without

havin~ the red patch for a part, the red patch might

perfectly well have ~xisted without being part of that
134

particular "'Thole. II

But the first objection is plausible independently

of Hoore1s only insofar 9.S it assumes th8t 1'That is seen is

sensed as having identity in A conceptual way, even though

the concept employed is relatively unspecific: and this

is within a context where the possibility of any conceptual

employment, h011Jever unspecific, has been excluded by

definition - red, shape, patch, etc. are all conceptual

discrimination as much as book. ~s for Hoore's

8rgument: to revert to the model, suppose a P[~rt is

determined in the way specified (it will not matter, that

the line coincide TtJi th the boundary of a variegation):

call this Part ~. Then suppose another Part discriminated

in the same way - call it £. Then \1ha t would it me8n

to assert aRb? (~gain, R i~ not a spatial relation

134
Moore (1'\), 282
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necessarily.) We should need, if the rrbove objection is

to ho18 s to be able to imagine that ~ is removable to

some other position with its integrity intact and its

identity retained (i.e. that 'not £ RE' can be meaningful).

I f we could no t allow' for this pass i bil i ty then we would

be forced to say that the identity of a depends on a's

relAtion of contiguity with b.

Suppo s e tha t §:. <md £ are conti guous, then, and

let the shared part of the boundary remain just as it is,

but without E being there (i.e. we first imagine an

131 teration to £.) He want to be able to say: imagine

a.b and imagine that part of ab \'Ie c8.11ed ~, but imagine it

N1 thout E... If we succeed in imagining it, ought we to

call it l1[lb - b ll or just II§."? The 18tter would be a

mistaJce, because "all is 8lrea.ely in use - it c1esip:nates that

~ which is part of ab. 8 b - b is T)8. ten tl y no t th8 t

individual. Althou~h it is the S£1me shape it is not ~he

SAme Part. C£11l this sh2.pe A, then!l is [~universAl, of

1tJhich both a and ab - b are instances. Clea.rly, if we

allo\'J' that 8.b - b := a there is no reason why we should

not allow that ~ - with - R dent, ~ half-the-size etc. := 8.

But of course this is impossible 8ccordin~ to the definition

of a Part: any deviation in the course of the outline is

lop;icEllly equivalent, 8S regards identity, to a tot81
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deviation (unlikely, of course, in our ordinary conception

that any number of changes short of a certain critical

point are possible without loss of identity.)

The reason for this is that there is by definition

no ground in the nature of the surface on liThich to base

the iden ti ty of Hny Part. (I have already indicated

"(,I)hy H varieg8,tion cEmnot serve 8S such a ground): a Part

is discriminated solely by drawing a line 9 Dnd no Part can

be identical \tiith ~mother qU8. Pf3rt (Le. qua individual),

though it rna y be iden tical qua shape (1. e. 1·,here 1",re

regard the, shape E·S cons ti tu ting 8, cla ss -conc ept or

universal such that other Parts TIw.. y be said to fall under

• l- )1 v. The relation bebieen Part and shape, as defined, is

the reIn tion bet"i....een £ and fl. IJ'he importance of this for

Braclley is that lINothing in the end is reo,l but the in(livi-

dUR1: eno the individual is unique 11 In 8ddition,

since all individuals are Parts and all Parts are

artifically got by abstraction from the total surf8,ce the

model expresses Bradley's further contention also 11 •••

8nd (at least in my opinion)there is in the end but one
lJS

ina i viounl ~\rhich is reel and true. lI

135
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If the nroferred Eill81ysis of identity seems

doubtful, oonsider a new model, inwhioh a Part is

delimited by placing a cutout shape on the surface

instead of by drawing a line. In this case each Part

l,<Jill be an ind i vidual solely in virtue of appearing

1"7i thin the aperture. The surface cannot chanGe and nor

can the 811erture, though it may be placed at different

points on the surfAce; or another aperture of a differ'ent

shape rlBy be placeel at the original point. In the latter

case obviously Iqe cannot say 1lQ; l,."as a circle bu tit is

no'N [\ square" because we cannot say "811 of anythinp:

but that and only that Part of the surface "'Thich fell

within the cir~le. Similarly, in the former case if

"a" is used to refer to that Part '',\Thich appears after the

aperture is moved it is no longer being used as a proper

name.

Thus, in the case where an aperture fi ts exac tly

such as to expose all and only a particular pre-existing

variegation of the surface, the identity of that Part does

not consist in its sense-quality qua variegation, nor in

the fact of its coincidence with the variegation, but

solely in the fact of being exposed by the -aperture.

To conclUde, in the model the situation logically
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cannot arise that a Part £ which has the relation R to

another Part l2, can be deprived of that relation and

remain the same £ (though of course, it may remain the

same ~). Therefore in the model all relations between

individuals are internal to those individuals, such th8t

if x R y, then if R ceases to hold, x \'101.,1.ld be other than- - - -
it is (in the strong sense, that it 'Nould be a different

individual.) In addition, all pnssible relations are

internal to the surface as a whole, such that the

relational fact (E R~) is properly speaking an adjective

of the whole.

Thus the doctrine of internal relations expresses

a logical fact about the discrimination of individual

p2rts in a plenum. If the cnntent of sensation is a

plenum, then monism is the correct logical an8.lysis of

experience.

3. The Monistic Theory of Truth

'I'he theory has t\'lO inseparable but distinguishable

aspects; metaphysical idealism end a coherence theory of

truth: "The vim.J that truth is one m~)y h,~ cAlle{l lloe;icnl

monism'; it is, of course, closely connected with ontolog1-

cal monism, i.e., the doctrine that Reality is
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77

ultimately, in the doctrine of internal relations as the

Ilaxiom" upon 'V'Thich both are based. Hr)Vlever, I hAve

alreacly given grounds for the contrary vie1\T, viz. that

far from being the logical axiom upon which monism is

bG.sed, the doctrine is a consequence of a prior

epistemological analysis. Consequently the ~·:Ja.y to

understa.no the theory correctly is to relegate the

doctrine to its proper place and to examine the

connection directly from the point of view of Bradley's

more general statement: lilt is impossible, in my

opinion, to deal \lJith truth apart from an examination of
137

the nature of reality."

It might seem from the nature of Bradley's

analysis of eXDerience that his idealism must be based on

considerations similar to those that Berkeley employs,

and certain of his pronouncements could Nell be construed

in this ~'lay: e.g. IlSentient experience, in short, is
138

reality, and i'lhat is not this is not rea1. 11 (Cf.

136
r·1TT, 150

137
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138
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Berkeley: "there is nothing perceived by sense, 'Nhlch

is not perceived immed iately: therefore there is nothinp;
1)9

sensible that exists wi thout the mind. II ) lind the

statement tha t Rea.li ty as such is ul timately "a single

Experience, superior to relations and containing in the
140

fullest sense everything which is," could be construed

as characterising the lIbsolute as a de-theologised

version of Berkeley's God: (Cf. "sensible things do

really exist: and if they really eXist, they are

necessarily perceived by an infinite mind: therefore there
141

is an infinite mind, or God." ) Ja.mes, in fact, did

construe it like this. For example~ "First \'-1e hea.r

IVlr. Bradley convicting things of ab::m.rdity: next,

celline-: on the Absolute to vouch for them ou"md meme.

Invol<::ed for no other duty, that duty it must and shall
142

'Perform " .••• e , "the absolute deus ex machina is

called on to mend it in his OHn W).y, since 'Ne cannOt mend
ll-l-)

it in ours. 11

Of course, ~\Ihat James is attacking here is the

139
Berkeley, 2L~9

140
ETH, 2h6

141
Berkeley, 246

lL~2

James ( A ) , 507
14)

,Tames ( 11 ) , 50S
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synthesising function of the f'1i':solute; that is, its form.

1\S to the content of the l~bsolute; that is, its ide81ity,

T:,Jollheim, for e:xam1)le, states th8.t I'Br8cUey employs the
144·

tr8d i tional epis te~lolo,Q:ical erg-umen ts for Id eal ism

and describes his arguments 8S proceeding from the

innoc1.J.ous empiricist statement noticed aoove: "You

c~1nnot find fGct unless in uni ty 1'1'i th sentience"

'I

(Cf. Hume: "None of the sciences or arts can go beyond

experi ence, or es t8.bli sh D.ny principles "inich are not
11~·5

founded on th~).t authority." ), via the extension of this

to all possible facts by means of a covert assimilation

of conceivability to experienc8.bility ("Find any piece of

exi 8 tence, take un anything the t I)ne coli.lc1 poss i bly call

~3. f[lct o:c could in any sense assert to he.ve being and then
11-1-6

.jud~e if it does not consist in sentient experience. II ) ,

to the Ber~{eleyian conclusion cited above: "Sentient

experience in short, is reali ty, 8.nd ~That is not this is

not real."

l'J01'T there is no denying that Bradley's ar, ument

has some assumptions in common with Berkeley's, but the

lI~)f·

';'!oJ.lheim, 198
1J.i.5

Rume, xxii
14()

AR, 127
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vital difference is the relatively much more 5.nte11ectunl

sense in 'Nhich Bradley understands lIexperience ll
- BerJ..<eley's

absolute experience is, so to speak, the totality of felt

sens8tion (based on the Hmbiguously percipient-dependent/

obj ec t-a ttri bu ted status of If sens i ble C!u2,1 i ti es" ) ,

l'Jhereas Bradley's conception is of the totali ty of l<Jhe,t

is intelli~ible (in a special all-inclusive sense to be

defined belol"l' ~j(lich exceeds the narro~'lly intellectue.l,

J\ris totel ian sense; and for 1'1'.<1 ich II Experience ll is the

technic81 term). J\bsolute Experience is seid to include

the tot8lity of truths (i.e. the totality of what is

intellip::ible in the intellectual sense) but at the same

time to transcend the limi tations of their capabili ty to

express l'Jhat is real - a limited capability inherent in

their discursive form. That this is a non-mystical

conception will become clearer as we proceed: for the

present perhaps its intelligibility may be taken on trust.

In this aspect of their Ifrefutation ll of Idealism,

Russell and Moore, however, identified Bradley as a

slJ.bjective idealist of the Berkeleyi8n sort, the sort

chr-lracterised by Russell as lIa l119n "mo believes thAt

\\Thatever exists m8Y be called 'mental', in the sense of

haVing a certain character, known to us by introspection
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as belonging to our 01'-in rnhids. ll Short of the bare

81

identification with Berkeley, there is no eVidence at

ell that this is true of Bradley (my exposition of the

enistemological analysis shows that there is no attempt

to ontologise sensation as such, which is BerKeley's

manoeuvre) • Simila rly 9 why Noore' s llRefutation of

Idealismll fails from the outset as a refutation of

Bradley is that his idealism is simply not based on

Berl<:el ey IS doc trine that 11 esse est perc i pi 11 : II J"Ir. Hoore

appears to suppose that the idealists, l'lho hold the,t the

unlverse is in its ul tima te reo.Ii ty I spiri tual' ,

understands by the universe in its ultim8te reality the

assemblage of what the unreflective percentive conscious
148

ness takes as 'things I • The.t is, JlToore fa.lsely

attributed to the Nineteenth Century Idealists r,
c.'

~~imilari ty to 13erl{eley in form of argument, ano a

similarity to empiricism in form of epistemological

abstraction of the basic experience from the perception

of 't!hat i\ustin calls llmoderate-sized specimens of dry
149

good s. 11 ( Cf. above, 'nage 57) Consequently, as

Joachin says 9 11 Even if J"Ir. Hoore rea.lly had reduced all

ll~7

ONi\, 129
148

Joachim, 62 n.
149

1\ustin, 8
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idealism to subjective idealism, his 'refutation' iA far

from convincing; but it will be time enough for idealists

to meet Nr. Hoore' s 'refuta tion' Wtlen the red uc tion hEl S

150
been made." The argument for idealism, in short, is

not the rather careless syllogism that Wollheim detects,

but a rather more complex undertaking based on considerations

of the Question of mlat can be experienced.

The l<:ey premise of the real argument is the

st8tement, llJ\nything, in no sense felt or perceived,
151

becomes to me qui te unmeaning" ,the import of 't<Jhich

may be best (] issociated from the Berkeleyisn overtones

by reformulation in the Hords of E. Belfort Bax: lito

speak of aught as obt8ining outside the fundamental

principle of consciousness, ~ws to use a meaningless
152

phrase ••• 11 Hhat has to be borne in mind through8ut

is Bradley's denial that only propositions (and their

consti tuen ts) can be said to have mea.ning - ind eed, he

holds all propositions to be ultimately self-contradictory.

Consequently "meaning ll has for him a sense wid er than the

150
Joachim, 62 n.

151
J\R, 128

152
Belfort Bax, 58
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normal corresponding to the Nider sense of Itintelligible lt •

For the sake of clarity let "thinkable" serve to replace

the i\ristotelian sense of Itintelligible lt ana let

It intelligi ble lt be reserved in ~~'1at fo110\'TS to the 1d e8.1 is t

concel)tion. Then 'Nhatever is thinkable ,-rill be intelligible,

but not vice versa; and reality [-md experience '\hrill be

coextensive with the intelligible, Hhilst the merely

thinkable, although contained in the totality of what

is real, will not exhaust it.

Given these definitions, an analogy with J\ristotle

may serve to point out the essence of the idealists'

contention. For Aristotle reali ty is coextensive wi th

thinkable rep,.lity just in the sense that whatever is, is

what it ~lly is as the thing that it is for thought;

i. e. It the question 'whether Socrates and to be Socrates are

the saDe thing, are obviously answered by the same

solution; for there is no difference either in the

standpoint from which the question could be asked, nor
153

in ths,t from Nhich one could anSV-Ter it successfully. It

In short, accord ing to J~ristotle, It tha t '\hThich is prima.rily
154

is the Itwhat lt which indicates the substance of the thing. 1t

153
I'-1et. Z .,1°31 b 15-20

15L~

Met. Z 1028a 15
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~nd the substRnce is conceived 0f as being a discrete

individual, real by virtue of being the 8.ctuality for

thought, of its matter qua potentiQ~ - the necessary

compresence of which saves it from being totally re-

ducible?ontologlcally, to its form.

NOlI»' Berl<:eley 9 attacking a version of this

doctrine by means of a reduction of the supposed substan-

tial ob,iect to the set of its perceptible q1.Jalities, made

the mistake of rejecting, along Hi th the thought -

independent materiality of the substance its transcendental

function of synthesising the set of qualities predicable

of it. lis a consequence he needed to l)ostulate the ad

hoc synthesising function of God's mind. Kant, on the

other hane, cO:i..... rec tly perceived the priori ty of this

funct~on in the logic lmderlying Aristotle's account - the

need· for ll the concept of ••• uni ty ~rhich is the represen ta-

tion of the object = Xli
155

but unfortunately hypost~tised

of the

this

sort:

trrlil.:;cendental necessity as an object of a special
156

the II transO®nd~fi·l:;~,J. obj@ct E'!! XII

E0itinn Deduction - a postulated entity wholly unknowable,

bu t on tological1y nec essary for the possibil i ty of

155
Al05

156
11109
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The point for Bradley is that in common

1-'lith Berlreley he rejects the materiality of sUbstance, as

also Kant's necessarily l)ostula ted but as necessarily

un!{no·\,\,'8.ble enti tv, 'i'lhilst not failing to notice th8t the

conception of such entities is R necessary condition of

thought. 1\11 that remained vJas to cite this very fact

as proof th8 t thought necessarily misrepresents re~)lity.

If 1';rhat is thinkable is logically id en tical 1I1i th 'I'M t is

real, but fails to be real i ty as such only because the

latter hes the additional attribute of being matter, then

if the intelligibility of matter as such is denied, reality

becomes coextensive 11i th what is thinlwble. But if the

content of "ti:18t is thinlwble is distorted by the for1Il of

thought, and in addition qua bein~ thinkable is merely en

abstraction fJ."om l..rflat is intelligible, then clearly w'(lat

is ref.3l is not v1hat i~ thinkable as such, but vtt1at is

intelligible; or, ~s 3radley maintains, Reality is

E-lCperi enc e. This, in its his torical perspec tive, is

~..;rhat Bre.dley's arguments for idealism in effect e.ffirm.

Bedell has more or less the rip:ht iden about this

1-men he says that the claim that regli ty 1.s experience

"is not a claim to any special insight into hidden essences,

but a negative jUdgement that reality cannot be ~1l1Y of

those abstractions from experience that 11e express in ioea1
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157
content. 1I As expressinp; a denial that Bradley's

idealism is mystical or speculative and his refusal

to 8ccept th.?,t ('That is intelligible is eXhausted (or

even nroperly expressed in the form of what is thinlwble),

this will serve. However,5edell falls into affirming the

other half of Russell's criticism (it will be remembered

that the mystically based metaphysics tend s to be rHtiona-

lisecl in vreak logic) for he says of Bradley that lito

assume thn.t the contradictory cannot be real is ta.ntamount
158

tc asserting tha t ~'rha t reconciles the d iscre1)ancy is real, II

'rhis would have been a poor argument h8d Bradley

employed it, but in fact the a.rgument he actually employs

is ra ther the reverse. He does not 8SSUiLe that the

con trD.d ic tory cenno t be real: llUl tilliE) te reE)l i ty mus t be

such th8t it does not contradict itself; here is 8.n

absolute cr ~erion. And it is nroved absolu te by the

fact that, either in enoeavouring to deny it, or even in
159

attemptinr; to doubt it, He tEl.citly assu me its validity.ll

It is, then, because he finds discursive thought

involving itself in self-contradictions in attempting to

157
Sedell, 231

158
Bed ell, 577

159
AR, 136-137; my underlining
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express wh~Jt is inexpress i bl e by means of the ca tep;ori es

eml)loyed in it, that Bradley claims that thought fails to

satisfy the criterion laid dowa and hence refuses to

allow that the thinkable is coextensive Nith what is real.

Thus Br8dley affirms tha t IIHeali ty is an
160

intelligible whole ano Reality also is experience

However, it might be objected that I have construed

II

IdeAlism to affirm far too transcendental, rather than

ont0lo~ical 8 doctrine. Thus, for example, "the

question is not whether the universe is in any sense

intelligible. The question is whether, if you thought

it and understood it, there would be no difference left
161

betNeen your thought and the thing." - or ap:;a.in:

"there is no 0 ifferenc e betl1reen the s ta te and 1 ts con ten t,

since, in a word, the experienced and the experience 8re
162

on e. " HovJever 9 the preceed in!!- arguments have sho~m

that for Bradley the distinction itself betNeen

transcendental and ontologica.l is false. For his idealism

is not derived, like Berl{eley's, from 8 eJistinction

lhO
ETH, 316

161
Ail, 171

162
ETR, 19~'
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between an 8Dl)8ren t ,':orld of l'l8 terial th in?;:s and

sensihle C1uBlities "lith deni~ll of re8lity to the former;

but on a distinction betNeen E'.Jperience (in the defined

sense ~'rhich denies the intelliGibility of the ide~·l of any

supra-exneriential thing) and an apparent world of

supnosedly real things instantiating the categorial forms

of propositionRl thought - with denial of reality to the

letter.

Nevertheless, common sense adheres to the 1)rinciple

which Joachim, paraphrasing Russell and ~oore, calls

(for them) Ilthe funclarnental postula.te of all Logic", vi?.
163

th8 t If eX1)eri encing mA.kes n~-.9.i ff~nce to the fB.c ts. II

l1J\nd you cannot refuse to grant 8. principle of this }{ind

- so it may be urged /-i.e. by a Russellian7 if you are to
. 164 -

have a Lo.,;ic at all." That is, I'rhether I see it or not,

the tree is green - !tIts gr88rlneSS is there, E'en inde~)endent,

165
uneh~mge8ble fact. 1l Bra.c1ley, t00, remor1{ed of the

correspondence theory of truth, that Ilbehind this we have

the dem8no for absolute reali ty in the shape of self-

163
Joachim, 39

164
J08chim, 39

165
Ibid., 36



exi sten t ffJC ts and of ina epend en t truths. Unless

89

166
renli ty tekes this form it seems to be no~,rhere ••• 11

But this clearly reveals one feature of the commonsense

nrinciple '\Arhich at least throVTS some doubt on its

inviolability, viz. that the absolute reality of common

sense is conceived of as having the shf~De of Ilfacts",

the form of "truths": this aspect of it B.t least, the

analysis of experience (Cf. above, Section 1) showed

to be not 1-3n empirical but a metaphysical principle

(and a false one at that).

fis to the other aspect of the commonsense

principle, the self-existence and independence of

reality, common sense might Rt first sight prefer a

conception more IH;:e Bos<'.mquet i s: "'I'he real vJOrld for

every individual is emphatically his world; an

exte nsion and determination of his present perception,

VJhich nerception is to him not indeed reality as such,
167

but his point of contact with reality as such." But

the distinction, of course, reduces from the seemingly

imnortant one between a percipient and reality as such

166
ETR, 217

167
Bosanquet, I, '3
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to the distinction between an individual's subjective

experience and the objective "Torld ~1.'1ich he experiences.

But if He all 0'\11 that "objective", if it is to serve in

the distinction, cannot have the sense of "independent ll

,qhich is equivalent to lIunintelligible ll
, then the only

sense left to it is something like "intersub,jective"

(by contrast with IIsubjective") and 1I"'i-Thole" (by contrast

1'1i th "ind i vidua,l" ) • In short the commonsense view

embodied in Bosanquet's remark is reducible to the view

tha t what we are to uno ers tand as the real ''lorld, as

d i~tinct from an ind i vidual's subj ec tive pa th through

is something like lithe set of all intersubjectively

verified (or verifiable) facts ll
- i.e. the world is

• .I-
1", ,

everything that is the case. But here again we are

reduced to the metaphysical assumption as to the form of

reali ty which underlies the common sense principle.

Bradley would agree that the vTorld is a totality;

ltV'hat he denies is that it is a totality either of things

or of facts, since both those categories embody metaphysi-

cal assumptions abstracted from the forms of thought.

But the point is, his idealism is not subjective:

"There is a Horld of Elppearance ano there is a senSllOUS

curtain, and to seek to deny the presence of this or to
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168
identify it with reality is mistaken. 1I

His idealism, then, so far from being mystical,

reduces to two claims: (a) that the forms of thought

are superimposed on, and are not part of the curtain,and

(b) th8t "there is nothing behino the curtain
169

other th8n th~Jt v.rhich is in front of it"

not an affirmation of subjectivism but a denial of

postulated supra-intelligibles. And the obverse of

the deni81 th8.t it ma1{es sense to postulate a supra.-

intelligible "reality" is the denial that it makes

sense to postulate a supra-intelligible truth: 11 Truth

in i tSI.'!lf. truth nei ther kno1;m nor recognised, may be

anythin,'C ;'10U please ••• for it remains beyond all and
170

8ny 1mONl ed ge, and is a mere name for nothtnr;. 11

'I'he point of this deni81 is the c01..J.nterp8rt for the theory

of truth of the denial that reality exists pre-ordered

in ghostly propositional form, waitinil, to make our

st8tements true by correspondence. Thus "we cannot

separate truth and the finding of it, and treat these

168
ETR, 218

169
Ibid.

170--
Joachim, 51
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.11 .I r"'
l·r'. 1,-,COnSOYJPl1 t T,Ii th

as tl-m inc ei)enden t fac tors vttlich are externally combined
171

in the 8pprehension of truth. tI

wust go the reassurance to common sense that truth is not

the sUbjective cre[ltion of an individual mind, (or any set

of indivicJual minds) just as reality 't'!c.~s not: tilt is

only in poetry that America rose from the waves at the will

of Colombus, end even in poetry the Americ8 which appeared

1\'8 S 8 thinr-; fotlnd as Nell as . done. There is for us no
172

truth, i'ie ffi8.Y say, save that '-.Thich d iscovel~s i tsel f to us, tI

(I i'jould dravJ attention again, here, to Bradley's contention

that the contents of experience must be given as ordered;

Cf. above, pap;e70)

T,.Jh{c1t is being denied is that truth is a property

of judgements about re81ity; for it is claimed (.ol) , that

judgemen ts cennot ex~)ress the non-d iscursive nn ture of

reali ty (and therefore cannot be true in virtue 0 f 8ny

structural 8.ffin1 ty i~i th the reali ty they attempt to

express); and (b),truth is a property ~~ich, if anything

h8s it, reality must. It might seem, however, that

there is some sort of type-confusion here; (to raise

such an objection is not necessarily to imply the

E3cceptEmce of any sort of correspind ence-theory - in

171
Joachim, 51

172
ETR, 85



fac t the same obj ec tion may be lTi()Qe agains t th8 t theory

insofa r as it asserts tha t tI fac ts tI are true, meanin5 by

93

facts, (in one sense) something in the world.) In the

present ca.se it seems thDt truth is not a property

actually of the re2cl but of 1A!h£)tever ex~)re~se~ somethin~

renl - "real tl and t1truell Gre equivalent so to S1)e81<: in

evaluFl tive import but are properly used, even

evalU8 tively, of c'J ifferen t sorts of things. In an

argument eiscussing this difficulty, Bradley suggests

that the only reply to the question how the truth about

reality could be less or more than reality \'1i thou t

ceasing to be the truth is, tI that reality has something
173

1,rtlich is not a possible content of truth. tI His reply

does not really answer my objection and in fact gives

rise to another: "if such an outstanding element is

};:novm, then so far we have knowledge and truth, \vhile,

if it is not kn01,m, then I do not know of it, and to me
174

it is nothing. tI But the reply made is to a very

artific1ally expressed form of the objection - i.e. talk

of content allow's him to talk of an outstandins element,

(oua Part of the content), the sort of thing that might

173
ETR, 85

174
Ibid.

17c:.--
.1. ..J

Ibid.
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be knolm or not kno~TI; a possible content of knowledge

of that real i ty (as if, say, of ten IIlc"lrbles in a box the

colours of nine were known, but the tenth remained in the

box. Eu t knol'Jing that a marble remains in the box is

qui te different from knowing the colours of the nine marbles

- the fact that a marble remains puts the box in a quite

different category for certain purposes from vlhat it

would be in if it were empty.) The second part is badly

expressed - I might ~now of it (e.g. of the existence of

the marble) but not know it, (e.g. not know its colour) in

which case it would not be nothing to me. But even if I

did not 1mO'l'1 it and it were nothing to me t.h.8 t would not

meAn that it was nothing.

Quibbles aside, perhaps Bradley should be allowed

the sense of his contention 9 vmich d~es9 in fact, hold,

given the full import of the transcend en tal analysis:

II On the one hand to d i vid e tru th from lrnowl ed ge seems

impossible, and on. the other hand to go beyond knowledge
175

is meaningless." The import is in fact most p18usably

understood in this nerrative sense in both cases: (1),

tlj\part from its aspect of truth the re8.1ity would not be

the reality" (and l'-l'e are even less likely to say that

reality is the false than that it is the truth; then,

175
ETR, 85
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90ntre the correspondence theory, Itand there surely is no
176

meaning in a copy that Irk'lkes its original"; (2),

ItTruth is not perfect so long as it fails any'\'lhere to

include its reality, end .....
l vS reality is not ~mole so lonG

as any of its conditions are left out. Truth, compelled

to select, is therefore forcec) to remain forever
17'7

defective. 1t 'l'his is less easy to justify, given that

we have denied the simple assimil8.tion of truth to reality

- certainly it seems that truth is not a quantifiable

qual i ty. Bradl ey does, of course, offer certain other

arguments (for example, that no proposition can achieve

uniq ueness of reference and hence C8.n only be hypothetical,

short of having the whole of reality for its subject -

these are the Itcondi tions lt referred to above) - but ~'rh8t

is here beinp: put for~\),8.rd is a direct route to the same

conclusion via the metaphysical (rather than neeatively

metalogica1) analysis of truth. The justification is,

roughly, that 1'lhen i'ie make an assertion, IIOur goal is,
178

in the end, to gain Reality in an ideal form) •••• "

That is, if,per impossible,thought were capable of it,

176
ETR, 117

1177
ETR, :330

178
ETR, 329
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to think the totel experience 1'lhich is (coextensive wi th)

Reality. But no system of thought truths could accomplish

that. (Cf. "For Bradley each separate jungement is en

8~)"proximation tOT,twrd s the a bsolu te pred lca ted of 1 tsel f ,

a barren tautology which we are forever prevented from

reaching by the rela tional form which is essential to
179

though t. 11 )

But ea.ch individu8,l judgement has, insof8r es it

is capable of being true, to be predicated of Reality -

that is, if thou~ht were able we should be able to think

the judgement "this is h011l Reality isl!, but since this is

impossible, we can say, in 8 ~)8rtial sense (Le. as

expressina a p~rt of reali ty), "this is hov.r ti1ese thine:s

are, in realityll: "'Reality is such that Sis P' may be

taken ••• as <3 formula vrh ich expresses the nature of truth.
lRO

S is P (to put it otherv/lse) because Reality is such ll

(Cf. IIHe can say indifferently ~ (z) ..Q..1s l'eal', or
181

'Real i ty is..£ C~J.J2..' 11. ) The great ad van tage of this

analysis, of course, is again in a sense negative, that it

179
Cuminp;, 166

180
grR, 383-384

181
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allows convincingly of the possibility of error - a

major problem for Russell's cOll.."lter-analysis, as we

shall see.

This, then, :l.s the sense in which all our tru ths

8re partial truths (not, as Russell misrepresents it, that

all our truths are only Dartially true; and a fortiori

not th8t they are not Quite true - three qUite different

senses. Hence the invalid i ty of his coun ter-argumen t

thRt "if no m~rti[~l truth is qUite true, it cannot be

qUite true that no partial truth is quite true; unless

indeed the 1JJhole of truth is contained in the proposition
182

'no partial truth is qUite true' ... " )

IIlore to the poin t, perha-rs, James remarlced in a.

letter to ::,r~ljlcy, "I believe that your general conception

of truth in the sing-uhlr HS 8. sort of enti tv trying to

identify itself with reRlity, and of reality as a ~itto

trying to idealise itself into truth, is 8 perfectly

true description of the state of affairs that eXists, but

too a.bstract a descrintion to do much TJ.Torl< of deta.il
183

I,ri th[ll •.•• II I hElve tried to exp}E:l in why the sarcasm

182
j'ITT, 152

183
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is misnla.ced; ano as to the lAst point, that the account

does not furnish a criterion of truth for individual

propositions; Bradley does in fact conclude from his

analysis, that if the ne.ture of truth is expressed in

the forr;HJ.18 "Reality is such that Sis P", then "The

'such' is thf-Jt order \\Thich lire res.lise progressively in
-rS4

an id e8l system. Ii The practical utility of the

theory C8n the~ be show~: the criterion of truth in

empirical statements is that they contribute to that

order which in the llidea.l system" (e.g. according to
185

Joachim, "the organised whole of a science" ) 1'ie seek

progressively to exhibit in the form of our accepted

propositions. IJ'hus "facts for 'sense' are true, "t'~e may

say, just so far as they Norl{ 9 just so far as they con-

tribute to the order of experience. If by taking certain

,judgements of perception as true, I can get more system

into my world, then these 'facts' are so far true ...
186

"~nd there is no 'fact' 1'1hich posesses an absolute right."

II TtJaY in 'r,Il"hich this not unacceptable account

helps to explain what was meant in the previous analysis,

184
ETR, 334

185
Joachim, 73

186
ETR, 210
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can be shown in the following ~~y: no 'fact' posesses an

absolute right in two senses; first, that it must be

taken 8S being, hOvJever well-confirmed, not in principle

unfalsifiable; second, that by virtue of the criterion

\'fhich it satisifies, it is lItruell only because of its

coherence in the system; i.e. the sense in which it is true

is entirely derivative from the sense in which the system

is true, for that has sale right to the title. lis

Joachim says, 11 'Coherence' cannot be attached to

propositions from the outSide: it is not a property they

can acc,uire by colligation, wnilst retaining unaltered the
187

truth they posessed in isolation." This explains the

doctrine of ~artial truth. In add i tion, the 11 systema tic

coherence ll of the parts of a system "is the determine;
188

characteristic of a 'significant 1tJ"hole 111
• Now Reali ty

is (by virtue of the intelligibility criterion), if anything

is, a significa.nt whole. Therefore the whole Truth which

consists in the systematic coherence of all truths pre-

dicable of reality as a whole 9 is coextensive Hith it.

This exulains the doctrine that reality and truth are

indistinguishable.

187
J08.chim, 73

188
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CHAPTER 3

Revolt: Logical Objections

1. fI symmetrical Rela ti212.§.

Having gone some v.Tay tONarcl sh011Jing 1'.Jha t logical

monism and the monistic theory of truth actually affirm,

it will be possible to resume discussion of Russell's

met8uhysical development. The next phase to be discussed

consists in the total rejection (commencing around 1898) of

the Idealist philosophy. I suggested at the end of

Cha.pter 1, Sec tion 3, th~~ t the JDotivc:; r'o:c this l!'J.,;Y in his

failure to construct a satisfactory philosophy of

T:1E\. thema tics T,l1i thin the res tric tions j.mposecl by Id 81:-111 f:rc,.

CertHir,l;'l? the famous arguments in rejection of the

doctrine of internal relations are derived from. insights

gained in his new study of the foundations of mathematics.

The chief lo~ical impetus for Russell's rejection

of the doc trine ir:: expressed in his conten tion that "811

order de';)ends upon transitive asymmetrical

100



189
reln tions. II

101,

The rej ec tion of a doc trine according to

vrhich such rela tions are unin tell igi bl e is an obvious

requirement of the sort of philosophy of mather;lc'ltics

which Russell was nov'1 undertaking: II since such rela tions

are involved in Number, Quantity, Order, Space, Time, and

Motion, we cen hardly hope for a satisfactory philosophy

of NathematicBs as long as we adhere to the view that no
190

rela tion C8n be 'purely external I II •

His arguments against the doctrine tal<e tl10 nain

forms - that asymmetrical rele, tions Calli'1.0 t be und ers tood

ad.1ectivolly, as the doctrine requires (and hence, that

not all propositions are reducible to subject - predicate

form: some proposi tions are irreduci bly relational),

and, that if all relations are construed as holding

internally of tneir terms an insurmountable problem arises

concerning the identity of those terms.

I shall discuss the former.

In this section

Russell first argues against the possibility of

construing all relations as internal: "we cannot without

189
P01\1, 218

190
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an endless regress, refuse to admit that sooner or later

Tire come to .9 relation not reducible to adjectives of the

related terms. This ar~ument applies especially to all
191

asymmetrical relations ••• II For example, a fu..."1c3amen tal

relational concept pertaining to the concept of order is

the relation of behreen: e.fT,. ,;'!here 1. is to be bet'tlJeen

E. and ~ in the sense tha t "There is a rela.tion R such that
192

xRy, yRz, but not yRx, zHy." The analysis of the possible

ways of construing the status of ~ leads Russell

ul tim.ately to the conclusion that "';'le seem finally C01'1-

pelled to leove the reference to an asymmetrical relation

in onr cl efini tion •••• 11 term Y.. is betweenm two terms ~ and

z with reference to a transitive asymmetrical relation rr
when xRy and ynz. In no other case can 1. be saiJ uroperly

193
to be betlt,reen Y. and z. II

are essential for order.

Therefore, asymmetrical relations

More precisely, the relation-bet\\Teen an asymmetrical reID tion g and its converse (E.) is

-v.rhat is fund81nental: llThe relation of B. to B. is difference

of sense •••• its existence is the source of series, of

the distinction of signs, and indeed of the greater part
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of mA.themfl tics. 11 It is therefore clearly of prime

103

importance to Russell tha t 'I'ih8,tever theory of relations

is held, that theory allow that asymmetrical relations be

express i bl e.

i3ut the doctrine of internal relations claims

that the ap~arent extern81ity of g in aR~ is merely
195

11 our ignorance set up as reall tyll on the ground s tha t

11!1 relation is unmeaning, unless both itself and the
196

relateds 8.re the ad jectives of a 'I'1hole. lI This viev]

is essenticllly the Lotzean one that one explanation of

relations must be, that they are l1a,s internal states in

the real elements which are said to stand in these
197

re18tions ll ,which view Hussell cle-trag reduces to

llthe notion th8t the apparent :ce18.tions of t\I;ro thin~s

198
consist in the internal states of one thing •••• 11

Thus the doctrine of internal relations has as a

consequence, what ,,'Tas derived in Cha.pter 2~ Section 2,

above, from the model of a plenum; viz. that (as Russell

expresses it) l1aRbl1 is to be understood as U (ab),£.11

194·
POB, 228

195
!IE, 517

196
!lR, 394·

197
quoted by Russell; POM, 446

198
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But if R is ~,-symmetric8l, then, 8ccordinp; to

Russell,

In order to distin~uish a whole (ab)
flr:om a "'['101 e (ba), - 8.S Ne mus t do if we
Bre to explainasymmetry, Ne shall be
forced boc}c from the v::hol e to the T)[\ rts
~md their relations. For (A.b) and- (b8)
consis t of precisel~, the same parts~
and differ in no respect wh8.tever save
the s ens e 0 f the rela tion bet1'reen 8. and
~ •••• Thus the distinction of sense,
i.e. the distinction between an
asymmetrical relation and its conver~e,

is one which the monistic theory of
rela tions is i\molly unabl e to expla.in. 199

This is 8n a.rgument against Bradley of the sort

to 1'Thich Russell almost all'Jays has .recourse: it proceeds

by establishing a conclusion to which BrRdley himself

i\"Quld not have ob,jected 9 and supposes that this conclusion

refu tes Bra.dley. But it is never the conclusion i':rhich is

really at issue: rather it is Russell's assumption that

there metaphysically speakine;, nothing wrong wi th the

for~s of thought as such. Bradley t8.kes as proofs tha t

there is something wrong with intelligibility in terms of

relations just the same sort of contradictions which Russell

advances as arguments a.~inst Bradley's doctrine. The

question of which 8.ccount is to be preferred, therefore,

199
PON, 225
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cannot be settled just by considering the persuasiveness

of Russell's arguments. Thus in the present case

Bradley's point is tha.t relational though t essentially

rnisre!)resents the nature of reali ty: a 'l,'w.y to mAke it

miSre1)resent it less is to construe all relations 8S

in ternal. (Cf. II , internal' relations? though truer by

far than lexterm.ll' are, in my opinion, not true in the
200

end" ) But the fact that according to this construction

asyrnmetric8.1 relations cannot be ad equa tely expressed

canno t be tal<:en as proof that in real i ty some relations

are not internal, for in reality there are no relations at

all: lithe unity of feeling contains no individual terms
201

vIi th relations between them. tI ) Yet Russell's

argument is generally taken as a. decisive refutation of the

doctrine of internal relations. (Cf. f\yer: tlT'here is no

question, then, but that the dogma of internal relations
202

is false. 11 )

In fact, however, the doctrine of internal

relations denenes solely upon the sort of consideration

200
ETR, 312

201
CE, 643

202
flyer (B), 155
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adv8nce(l in Section (2), and Russell's argument at most

shows only that it is not the case that for all values

of R I'.re C2,l'1 give (3 8stisfDctory exnression of 8.fib in

the form of 8 proposition (a~)E.. But according to

Bradley, the sepsre.tion tn thought, of 9:, Q, 8nd R is in

restore:::; the ~.mity uhich h~tS been lost, b;).t !Crc1 objection

the f81se discreteness of (ab) and r: rerrl.ains. j\

fOl.~mulation slightly better, therefore, but sti.ll

inadeqtw.te, might be (gEb), or indeed 9 Hhy not (§;,.l2)?

Bradley \'Tould certa.inly not cla.im that (ab)!. is logically

better formed than aRb, but he might claim that, in general,

(Xy)r: is ~S3ph:'Tsic811v better formed, so to 3peak, than

But even so, no expression can be well-formed in

this s ense ~ 091 though (xRy J is probably sUl)erior to (xy) r •--
Bradley's position is, that tlaHb l' fails to express the

203
"union Dresent in, and required for the relational fact",

w'tlere, by II the relational fac til is meant some state of

aff8irs holding in reali ty ~7hich the proposi tion at best

describes only imDerfectly; and not, as Russell's counter

203
CE, 643
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Argument seems to imply, the nroposition IIa.Rb ll ''1hich at

this time is what Russell, under the influence of Moore,

understands by a relational fact. For Bradley, the

hynostatisation of propositions into facts is not good

logic but bad metaphysics. !\ccorc'ling to him lIevery case

of terms in relation is an individuAl and unique

'situation' - a whole, where any alteration on either side

must affect the whole throughout and not leave tha t
20L~ -

Anyw'n,ere unDl tered. II Even for Russe11, lIa proposi tion

has a certain indefinable unity, in virtue of \'fL1ich it is

en assertion: and this is so completely lost by analysis
205

thE! t no enumera tion of consti tuents 1'1ill restore it ••• "

On this inter!)retation he is able to deny that enalysis

is falsification even though, "thoue;h a.m'llysis gives us

the truth, 8nd nothing but the truth, yet it can never
206

give us the lV'hole truth." Ultimately, the justification

for this conclusion is that the logically simpler has to be

regard ed as logi cally prior to the more compl ex: "He

cannot conclude that •••• the logically prior is not
207

usually simpler than the logically complex. 11 In short,

Russell's argument is that a relational fact is what a

204
CE, 66L~

205
POl":, 466

206
FOI-i, 141

207
I-bid.
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proposition, ",rhen true, stf,tes, such that \,'Thile wha,t mal(es

8 proposition assert a f8ct seems somehow not to be

captured in the enumeration of the parts of the proposi tion;

(i.e. it is the proposition which states the fact, not the

mere sum 't1 vS parts), even so, the logicallY distinguish-

able parts of the proposition ere vrior to the proposition

in the sense that they can function in other proposi tions

in a ~~y logically independent of their function in that

proposition. In addition, the parts are prior to the

i'J'hole because they ere simpler: the Droposi tion is

resoluble into its components by a prior order of

resolution than which thp narts are resoluble, because

the whole is complex, even if only by comparison wi th

its 11s.rts ~ The a,rgument 'co this is that wholes just 8're

resoluble: IIt·iher'e the mind can distinguish elements,
208

there must be different elements to distinguish. 1I

an assumption that has been sh01'm above to be false.

The Emalysabili ty of proposi tions does not imply that there

exist discrete elements in reE':li ty which correspond to the

component parts of propositions.

Russell's account essentially depends on the

208
POll), L~66
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mere affirmatj.on that the only u;'1tt\es, in the sen~1e of [\

~Thole which is not .9 mere 8p':,crre,q8te (Nhich is "(lefinite
.- 209

es 800n 88 its consti tuents Are kn0v.rn ll
), t3re

.J2rolJositinns,: ~\7herefrom he is able to conclude tht)t

"no th in,q; that exi s ts is [1 uni ty • If, therefore, it i8

mpint8ined thF.!t things are unities, we must l'e1)ly that no
210

thin,q:8 eXist. 11

This is based on the Humean consideration that

"'rhe only kind of uni ty to vrhich I can 8. ttach any prec ise

sense - apart from the unity of the absolutely simple 
211

is th.9t of cl ~Thole comDosed of DArts". This 8np:.gests

th8t Bnldley! s ideEl of 8. whole is s0meho~'1 occult.

However, of course, Bradley's idea of a unity may be

identified i'li th one of the senses ,,;\yhich Russell 8110\\78 -

the 8bsolutely simnlej for, 2,S the model discussed in

,Section 2 ShOHS, the unity of experience j.s absolutely

simple from the logiCAl !)oint of view that it contains no

concentuallX bounded discrete parts. l\nd ~'1here Russell

claims that if the mind C8n distinguish elements there

209
, POI'1, 119

210
POJVi, 467

211
PON, 466
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must be elements, Bradley allows, 8S was seen, that there

8 re vari el:>:a tions in sense (" I am no t sure tha t, if no

diversity were given, the intellect of itself couln
212

invent it or \Ilould even dem~md it" ). But he further

maint8ins, (1) that as regards reBlity the variegFJtions

in sense are not discrete and have no necessary (internal)

coincidence with the essentially discrete elements of

thou~ht (this was shoNn in Section 2); and (2) that the

unity of a proposition cannot reconstitute the unity of

wha tit purports to s ta te: 11 Hhen we try to thinl{ its
213

unity, then ••• we end in failure. w This problem

is discussed more fully in Section 3.

To conclude; since accordin~ to Bradley, it is

not the case that '~'and '2' renresent real individuals

such the t "aRb ll es tabl ishes 8 relation between 'a' and

'b ' which succeeds in representing a real relation between

those individuals, it is not the case that he need allow

that Russell's formulation "(ab).!:'1 is in any more

conformi ty wi th the metaphysical truth contained in the

doctrine of internal relations that lIaRb". He could insist,

for example,th8t the whole of reality be denoted by a

212
l\R, 508

213
lbin.; my underlining.
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sinp;le subst8ntive, vJhich appears in all propositions and

is to be represented as being qualified adverbially.

This '\I.Tonla h~1ve the advantage of expresainp: more nearly

what he conceives a relational situation to be like in

reality (i.e. as not contBining in reality any discrete

terms denoted by the abstracted substantives "£" anc1 "Q"). In

addition this formulati.on would all01<J the possibility of

expressing quite easily the direction of sense of an

asymmetrical relation, as King-FarloN and Rothstein

suggest: e.g. 9 "It 1s sho~m .l\-ly first, B-ly secona ll ,

or, 1I\,f.l1ence It Bs, It lefts i\-lyll, etc. Therefore if

the doctrine of internal relations appears, under Russell's

in terpret8 tlon, to be refu ta'01 e 'cecaua e 1 t req uires tha. t

aRb be expressed (ab)!., Bradley is at liberty t') reply that

any other formu18tion may be substituted for (~lb)K,

bec~~use 't!.l1f:1. tever in re81 i ty the propos i tion "aRb"

iml)erfectly expresses is given quite independently of any

expression of it. Therefore, Bradley can hold without

self-contradiction both (1), that the proposition, in

order to be less imperfect, ought to express the

metaphysic8.l f8ct that E. holds internally of the

propositional unity wl1ich purports to state the unity in

reality h'ithin Nhich l'Jh8tever g purports to express holds;

(2) that not any proposed reformulation of aRb ld1ich is

claimed to fulfil this requirement, is implied by the



doctrine of internal relations. Therefore, the fact

112

th8t (eb) in (ab).!: is symmetrical does not const! tute

even 8ny objection to the doctrine of internal relations,

let alone the refutation of that doctrine.

2. Inn lvidW'-).ls

Russell's other form of objection concerns the

identity of a term when ~ll that term's relations are

conceived to hold internally of it. Bradley's ar~~ument

iI", roughly, 8S I have said, tha t in reali ty there [~re Q.2.

rel~ tions, and no terms; but if there \vere both, then meta

physically the 1 east mislead ing way of regard ing relations

is as holding internally of their terms. This Viei-'T leads,

of course, to difficulties concerning the nature of the

terms, and Bradley advances it just in order to show

that the notion of a discrete real individual is self

contradictory: tithe inner essence of 1r.J'hat is finite

itself both is, and is not, the relations which limit it.

Its nature is hence incurably re18tive, passing, that is,

beyond itself, ann imnortinp;, ap::ain, into its ovTn core .8

mEl 88 0 f foreip;n connec tions. 'rhus to be d efinecl from
214

Hithout is, in nrinciple, to be distracted from within."

214
J\R, 322
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Russell's attack on this thesis is, as in the

cRse of the argument from asymmetrical relations, mis-

directed, because his conclusion merely reinfor0es

Bradley's argument. He a.sks 9 vlha t is the nEl. ture of a term?

Is this the same as the term itself or something different?

If it is dj.fferent, then tlit must be related tome terr.-:,

and the relation of a term to its nature cannot, without

an endless reg:ress, be reduced to something other than a
215

relation. tI On the other hanel, if vIe conclude that a

term is not other thEln its n8ture, tlevery true propos! tion

attributing a predicate to a subject is Durely analytic,

since the subj ec t is its Oi/,ln whol e na ture. But in that

case, Nh8t is the b0no tho.t unites nredicates into

preclic8tes of one subject? Any casual collection of

predic[3tes ought to be sUDposed to compose 8. subject,

if subjects .sre not other than the system of their Oi-'m
216

prec1 ica tes. 11

Russell's demand is for a substaYJ.ce-J,U;:e su1?ject

of predic8tes: Le. his argument is that according to

Bradley the nature of an incHvidual 1s such th8t no

identity-conditions C8n be specified for that indiVidual

21.5
ETT, 167

216
Ibid.
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Et]X,rt from the \'Thole system of re18tions into v,"t1ich it

enters. This is just the point Bradley ilJantec'l to m81{e.

However? 8ccordins to Russell, Bradley's

Emtinomy concerning the nature of thine.-s is equivalent

to the assertion th~t if two things have a certain

relation, then they CE)nnot but have it, since part of

KhE~ t m81;;:es each thing to be the thing that it is is the

fact of its beinp; re18ted just in the Hay that it is, to

the other. Russell says in effect? that vlhat Bradley

claims is that if, per impossible, ~ were not related

to 12, 8 would still be 8. qua ind i vidual? but its na 'cure

would be changed, since its relation to Q is internal to

it - i.e. part of its nature. Russell's argument

therefore takes the curious form of a denial that 8.

term C8n be modified.

i\ccord ing to what was discovered in Cha.nter 2,

Sec tion 2; in a plenum? if any change is mad e in the

disposition of Parts,. the Parts lose their identity qua

"existents". Thu~ Bradley says: "a thing mAy remain

un[lltereo if you identify it w1.th [I cert[lin character,

while taken otherwise the thing is sUffering change. If,

that is, you take a billiard-ball and a man in abstraction

from place, they will, of course - so far as this is
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maintained - be indifferent to changes of place ••• But

take them as eXisting things, and take them without

mutile,tion, and you must regard them as determined by

their places, and qualified by the whole mAterial system
217

in to 'Nhich they enter ••• II

Accordingly, Russell's argument is misdirected

insofar as it is intended to ShOv.i that 8 term cannot be

IDodifiec1 - if by IIterm ll he means lIindividual eXistent ll ,

for Bradley affirms no less. And in fact, as reg8rds

II the whole rna terial system ll Russell makes an id en tical

ar~ument from the l)oint of view of the vihole system of

propos i tions: II if t'lf70 terms are rela ted in a c erta in

Hay, it folloNS th8 t, if they l\Tere not so re18ted, every

imaginable consequence l\TOuld ensue. For 9 if they are

not so re18ted ,the hYl)othesis that they are so related

is false, and from a false hypothesis anything can be
218

deduced. II

NOl'1' he takes this argument to show that the

statement IIIf [3 and b are related in a certain way, then

of their nature they must be so related" is equivocel

217
fIR, 517-518

218
II';TT, 166
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between a fallacy and a triviality, and ought to be

altered to the trivial form of statement, from which, by

illicit assimilation, the fallacy gB.ins its plausibility

- vl.7.."if §; and b are related in a certAin Nay, then
219

anything not so related must be other than a and 12."

From this he concludes thet lIno relation ever modifies

either of its terms. For if it holds between A and B,

then it is bet\\Teen 1\ and B that it hold s 9 and to say tha t

it modi fies 1\ and B is to say tha tit really nolds betNeen
220

different terms C and D.lI He claims that in order to

deny this 9 'Ne must assume the 8xioI,1 of lnt ernal rela tions.

ltHence the argument h8 s only a rhetorical force, end
221

cannot prove its conclusion 1"ri thou t 8 vicious re,gress. 11

The t i ~~, vTe are to treat relc1 ts as being, qua relA ta,

irreo"Lwibly simple, such that the symbol wflich denotes them

in the proposl tlon expressin::T, the relation into 1<Thich

they enter stands for a non-transferrable individual.

But such 8n individual, I suggest, carillot be

other than the sort of individual wflich, in the no~qtion

of Chapter 2, Section 2 is denoted by lower case letters;

i. e., fln 2i type or ind i vidw.11 existen t.

219r1TT9 166
220

POf1, 41.:·8
221

J.'t1TT, 166

Accord lng to
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this, then, Russell's argument affirms a point

identical with Bradley's; (1), th8t§.'s relation to b

is internal to ~ and ~, since if 8 and ~ were not

so related it ~\fould not be 8. and b that 1iJere not 80

related,. since Q. and .Q~ onlY insofar 8S they are

so related.

But at the same time Russell Hishes to be able

to say that the identity of a term is not dependent on

the relation into vJnich it enters, but persists throughout

chDn,q;es in relation: lIHhat is called modification

consi~ts merely in having at one time, but not at

another, some specific relation to some other snecific
222

term. U But given the logical charf-:\cteristics adduced

to specify the type of term the identity of vmich is

d ependen t upon the relation in vTnich it is entered

(i.e. E type), plainly it is not this type that can ha,ve

at one time but not at another a specific relation and

yet retain its identity. ConsequentlY, the tYDe now in

question is ~>,)'h8t w'as designated X type, or "character".

11 s Russell says, (2), 11 the term which sometimes hAS and

sometimes has not the relation in question must be unchanged,

o thervlise it Nould no t be the) t term N'nich hf~d ceased to

222
HTT, 168
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223
have the relation. 1I

It seems therefore, that there is an equivocation

in Russell's use of II term":, between whet satisfies

requirement (1) above, '=' .!, and 't'rhat satisfies

req.uiremen t (2), '=' X. ~nd of course, Bradley's account

recognizes the equivocation: ~ stl3.nds to K as "existent ll

to t1characterll. But Bradley did not wish to say that

characters are modified internally by the relations into

which they enter (for characters have no claim to reality

in Bny case). hnd similarly what individuates the reel

existent 'tIThich 'hBs' that character is its real nosition

in the world, Le. qua qua.lified by the IIwhole material

sy:=::te;-nll into 'Vlhich it enters. Thus the doctrine of

internal relations claims merely that the source in

reality of the identity of an individual is just its

unique d etermina tion qW) existan t by a set of relational

co-ord ine tes. To see that Russell has misunderstood

this it is enough to note what doctrine he

thinks he has refuted: II He thus get a world 0 f me.ny thing's,

with relations which are not to be Cleduced from a sunnosed
224

Ina ture' or scholastic essence of the rela ted thin~s. II

223
p.ar·l, 449

22l~
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The doctrine of internal relations st8tes that

there are no real individuals at all: but insofar 8S we

s )e81< of ino i vj.dl)als, they become 1 ess inc0mpl etely

specified the closer we come to regarding them as having

no princi)le of individuation over an~ above being

specifisble in terms of the system of relations into

\'Jhich they are en tered • Ch2 rae tel's, or ?i. types, tlre

ff:3.rthe7.' fro];l being conceived of in this I'J8Y than.! ty1)eS,

or eXisten ts. In the case of the latter it is correct

to say, 8S Bradley implies, that if a and b are related,

then if they v'Tere no t so re18 ted, they l'Tould be other

than they are; in the strnnR sense. And to say this is
225

not to FW,y 11 something perfec 'ely barren!1 in the sense

th::-~t it S8yS nothing more t.rw.n, 8S 1.~ntlin:2;' puts it, the

l1trlviality that if t1'jO th:Lnr:s clre relsted in 8 cert8in
226

way then they are related in the t W'[tyll 9 because, as

regard s ~ ty-pes the consequenc e is that 11 if they ~;Tere

those tv'10 things they \<TOU Id. be rela tee in that 1'7a y will

be true if, and only if, their being those two things
227

imnlies that they stand in that relation. ll
- a

conseouence \'Jhich, as Hatling points out, is not true

of X types.

225
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226
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227
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sufficient or necessary for the identity of A. but not

such that (3), the identity statement II!. is A" implies

either the wDole set, or any individual relation in

particular. (From (1) and (2) above.) vJhereas,

since, for the reasons already discussed, (1) and (2)

do not hold in the case of ~ types ~ llE, - is I?Jll does not

imply tb.,.t all (and only) these relations, of \,rhich 8.

3. Relational Facts

Russell says, "vlhen the axiom is re,1ected it

becomes meaningless to speal<: of the 'nature' of the terms

of a relation: relatedness is no longer a proof of

complexity ~i.e. in the terms7, a given relation

may hold betNeen mDny different :pairs of terms, and 8

229
given term mF3Y have many different rela'dons." This

sho~<TS the important metaphysical resul ts of denying

the doctrine of internal relations. The doctrine was

able to evade Russellfs arguments by anpeal to the

fact of relatedness betl'1een eXistents: i.e. by

90intin~ out that Br8dley's analysis is of the unique

si tU8.tion Cl.ua unique; VIhereafl Russell's is of WD8.t 1:;;

229



For example, if K8 regard what is denoted by

tlSt. Pau1s tl an(] tiThe Eiffe1 T011J'er ll as X types it is true,

as 1!'Jat1ing says, that the argument Ilif ~ and ;§ llJ'ere not

so related etc. ll , "may mislead someone into thinking that

wh8t 1'l8S established 1""-13.8 the imnossibili ty of their
228

existing anart lt - because the identity-conditions

of these t';,JO objects qua ~ types do not make it impossible

for this relation to cease to holo ~\Tithout loss of identity.

HOll.rever, the identity-conditions of these tNo objects qUE!

eXisten ::':s or x ty~)es ~ such that no change in this

relation is possible without loss of identity; for if the

~\Thole con,junctive set of relations into l'Jhich each of

these two objects respectively enters is taken into

consideration? then it certainly is the case that their

being those two things imp1 i es tha t they s t8nd in the t

re1etion. For consider: \tIe would ordinarily sa.y that

tlbeinp: /\11 implies not the set of all !lIS relations, but

the existence of ~~. fini te and more or less d efini te

subset, \'Thich He construe as the identi ty-conoi tions of

~, such that if the members of this subset hold, we take

it as (1), a sufficient condition for the identity of fI,

such that (2), n0 ~ member of the set is ever either

228
Watling, 45
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thin~able in the situation - a re~uirement which

necessarily abstracts from its uniqueness: (Cf. "The

\IJ'Ol"'O s, tilerefore in T~7hich I try to tell my experience W'ill

ami t \/Jha t 5. s ps.rtic ular to it, Emd convey only whu t is
230

'J11ivers81 lf
). If BrJ:.)oley's :~.ppeal to the given fact

from which the logic B1)~tracts is to be justified,

the (1 iff 81"€'i'lC e be tl"reen <3 relation ':'ih ieh rela tes i''l ~actu

231
['tl1d one '\Ilhich does not so rela tell is callable of an

answer 't'Jhich 'Nill justify the distinction dral';'1'1 in

Hussell's vie\lJ' in lIThe Principles of 1'18 them~1tics"

in f~ S811;::;8 avoids the problem of unj,queness, by denying

t~11D'L re2.ntions [it least,

t'rc18tiol""i.S (0

have instances, but are strictly the same L "precisely

oDd nunerically the saffie~7 in all proDosi tions in 'II/ilich
232

they occur". Joachim argues against Russell on the

ground s of his supposedly holding this vie1;v of proT)erties,

also: "if it L l1 greenness ll _7 does not become numerically

156
37lJ.

230
01 TII ,

231
Reply,

232
POI"1, 51
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multiple, how' Cl:,n it - a simple numerically identicAl
233

en ti ty - enter into d ifferen t eXis ten t cOLl'j)l exes?f1

(l\no here, as in Bradley's case, the position is in a

sense rather curious that the suu'j)08ed opponent of all

discrete real entities should appeal to the fact of

their uniqueness, in ord er to d ispu te the view the. t the

~orld contains a plurality of such re~ls.) The point

is, that 1,r.'1a t the io eal is ts. are 8.ffirming 1s that if

any thing is real, it 1s the individual, the indeterminate

of which the universal is predicated; not, obviously,

the occurence of the universal in the proposition.

TheJT m?ke this negative point legitimately enough in

that their opponents' ontology contains discrete

pArticular things; they hold in reserve the c1enisl

that in fact any individual of that sort, short of the

One indiVidual, is real. (Cf. "Professor James assumed

me to hold that terms are, as such, ultill1ately real,

while relations are not so. He at that time

apparently had no idea that the vie't'l' to 1'Thich he opposed

himself was that both terms and relations are alike, as

such, mere abstractions, and neither ultim8tely real,

though of course, for certain purposes r~Te use these inecls
234

~true.f1 ) - one purpose being the corrective one, of

233
Joachim, 47 n.; my ~~derlining

234
ETR, 151 n.1; my underlining
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pointing out to pluralists that, given their ontology,

they ought a. t least to regula te their metaphysical

assumptions by reference to ~matever it is of that sort

tha t 1s at least less unlil{ely to be unreal, viz. the

individual qua existent.

To revert to Joachim's criticism of Russell;

Joachim notes that in 8 letter from Russell "He says
235

tha this argument appli es onlY to rela t10ns" •

Russell presumably intended to escape Joachim's

cri ticism (for even substi tu ting II relation" for

Ifproperty" the same argument hold s, and in fac t is the

substance of Bradley's question; hovT can a simple

numerically identicRl relation enter into different

exis ten t com1)lexes?) by a ffirr:linE'" simply th8 t a rela tion

is not an entitY9 nor ~) "char8cter ll but sor~ethin:c: more

11%e a lo~ical constant; for clearly, from a certain

point of view there is only one relation of conjunction.

Then the fact that it could not enter into different

existent complexes as an entity would be no bar to its

enterin~ different complexes as a relation (i.e. re18tions

are tY~)e-different in just this way.) This is, in

e~~sence, the anSNer given by Gram (Cf. below paEe 129).

235
Joachim, 47 n.
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One reason Russell has for holdinG tnis view is that if

there \~'ere such things as particularised re18tj.ons then

f81se judgement is impossj.ble, "for it affirms the

being of what ex hy~othesi, does not have bein~, and

therefore there is nothinr::: of 1i-Thich it affirms the bei-np;,
236

and therefore it affi:cms nothin..;;; and is meaningless. II

( Cf. El1 thyo emus 281.;.c - this is a -probl em Hhich con tinned

to dog his later accounts of truth.)

The Idea.lists' vie,\' is that it is not in any

cE:)se qU8 the instance of a universal relation thet a

relation relates, but in virtue of the fact of really

relc3ti21[; in the existent complex. The difference

bet"V'leen the t'NO vi e\irpoin ts is n.s [ollo1;l)"s: R1J.sse11

says flThe proposi tion '~ has the relation g to b f is an

ob,ject not to be obta.ined by .juxta.posing ~ and Rand 12;

it is a neVT object, havin~~ that 81)eci81 kind of unity
237

thA t chf"r8;cteris~s proposi tion!:L:. fl (Cf. above page 109

regs.rd in,:,: Russell's defini tion of uni ty) • On the

other hand, Bradley holds that "you cannot say thet

the re8.1 fac t is the relation and the terms; for obviously

th8 t is not enough, 8 ince the fac t goes beyond a mere

236
I'1TCiI, 345

237
j\iTC.J\, 348
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1 ano' .11 The tlreal fact tl for Bradley is just \'~hat

126

is given ~ a unity in experience (not thou~ht,

i. e. 9 but Experienced), 1'lhereas for Russell uni ty

belongs only to propositions, and "I do not see why the

thotl.Crht of this LCOID!)lex _7 object should not be called
239

a presentation ••• 11 (Bradley' s e_nS~'Ter of course, is

th8t "presentations exist and they lli!1l.. nothing"

(Cf. a.bove, pAge 46). I shall postpone to Chapter 4,

Section 2, the subsequent history of Russell's

ascription of a thinkable form to reality itself (from

propositions themselves, to Objectives, to facts -

all ere ghostly nroDosi tions subsisting in the world).

For the present, as Russell notes in his Reply

to Bradley, II everything here turns upon the sense in
240

l-Ttlich such unities cannot be analysed. 1t In l~iTCJ\ he

had said tl the inao equacy of analysis appears, in this

case, in the fact that propositions are true or false,
241

while their consti tuen ts, in general, B.re nei ther lt

th8t is, the analysis of a proposition cannot preserve

its truth-functional form, which it has in virtue of

being an assertion. On the other hand Bradley conceives

238
CE, 657

239
NTCi\, 3'+8

24,0
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the impossibility as, 8.Kain, consisting in the concrete

nature of the situation - Le. "/\ relation to be

actual cannot itself be less than all and everything that
242

illal{es the entire relational fact". That is, the

re18 tional fac t c8nnot be analysed bec8use the "relation"

so 0 btB ined 1r-JOuld not be a relation that relates, ann

hence not the relation at all; because what makes the

"actuAl relation ll to [)e the actual relation 1A)h.ich relates
-- 243

is, so he Si'JYs, lithe fact of relatedness".

(Incidentally, this is one expression of a way of obtaining

the conclusion that relations are self-contradictory: in

the sense above the reletlon must be the entire rele.tional

situation in order to relate. On the other hand,

obViously, the constituents of the fact must include the

terms as Nell as the relation, hence lIA relation both is

and is not ~rhat may be called the entire relational
244

situation, and hence in this respect contradicts itself. lI )

There has recently been an exchange on this topic

betl'Teen Nessrs. Gram 8nd Gull in the course of which some

interesting points emer~e, but also the tradition of

2Lj·2
C l:i' 6"/'.w, _)0

243
I bin.

244--
CE, 635
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misundersbmding is rrwintqined.

Gram quotes Bra~ley's identification of the

re18tion 8.S Hctual l'lith the \,IJ1101e relational situation:

!Ill, relotion as 8.ctual i8 not 8- mere abstr8ction. It

means a re18 tional 8 i tU8.tion "('rhich is an ina i vidual B.nd
245

uniC1ye f8ct l1
• This ioentlfication, according to Gram,

c8.nnot account for the existence of rela tional comulexes
246

unle88 it is identified v.rith the entire complex. 1I But

cert8inly this is not a premise to the argument, ano nor

is any premise surmressed - as l~e have seen, Bradley

argues quite extensively to this conclusion. It is not

a (~uestion of a relation a.ccounting for the eXistence of

the cOillnlex but an accoun t of Wh8t it is for the rela tion

ac tually to 1"e18. te - rather than, Ray, to be merely

El.monp: the consti tHents of the complex (l.m.ich of course, it

is also). He then asks ho"t'r, if the parts are d istinguish-

able and cannot account for the unity, there can be any

such unity, and claims that to say !las Russell does,

that a. relational complex is different from the elements

---------

2~'5
CE, 638

246
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1'Ie can dis tinguish in it, is to state the cono i tions
247

of the problem, not to solve ..... 11
l \J. But the crucial

question is, in wnat sense ooes Russell say it is

d i fferen t? - surely, in the sense that it has that

formal unity which makes it an assertion and not, say,

an enumeration of the proposition's constituents (Gull

ex loits this; see below). Gram further claims that

Br'adley's regress argument (a relation must relate the

relation to the terms etc.) contains an indispensible

assumption, 11 tha t 1..rL1atever is distinguishable can exist
24·8

separately. 11 He then attributes to Bradley the view

that if we can ShOI<T thA. t somethinp: can be 0 etatched from

the cOillDlex in VJhich it figures, 1;Te are 1Ijustified in
21-1-9

inferrin,~ that it can exist ~rp8.rt frorr. all complexes 1l

such th8 t this effec tively removes the cl is tine tion bet';.·Teen

8 un i ty and 8 mere oggre,7,8 te. Gram's counter 8r~u~ent is

tho. t 1811 the argument forces us to concede is that a
250

relation can occur in infini tely many other COID1)lexes. II

'1'his bein,o: the cO.se we need no t snecify v;hy it ha'ppens to

relate any D8rticular set of terms in oro er to show tl'~ t

247
Gram, 50
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Ibid., 56
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Ibid., 65
250

Ibid.
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lhJhen it d nes cOr.1bine v.ri. th a pair of terms, j. t
251

genuinely relates them." In the flrst pIece,

surely the principle he attributes to Bradley is in fact

explicitly held by Russell and is just the contrary to

itJhst Bradley 1'JOulr: in rrener8l h8.ve \iJii'lhed to hold.

Q8intains that there are two fncts:(l) whY does it relate

the parttcular pair?; (2) hOl'! does it relate them? ,\lJh ich

dU8li ty "is obscured by talkinp; about the fact of
252

combin~Jtion os thour~h it "mre only one fact. It His

failure here derives directly from his misconception at

the st-:"lrt: Nhat Bradley claims needs to be ta1{en into

accoun t in oro er to explain hol'l a rel8.tion relates is

tithe individual and unique fact tl in llJhich it relates

actually - but not

sense.

II. , " .the one fac~ of comoination ln Gram's

Gull sees Bra.oleyl s question as redunoant: "to

assert that relations relote is to be redundant, for that
253

is what it is to be a relation". ~nat he claims is

the t an8.lys is c1 oes not turn 8. relation in to 8. non-relation.

251
Gram, 50

252
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253
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Itis only the name of the relation occurring in the

list of consti tuents along 'I'li th the terms \'TJ1ich

inclines us to think this. Thus lithe distinction

between analysi8 and representation, if observed,

resolves the problem raised by Bradley. The

representation, i. e. the sign-sequence 'aRb', and

the analysis, i.e. the list ~, E, and R are two distinct
2 5L~

levels of lanp:uap.;e ll • Only by ille,'2;i tim8tely mixinp;

the levels does Bradley 8:enerate the contradiction

thAt the complex is the collection.

However, this argument f8i18 because the whole

sou.rce of the problem is, in effect,the question; vThf3t

is it about 11'8Rb 1f1 that distin,,<;uishes it frOG

"£ 9 E, And R" 8.nd mal<es the former a represen t~) tion and

the latter An I:malysi8 (the ansV.rer, "convention" 'I.;'ill

not do of course, for Gull cannot be t81king about

lingUistic expressions). Finally, where Gram attributed

to Russell the c18im that the assertion is different

from the prono.<:,i tion, Gull says tha t IIhe hypostR ti7es

the 8 ssertion Ano thinks of it 8S a cons ti tuen t of the

254
GUll, ~). 238
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255
comnlex" - again, not true of Russell.

H01l,fever, Holterstorff dravvs a distinction 1'Thich

seems to me to exnress roughly 1)a rt of the pain t th~\ t

Br8cHey must be understood to be making. He says thR t

the key to the dissolution of Bradley's -par;:loox lies "i.n

the distinction between a relation and a case of that
256 ----

relation" - "If we just h8ve relations and thing;s, Ne

do not hAve things in re18tion; but we do have thin~s in
257

relation if we heve C8ses of relations l1
• Internreti.ng

this to be in accord with Bradley, we can say that the

Daradox arises out of (illustrates the lOKicRl folly of)

AbstrActtng from the description of 8 case in \'Thich terms

Bre octuPlly re18ted the conception of the relatio:'l 8S

S11Ch, as if Rnything corresponoetl in re:::1lity to thAt

charF3cter exceDt in the very 1)8x'ttcul[)rity of that case

of the reIn 'cion. I f the foregoing discussion proves

an:rthini2; in addition, it is that this folly is

comnounoed when not merely the relation, but the relation8l

fact (or the case of the rel~ltion) is abstracted in this

way.

255
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CHAPTER 4

Pluralism: Russell's Empiricism

1. Loric and Mathematics

I claimed in the Introduction that the

d eveloument in Russell's metaphysics is to be understood as

originating in the development of his philoso~hy of

mAthemAtics, and in Chanter 1 showed how his originallY

1(.on ti,gn concention of the. form the philosophy of mathemn tics

mu~t tAke led, via a Lotzean analysis of :matter, to a form

of monism. 'Ilhe discovery of the fundamental and

irreducible role of asymmetrical relations in the anDlysls

of mathematical concepts led him to challenge Bradley's

dnctrine of internal relations and to abandon monism in

favour of a form of pluralism - again, derived from the

logical requirements of an altered conception of the

philosophy of mathematics.

133
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In the new case this led also to a ne"T met8.physi-

cal conception of logic itself - not merely to the

technical innov8tions of PrinciDi8 I-1athemattca but a

metaphysical assumption concernln~ the foundations of

l\:no"rl ed ge. The fundamental nature of this assumption

is the vievT thBt "loGic aims at independence of eml)irical

fact, and the eXistence of the universe is an empirical
258

fac t" - this 18 t ter is, of course, a met8l)hys icel

pronouncement; and S09 ul timately, is the former - in the

use to ,.;rhich Russell puts it. In short, ?rinch.)iF.l

Nathematic8 is for Russell a Logic of just the same

sort 88 the lor;ico-met8physical systems current in the

nineteenth century (e.g. those of Hegel, Mill, Bradley,

Lot~e, Bopanquet etc. etc.)

The key to Russell l s metaphysics of logic is his

belief that the import of "l'Jha.t is expressed in PrinciDi!'l l s

calculus is true a priori absolutely and in a 1::ray

indeuendent of reli8nce upon anything else, tosether

ifTi th the consonant belief tha t any form of necess8ry

tru ths Nh ich can be shown to be true [1 pri0ri only on

trnnscennentr.l1 ,R:rounds nre, in ~1. speciDl nne weakening:

258
POM, intro. to 2nd ed. p.viii



sense, 11 subj ec tive ll
•

mathematical knowledge

Thus, 11 th e po s sib i 1 i t y 0 f

ShOll/S that human l<nowleoge

135

is not wholly deduced from facts of se!v~el hut that a

priori knovJledge can by no means he exnlainecl in ~

259
snbjectj.ve or psychologicsl manner. II Russell and

Moore consistently thought of Xant's account 8S bejn~

subjective ~.md 1)sychologic8l in this sense £U10 it is

clear that there is a basic misconception here directly

analogous 1\'"i th the misconception that there is nothing

unin tell igi 'ole in assertinp.; the e~\ istence of 8. sv:pra-

intelligible reality: in this case it is the assertion

of A sunr8-transcendental sense of Iltrue tl ~'Jhich is 8.t

:Laul t. 'I" . .... . f' .... . f . t (1' 1 th 1ne JUS~l lca~lon or 1, iKe e ana ogous

justii'icf::Jtion that 1m01'!ledge m~31{es no di.fference to v.m8t

it is ~.lrlmitted that the :->roposition IG1.o'il.(]. is not identic~)l

1·Ji th the !{no1<Jlec1p;e of it, it becomes plain tha t the

q :estion as to the nature of propositions is distinct
260

from 811 q ues tions as to lmo'/il edget~ ,

~59
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~60
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The former great lILof!~icsll I'Jere based on the

transcendental 8nalysis of 11 judgement ll and lIgssertion ll ;

they ~\Tere as Bedell says, lo~ics of content: lIbec8use

judgement, as the fundamental cognitive relation

qualifies reAlity through immecHnte e~q)erience. [T

should prefer to say that only in terms of its

eXDress ion in the jud?~ement has 11 reo.1 i tyll any senRi ble

meening._7 Its truth-claim must be made good or

rejected by reality itself. This guar8ntees its
261

metaphysical relevance •••• 11 Hhat Russell believed

himself to have done was to have abstracted from the

nRycho1o~ica1 stetus of the judgement to its non-

lIsubjective" import. However, ~vhElt, apparently, he

f8i1ed to recognise liras that he thereby had abstracted

81so from the Dossibi1ity of its being true or false

of rea1i tv: "imp1ica.tion as above defined

(p :::> Q ~ df. ,....,) V q) is still the fundamental

logical concept, and what is further required for

inference is psychological, namely such conditions as

shall enable us to perceive the implication without

lmov.ring: first whether the conclusion is true or the
262

premise fa1se. 1I

261
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The i'J"hole basis of Bradley's ltPrinci-ples of

Logic" had been the elimin8tion of \'lhat he c811eo

ltnsychologism lt - rouf:hly what Strav.rson calls, in

respect of Ka,nt' s talk of facul ties, n transcend en tal

psychology". This is indeed appeal to ltsubjective

and psychological lt factors in Russell's (rather strained)

senr.,e, but to eliminate all, even 1e8'i timate cond i tions

of the possibility of knowled~e, is directly analogous in

the case of logic with the rejection of transcendentalism

in the philosonhy of mathematics (Cf. above, page 10),

and is accomplished by the construction of just as false

an 81 terna tive. In Joachim's words, according to Russell

"knowledge qua 'belief' is the subject of Psychology,

and q 1)8 bel i ef in l'ihf:1 t is true prem.11)l)1)S es the sc i ence of
263

Lop.-ic"; so that, ,just [1S the transcendental study of the

foundations of geometry is eliminated by Russell on the

grounds that it has no place in either study to which he

allONS 1 egi timacy,' mathe:ma tics or meaS~lrel1lent, so also liThe

logician is driven to the uncomfortable conception of a

'strictly logical assertion'lt 1';lh1le liThe psychologist is

condemned to study mental states, psychical existents

------~--_._,-
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':,iho hE-'.8 been (:,::.<cluded, again by fiat, is the transcencental

logici;~n• (As much leter as 1938 Joachim ~eclRred,

Ni th an appe8rance of obscurantism 't'lhich is Ni tness of

Russellls success, thElt this tendency I1to vvorshi1)

instead At the shrine of the formalists, symbolists,

a.nalysts, 8.no positivists - ~I)"ould be disastrous if it
265

,.,rere anythinr; more than 8. tempornry phenomenon". )

Fin811y on the question of Lop.:ic, if there is anyone

T,.,ray of best ch8.racterisin,q; Russell l s neT,..;r metaphysical

position it is that his logic is, in Joachimls phrase,

Ila lop:ic of abstr8ct identityl1 - necessarily so, since

all it treats of as regards individuals is their form

que individuals in abstraction from the question of their

existence Q2 indivitluals. It is not the case, simuly,

tha t 10[<:ical pluralism is just a logically tidy

eXDression of COrlL'ilOn sense; it J_s 8 metaphysical theory

ll)"hich h;rpostatises logical forms just as l\ristotle l sis.

From one point of viell)" it appears not to deny common

sense~ but then from the contrary point of view, neither

does Bredley.

265
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f\s for mathematics; Russell subs ti tu tes for

K~mt' 13 transc end en tal proof th~lt m8 th ema tics mUG t be

true of reali ty, the cl[~im that mathematics is reoucible

to logic. His 8.rgumen t is then, that" the rules of

deduction have a twofold use in mathematics: both as

premises and as a method of obtaining consequences of the

premises. Now, if the rules of deduction were not true,

the conSGC'juences that 1'101.1.10 be obtained by usin.c:: thern

vJOuld not truly be consequences, so th8.t we should not

have even a correct deduction settin~ out from a false
266

premise lf
• Obviously this can only serve as 8 proof

thAt m~thematics is true of reality if we add the premise

th8t 1'8811 ty must conform to lo:sic - f~. l)rincinle no less

necess8ry in a Renera1 form than Bradley's, that reality

does n~t contradict itself: but certainly it is not

1.mobjectionHble if the sense O
.,~

• J. II conform" is t"J ken in the

perticulsr sense, 8S it mu.st be for the ergument, thet

reality is to be defined as the independent correlate of

\'!h8t js thinl{c,ble under the cc.3tegories defined in the

logical calculus.

266
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2. The Atomistic Theory of Truth

Nost of TiJha t there is to be sr.) iel 8 bou t the

metaphysical nresuppositions of Logical ntomism havin~

been already sa.id or sUf?;8:ested in the clefence of the

moniFttc theory, c)ll thAt :rem~;in8 is ~1 critical

examination of Russell's positive alternative, the overt

expression of his new metaphysics.

Br8dley sUf!"gests that the central 8vpeal of

corresnonn ence theori es of truth 1 i es in the feel ing

th8t lIobjective" olJp;ht to mean more than lIintersubjective ll

- 8 feel ing "lhich, if indulged, resul ts on the one hand

in l)ostvlation of something like Berlreley's God to

account for the co-ordination of intersubjective

eX1)eriences, and on the other, to the ~)ostulation of a

single sUDra-subjective renlity (where Ilintersubjective ll

is construeo con.;unctively). For eX8m~)1e, II tru th

im~lies 8~reernent amongst the ideas of separate

individuals. nnd, since this agreement is not mnde by

one or another ind i vidu81, and so not by 811 of them, it

therefore seems due to all of them followin~ one
267

origin81 f£lct." The rough intUitive idea of

267
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following a fRCt has then to be explicated in terms of

8 rela tion betHeen a true proposi tion and the reBl i ty it

expresses. But, 8ccordinl7, to Bradley, "You c8nnot £3131':

how in any ~roper sense truth is relateo to the real.

For such 8 relation to be possible, you vmuld reCluire

rea.lity on one side and truth on the other. .1\nd, since

without truth reality would not be real, and truth apart

from reality TiJould not be t rue 9 the question [lsked 18

268
rid icu.lous. 11 The l:~ tter point migh t be better

ex·t)res~d by saying that a.nything \'Te can understand by

11 real i tyll is involved bicond 1 tionally \Ill th i'Tha tever \lIe

accept 813 IItrue ll such that "i'le cannot appeal (excent in a

ci rcular 1178 y) to one in ord er to spec i fy a cri terion of

the r>ther.

Russell's theory of truth, like his account of

relBtional facts, springs directly from his rejection of

the c10ctrine of internal re18tions: IIHaving n01.r necided

that relations are not grounded in the nature of their

terms, 1-.re h8ve no longer any rea son for SU1mo sin.o: th8 t
. - 269

r experienc ing mal{es a difference to the f[l c ts r • II ;

th us "From the momen t 1,rhen I a liAno oned monism I had no

rJ01Jbt tb,'c truth is to be c1efined by 80!i~e l~ind of

268
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269
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1'ela tion to fac t. 11 Clearly, on this view two theses

VTill have to be mn in t8.ined, (8) concerning the fo I'm of a

true pro~)osition (th~\ tit is 8 truc turully isomoruhic vrj th

Nhf:' t in the lrJorl(; it exnresses) and (b) c()ncernin~ so to

sDeal~ its content (th8t its terms have real values).

l1ussell l s d evelopmen t of the theory h8S rOlJf;hly

three ~)hnses; lr,99-190S, an obscure o.captation from

Idealism consisting in the total assimilation of f8ct~ to

1")rop08i tions (1)roposi tion8 are in the \tJorlcl ano 8

true proposi tion is one that is l1asserted lt ); 1906-1918/24,

the development of the isomorphic theory by an increasing

seperRtion of fact from proposition together with a

correle ted ly sophis tica ted acconn t 0 f 'en e rela tion

bet~'reen theI:l; and subseCluently, a decreasing emphasis

on the formal 1)roblem in f8,vour of epistemolo!!ic~,l

analysis of the content problem. I shall have least to

say about the first and last, since metaphysically

spea1{ ing the anogee of the theory is the philosophy of

Logical ~tomism. For convenience I shall call the

thesis (a), above that the structure of true propositions

270
I>1PD, 175
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reflects the structure of some situation in the world,

tlIsomorphism"j anr:1 thesis (b), that the basis of

empiI'icG.l 1mo1;'J1eage, and hence of the true proposi tlons

in Nhich it is expressed, consists in the inf811ib1.Iity

of the nerception of basic particulars, and hence the

(more or less) incorrigibility of basic propositions,

"Ernpiricism". The latter has been discussed aIreaa y

at some lenKth (Chapter 2, Section 1).

The discuss ion in r:ehe Princ i 1)1 es of lila thematics

of the basic concepts of the truth theory - concepts,

eXistents, complexes, term, propositions etc. is still

heAvily under the influence of ~oore's early paper

tiThe l'Joture of Judgement tl (1 8 9C)), the theory of truth

cont8ineo in 1'I11ich 1,T8S oerisively called by Joachim,

"truth by f18vour". Moore's analysis is basically 8

I\'entic,n account intendec1 to be l)Urged of Iisubjectivism"

by attributing to reali ty the necessi ty Nhich I(8nt had

attributed to the conditions of thous.:;ht. His thesis

consists essentin.lly in the identification of re81i ty

"Jith \·lh8.t is thin!<able; s',).c1'1 th8t the only thin.a:s which

nre C81)8'ole of intelli~ible existence :.:".re possible
271

objects of thought Le. concents or "logical i(1e88 11 •

271
IIIoore (C), 179



These have an ontological foot in both camps, bein~ the

only sort of existent and also the constituents of

propos i tions. f\ propos i tion is d efineo 88 lInothing;
272

other th~<n a complex concept ll , hence states of aff8irs

~)re nothing in excess of propositions, a.nd 1111 proposition

is constituted by any number of concepts together with 8

spec ific re18 tion bet'x'een them; and accord inn; to the

nAture of this relation the proposi tion r~1ay be ei ther true
273

or fal sell. Such a pro:)osi tion is said to be true II if
274

such 8. cannec tion is ex:i. s ten t. 11 Bu t I<oore also says

that tl'uth is dependent upon "the nature of this relation".

He 8npears to mean not th8t the complex as such (qua renl

stRte of affairs) is existent cut th8t the connection,

is, ano tl"i'''t it is of H certain sort if the judr:ement is

true. The sense in w~ich the connection can be eXistent

is if the proposition affirming it is asserted. 'l'hen

lI\\Ihc.lt kind of relation ma1.<es a proposi tion true, \'That

false, C8.Y121ot be further defined, but must be immediately
275

recognised. II The point of this is mainly negative~ we

are not to 1001-:: for a relation of correspondence with

2'12
PIoore (C), 180

273
Ibid.

274--
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275--
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a.nything else; the judgement's truth or falsity tlmust

be immediate Droperties of its o~m, not dependent upon
276

any rela tion it ma.y have to something else tl •

Russell's first explicit discussion of truth

along these lines is the critique of Meinong in 1904,

where he identifies l'f:einong's lfob,jectivel1 't'Jith Illtlhat
277

(following 1,lr. G. E. Hoore) I have call ed a ~nopos i tion 11 •

By an Objective Meinon~ appears to mean some state of

affairs in the 't'Torld Nhich is a proposi tion, that the

judgement has as its object (N.B. not what a true

Droposition stntes, but the nroposition \\t!11ch is the

object of R jud~enent: Russell is still doing Lo~ic

in the former style at this time). Thus jUdgements do

not hRve as their object the subject of the Droposition

in which the jUd~ement is expressed - i.e. ontological

priority is not given to individuals as such, but to

the pro1j0s i tioncll 13 tates of affairs in '!rThich they figure:

tithe judgement or assumption 'Il exists' has as its

object, not ~, but the existence of ~, i.e. that which

•••• j1einonr.: c811s the Objective of the ,judgement or

276
p100re (C), 296

277
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278
assumption. II

The theory is, then, thnt the world consi~ts of

incelligible st[1tes of 8ff~3irs. To be intelligible 8

thing must be an object of thou~ht (i.e., in the cese of

a particular, a concept). To be significant, judgements

must consist in the combination of concents. The objects

of judgements (Objectives) IIcan only be the Hhole
279

proposi tions ll • The objects of propositions are

complex s"C8tes of affairs. In this theory the

correnpol1r1 erlee theory is c3 ismissecl not as J):'.1se d :'tree tly

(88 in Trloore's pAper) but 8.S gtio~~e.: IIT,~h8.t is 8. fa_ct?

1\nd the difficulty of this problem lies in this, that 8

fact anpears to be merely a true proposition, so th0t

'iJhat seemed a si:r.mificent proposi tion Lllthat true pro
280

pas i tions express fSlc tStl_7 becomes a tautology. II

But the main point is, that the defini tion of 8.

"Qomp~_~Etl (\'Thich is in essence the correspondence-

theorists' "facttl Nithout its supra-intelligible ontology)

is offered not as an 0 bj ec tion to the correspond ence

theory btlt as part of the Objective theory, such that

itJh8 t migh t have 8-tYpeared to be irony is in fac t a serious

27~

MTCJ\, 3L~ 5
279
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280--
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.9 ffirmation; viz. tlCompl exes, as soon as ';.Ie eX8m1ne them,

8re seen to be 81hTays products of pronos1 tions: one

might be termted to describe them rather loosely as

pro1)ositions in \,Ttllch the truth or falsi ty h8,S been left
2Fl

out." The justificDtion for the vie11 is, I suppose,

that the 1,10Y.'ld is complex and tithe apprehension of a
282

complex involves the apprehension of a proposi tion tl •

The hyvostatisation of the proposition is due to the f~ct

that et this point, althoug-h monism has been denied, some

elements of the monistic theory of truth have not; ~mile

the correspondence theory has not yet been affirmed.

Consequen tly the theory tries rather incoherently to 8,pply

the import of the coherence definition of truth, that

truth is a property of propositions, and not definable

in terms of a relation to anythine; else, to 1no ividual

proposi tions. ThAt lacking the criterion of coherence

within a system of propositions and the criterion of

correspond ence between 1nd i vidual propos 1tion 8,nd

individual "fact", 'q·Jhat is truth, ano l1hat falsehood,

1i'!e must merely apprehend, for both seem inc8pable of

281
MTCA, 346; my underlining
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283
anelysis ll •

B1.1t at least one important point vlhich has El

bearinp on the theory shortly to be evolved, is first

presented j.n this otherw'ise r8ther ma1\'eshift account:

the distinction between a real relation end the

llpresenta.tion l1 of it (later, the "representation")

Russell SElyS that in the sa.me l're.y th8.t lithe presenta.tion

of extension is unextend ed ", II the presen te.tion of a

re18tion is not itself 0 relation. Consequently, if the

presentation of a. is related to th8t of .:2, the presentation
284

of R cannot be whEt t relates them". This is a

significant advance from the categories of analysis

employed both by Russell and Bradley in the controversy

about relationel facts.

In 1906 Russell published as Section III of his

objections to the Monistic Theory of Truth a much clearer

statement of his developing counter-theory. Retained

from the theory just discussed is the notion of the

essential complexity of objectives (now called l'facts"):

22>3
NTC1\, 52[j

284
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11~\Ihen 'we enterta.in a correct belief, th~lt v.!hich ~·'Je believe

may be called a f8ct. p, fac tis £1.1 v,;ays c ompl ex: th us

"Then He perceive that something eXists the somethinp; is

not a fact, but its existence is 8. fact. If !l ex is ts ,

'his existence' is a foct; perception consists in the
285

aJmrehens ion of such facts. II Furthermore, it is now
286

claimed explici tly that facts are "non-mental complexes".

The problem of falsehood, ho't'Jever, no 'iT assumes an a.cute
287

form: truth is still a "quali ty of beliefs" ,but nOi';

the criterion of a belief's possessing such a Quality is

specified as being that if the belief is correct, that

1'Thich 1'ie believe is a fact. The problem here, thou~h,

is that either fa.cts are propositions or "f~Jct" has a

very curious status. We are said to perceive (the fact

of ?) als eXistence and believe truly the Rame fact;

but do we believe !lIS existence or that I\ eXists? (or

that !liS existence is a fact?). For if facts are non-

mental complexes it will not do just to say we believe

them: (e.g. hovJ do \ATe "entertain" a correct belief - at

least lilha.t vie entertain must be mental).

285
Tru th I I I, 45

286
Truth III, 49

287
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this 1iJOuld serve to define truth it leads to the view

that falsity consists in a quality of bellefn I'Thich are

not beliefs in facts - i.e., since false beliefs are not

non-beliefs, the false is e1 ther a non-fact (in the vJOrld)

or a fa lse propos i tlon; wflich la tter involves the regress,

1'Jhn t m~_=tkes the proposi tion false?

Russell r S suggestion is tha t vIe h,::we ei ther to

regerd the objects of belief as nronositions, 1'iliich are

non-mental complexes and are of "t'NO l(inos, fe,cts, 1'rhich
288

are true, and f1 ctions, which are false 11... , or to

regard false beliefs as failing to have objects. Russell

allo1'JS that this latter is unsatisfactory, but the former

is in any case no better, for it implies that either facts

9,re proposi tions in such 9. sense as to mal\e the tru th-

criterion of beliefs in them idle, or we must suppose the

world to be occupied by concrete non-states of affairs •.

This ShOIATS tha t the notion of a fc•.lse fac t or 11 fie tion" is

inc oheren t. Russell concludes, perhaps wisely, that as

between these al terna tives II i t Nonld be rash to d ecid e
289

hastily.1I (Russell criticises this theory himself in

288
Truth III, 49

289
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PL11 in much the same l,ray: (1) "You cfmnot say tha t you

believe facts, because your bellefs are sometimes 1'1Tong."

(2) "You have to say th(_ t you believe propositlons. The

8vIkl'laraness of that is th8.t obviously proposi tions are

nothing. " (3) "To suppose that in the actu8l Norld of

nature there is a vTflole set of false proposi tions going
290

about is to my mind monstrous". By "proposition"

in this context, Russell of course means "e;hostly fact",

not the import of sentences, which become the bearers of

truth a.nd falsi ty in the later theory. I shall therefore

not discuss Russell's later analysis of belief, which

becomes the basis of 8. different, though related, problem.)

11 clue to the eventu8l solution of the lJroblem of

falsi ty ip ,given in "Some E:x:1)lanations in Reply to

Nr. Br801ey'' (1910), It-Jhere it 1s pointed out that "In

a neg8tive judgement T!Te may p18ce the negation either in
291

the act, or in that Nhich is judged." That is, we

may construe a nega tive judgement ei ther as the

affirm8tion of not-£ or as the denial of £.

290
PLII, 222-223

291
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CorresnoncHn:.o.;ly, in the case of the an::.11ysis of a felse

judgement, this indicates 'I I'That vTC3.S later explicitly

incornoreted into the theory, that if '\"e are not bouno to

construe a false judgement as affirming a non-fact we may

conptrue it 8S denying a fact. ~hu8 in the 0a8e of

be""L' eL'l l't l' 8 no+- T"T.,h8t ir.~ believed (o,ua substantive fect). .L.,..,' \

that is false, hut the belief in it. ( Cf. 11 the bel i ef

does not really contain a proposition as a constituent

but only conta.ins· the consti tuents of the proposi tion as
292

consti tuents. 11 )

In the meantime, however, Russell is still

preoccupied Nt th the problem in ONTF, Nhicru is the ne'tT

version of Truth III published in 1910. He says of the

theory of the existence of objective truths which are the

obj ec ts of true judgements; 11 it is hard to maintain it

He now has for considera-

't'Ji th regard to truths wi thout being forced to maintain
293

also as regards falsehooos. lI

.....
.L v

tion a set of 81 terna tive explanations d ifferen t from

those offered in Truth III: in either case it is still

maintained that "Juogements

292
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293
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294
the mind to objects ll , but the 8.1ternatives Are (1)

th8t the 0hject ip the cOill"nle:x fact, (2) the objects

8re the c0mnonents of the f8Ct. He noVT Attributes

(1) to ~einong, and nlthou~h he thinks thnt the

1Jostulation of false ')b,jectives 1s Em uns8tisfnctory

multinlic8ti0n of entities, he does not re1ect it very

vigorously: "This vievJ. though not lop;ically
29.5

imnossible, is unsatisf8ctory II.... . He does,

hov-rever, dipmiss fin8.1l7T \"h~lt vms offered 8S 8n

alternative to this in Truth III, viz. the view that

f81se heliefs simDly f[~il to h{-<ve ob.1ectives.

cpnnot be m8int8ined hec811se the notion of nn

This

"oo.iective ll gets its menning sole17f from the theory th~3t

lu~pement consists in the reletion of 8 mind to an

ob.iect1.'lTe; therefore if fAlse ,judgements no n0t consir,t

in this they must be intrinsically different from true

ones (N3. a vi el'J Nh lch, of course 9 he and )IJoore [orJlle:cly

held. )

The d efini tion n011\' given, therefore, is th~ t

11 jua gemen t is a rel8. tion of the mind to several other

2qL~

ONT? 171.~

295
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terms: i'lhen these terms have inter se a 'corres])"mrlinp;'
291S

rel~tion, the judgement is true: 1'lhen not, it is fAlse.

Th8 t i~, Ittf I ,ina p,:e th8 t j\ loves B, tha t . ...
1.. S n() v 8

relation of me to 'A's love for B', but A re18ti~n of me
2q7

to II ~)n(l love ,.:;mil BII. Then lithe jU<1p:ement is true

1'J'hen the re113 tion '\1m tch is one of the 0 bj ec ts rel[J tes the
29P

other ob,jects, othel~wise it is false. It ]\ further

stDtement, from 1<IIKD (1911) p;oes 8S folloNS; l11f, e.iT.

consi.sts in the eXistence, at a certEl in moment, of a

spec i fic four-term relB tion c811ed 11 jud ging lt between me
299

Rna II 8na love ana ,g. 11 (In a note dated 1917

Russell adds, "1 have been persuadeCl by Hr. \.Ji ttgenstein

that this theory is somewhat unduly simple."

pAge 180

Cf. below

This is, in effect, the basis of the PrincipiA

d efini tion; though wh8 t in KIIKD is more pla.us i bly

described 8S an event is in Principia described as en

entity: ItVlhen 8 judgement occurs, there is a certAin

296
ONTF, 178

297
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298-
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299--
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complex entity composed of the mind and the variollf':

objects of the judgement • When the judgement is true

•••• there is 8 corresponding complex of the objects of

the judgement alone. F81sehoon ••• consists in the

absence 0f a corresnondin~ complex composen of the objects
300

alone. II

Hhat may be 0b.iected to in the theory 80 fer

evolven, is its lJ.se of the no tion 0 f 8. lSiven comnl ex.

There are two ambiguities involved in this, one deliberate

8n~ the other nerhaps uncon~ciously derived from en

ironl tci t met8 1)hysicn l commi tment. The first involves

the "ob.1ect" of percel)tion: for the purposes of percen-

ti0n this is d escri bed ~J s (3 unit: "the singl e whole
301

'1mife-to-left-of-bo()~(l": liThe complex object

'§.-in- the-re18 tion-E.-to-Q' ma:v be cauctbl e of being
"'02)

~)erceive0.; v,Then perceived it is perceived 8S one object."

But for the purpose of ju~gement it is described as 8

complex of ob,jects in relation. (Cf. 11 the se'.rer81nes~~

of the objects in judgement (as opposed to perception)
303

••• 11 ) •

300
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The 10gicr1l connec tion beb-Teen the uni ty in the

nerception end the plurnlity in the ,judgement is m80e by

me8ns of the second 8mbi.p;ui ty: 1I1\ttention l118y ShOl'l thAt
10L~

it i.e comnlex; we then .iuoge ••• " iJO\'T t18ttenti'-mtl

here is clearly 8mbip;uous beti<'Teen its perceptual 8nd

its reflective sense: metaphysically, w'hat is offered is

Et Siml)le denial of :Bradley -- Le. liThe universe consists

of objects h£.Jvin,q: various Qualities Rn0 standing in

Vtl rious rel~J tions. .some 0 f the 0 bj ec ts 'hlhich occu.r in
305

the universe are conmleJi." The theory is, rouGhly,

thDt in nerc81)tion we are given ns one I'Jh8t by attention

we can ~iscrimin8te 8S complex, an~ we can dQ so because

~·'.Jh':1t w~s nerceiveo ElS one is, by virtl 1 e of the worlc1ts

contents being as they are, logically complex. Here

nerCe1)tt,-m has to dtscoyer to us J..nf811ibly 8. whole

llihich 8ttention reve8ls os complex such th8t a t1juogement

of perce'ption", "being d erived from perception by mere
,06

attention tl , must be true, othen'Jise attention could not

have discovered the relation. Then to alloN for error

even in percentu81 .1u~gements, it is said that we often

Prtncin1a, 43; my underlining
3n5

Ibid.
306--

Ibid.; my underlining
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lJnNittiI1<r.ly DlJ.t JY!ore j.nto the jUd~ement than l/Te frot by

mere D tten tion. However, this shift will not save the

theory, for ,)18.inly lIattention'1 connot c0herently be s~id

to serve both the nerceptual ann the reflectlve function~

for hO,'Tever l'Je coherently may define "perception",

lIattentionll must be con~'true('l 813 a process of discrimina

tion of an order different from it; for ~iven thpt we

os-nnot coherently define " n erception" AS consistin~t

inc·jrri":ibly of the sensin,rr.: of a narticular under the

form of a universal (Cf. Ch~pter 2, Section 1) the

8ubsumntion must be reserved to an order of discrimination

subsequent to it. llj\ttention ll just will not 00 to bridge

the gap and carryover the infallibility of the percention

in to the incorrigibili ty of the perceptual ,iuop-ement.

Ei ther atter:tion aods no more to perception, in I'lhich case

it is reonndant 9 and so eliminAtes the distinction betl,reen

perception and judgement; or it does, in which case it is

diffe~ent and so cannot serve the theoretical function

required of it.

It is the admixture of epistemology as re~8rds

thi s, tha t v-lenl{ens the theory; but loe;ic~ll..;Y the ffifl in

point is the denial th8t lI~)ropoF>itions", in the old sense

of lIunit8ry objectives", are the objects of jUdgements:

lla jUdgement does not have a sin£!-le object, namely the



307
l)roposition, but has several interrela-ted obJects."

- "Tha t is to say, the phrase '\!,Thich expresses 8. proposition
308

is an 'incomplete symbol' ••• 11 Tha t is, it has no

me~min,g; in isolation but is given a mea.nine; in certain

contexts; and in an act of judging "judS!,ement in itself

supplies a sufficient sunplernent" even though Il,judgement

in itself makes no verpal addition to the nronosition
309... 11 HONever, 11proposi tion" is retained in the subse-

quent theory in a nei'T meaning: 11/\ form of "lOrds t\fhich

must be either true or false I shall call a nronosition.

Thus a T)roposi tion is the same as what may be sie;nific8ntly
310

8sserted or dented." f\nd Russell adds that the former

meeninf1: of lInrouosi tion" was due to lIpoverty in the logical
311

inven tory. II

The metaphysical theory is th8t the world consists

of objects and their relHtions and quelities, which in

S0r.1e Nay in combination constitute facts. In OKET,-J Russell

tAkes the notion of a fact as sufficiently defined by the

statement lIGiven any fact there is an assertion which

307
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309
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expresses the fact. The fact itself is objective, 8nd
112

inoenendent of our thought or opinion about it ••• 11

But the nature of his conceDtion of 8 f£'lct i.s reve8leo

elSel'lhere in its true colours: Ilf8CtS (Le. Nh8t certein
313

n!'o1)OS i tions assert) ••• " Incl eed, Hussell h8 s the

exnresseo desire to "preserve the par8.llelism in languaPc:e
3 if.}

88 regards fDcts 8n<9 prol)ositions. 1l Hence he finns in

the vTorld "8 tomic fRc ts l1 to correspond to the logically

s imnle 8 tomic proposi tions, e. g. 11 th is is red." The

advantsge of this is that molecular facts can be construed

with less embarassment to the theory (e.g. the necessity

to construe disjunctive facts, for example, 8S existing

in the \'Torld is avoid ed) • In g~aerRl the hy~ostati8ation

of spatial or quantita.tive relational facts 88 existent is

far more 1)18Usible than thpt or rel~,.tion8l facts TNhose

relation is ~ logiCAl connective. But even with this

nev.T eXf)J.anation, the I1,1'0rldly eXistence of hvnothetic81

fa.cts are acutely unplausible.

The atomicity of atomic facts, seems intended to

preserve in a logically more respec~~ble-seeming form the

312
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313
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function of "attention" in the PrinciT)j.9. theory: ~Jh8t

atomic f8c ts and atomic propos i tions have in common, whC1 t

allows one to assert the other is not jUs t f9..rEH~Jl.Y

speaking their atomicity, but epistemologically speaking

their simnlicity. There is, it is iml)l ied, nothing

simpler than 9 sey, an eXHmp1e of red; and in experiencing

nothing less f811ib1e thsl1 the experience of a red c8tum,

end in 8ssertion nothtng 1esF: corrigible than "this is red. 11

lInd this is certainly the Emniricist intention of the

doctrine: 111 cannot \,!ith cert9.inty communicate to Another

l1hFtt e.re the things of l'mich I am aW8,re. But if I

spe81{ to myself, and denote them by l'That rosy be cal1ec1

'T)roper names' 9 r8ther than by descriptive words, I c.!:mnot
315

be in error. II (Bu t then, of cours e, nei ther can I be

c0rrect, t;ina nei ther can I make an assertion usin:?; only

those llproper nemes"). Clearly, the notion of

corre8pondence with the fact in this theory does not

stop short at the 8,tomic fRct but at the sense-do.tum: that

is, the definition of atomicity by abstraction from

logically more comnlex forms has ultimately, as regards

the definition of truth, to be seen as in fact

gri,gin§ tino.: in the old Empiricis t Nlrticular datum of

315
ON1\, 130
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sense, with its equivocal mind/world st8tuS. ~s Russell

seys 1IGiven a form of \'rnrds i'Thich must be ei ther true or

false

vIord s

...

...
i'le may ei ther assert or deny this form of

~!lhether 8.n 8 tomic '9ro11os1 tj.on is to be

asserted or denied can only be kno~n ~mDirically ••••

The atomic f8.Cts which we come to kno\1T in this ""Tay
316

are the facts of sense-perception ...II

But as I have argued, nothing of this stetus is

10gic8.11y fit to count as a fact - even an atomic fact:

1IyClU may go so 10N that, i-lhen you have descended beyond

the level of error, you find yourself below the level of
317

[lny fBct or of any truth you ca.n use. 1I (Cf. Quine:

l1atomic f8.Cts are atomic as fHcts eo, but they s,re compound

objects. The atoms of Russell's logical atomism are not
318

atomic facts but sense oHbl. 11 ) The distinction bet'Neen

sense-da ta and atomic facts in Russell's concention is

definable in terms of the distinction bet'Neen knowledge

of a truth :3-no mere ,aquaintance \\Ti th a p8.rticular -

the former 11 involves the Drouosi tional form on the 0 bj ec t

316
OKE\\J, 56

117
- ETR 204,
318

Quine, 12
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side."
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Then just as "80,uaintance vJith a particular"

essentially depends on the assimilation of the content of

the particular to the content of the E1C]uaintance with it,

so "knol,rledge of a truth" deDenos on the assimilAtion of

the form of the fact to the form of the kno1'Tino; of it.

I should 8.p.:ree 1\"i th Bradley tha t tI the whole theory goes

to wreck in principle and at once on a fatal objection.

Truth has to copy facts, but on the other side the fHcts

to be copied show already in their nature the work of

truth-making. The merely given fHCts are, in other Nords,
320

the imaginary creatures of false theory. II

I\nc'l ths tit is expressly a theory and n0 t .ills t

an ingenuous hypost~)tisstion of linr:uistic form is borne

out by Russell's declaration at the start of the most

developed eX1)osition of it: Logical I\tom:'sm is "a kind

of lo.cr,icsl doctrine which seems to me to resul t from the

nhilosonhy of m8thematics ... a certain kind of logical

doctrine, and on the basis of this 8. certain l~ind of
321

met8uhysics. "

319
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320
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321
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Russell accepts the intelligibility principle,

but on epistemological grounds, from the standpoint of

the individual: (Cf. ".1\11 theory of lmo'wledp:e must

start from t i,Jnat do I lmow?' not form 'i'7ha.t does man1(ino
322

l(now? III - this on the p:-rounas tha t my tmd erstand ing of

111>7ha t mDnkind knoHs lI d eflend s on w!1a t I accept 8S being

known by ill8nl<:ind). 'Thus he now 8ffirms i·,hat previously

he had raised as an objection both to K8Ut and to

Idealism 9 i.e. l1you 8re more or les8 tied to a certoin

lmevoid0ble :mbje0tivity, because you are not concerned

simply with the question what is true of the worl0 but
323

, Hha t can I lmoi-T of the 1IITorld? til Bu t perhaps as F.\

result of having f81sely constns'l Br8clley's 8nalysis of

exnerience 8S being psychogenetic in intention, Russell

pror)()ses only to [I p1) ea1 , on the contrary, II to deta l·T!1i.ch
324

Nill be qv.i te Iud ic1'ously obvious"; and puts forwu·(j

8S his own first "truism", "that the world cont8.ins f8CtS,

1'Jhich are 'i'That they are \'lhate'rer i'Je mn.y choose to think

about them, 9nc3 that there a1..... e also beliefs, which have

l'efe1'enc e to fac ts, ano by l'eferenc e to fac ts 13.1' e e i the1'

322
H1T, 1-4·3

321
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324
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true or fDlse. 1l

164

11 fect is to be understooel 88 lithe

sort of thing th~t is ex~ressed by a whole sentence, not

by a single name ••• I1
, I1part of the real 't1forld ll

, 8_no
326

Ilnot creRted by our thoughts or beliefs •••• 11 F8.cts

cannot be either true or false: truth-be8.rers are severally

II jnc1gements ll , (reserved to epistemology), and Ilstatements

and proposi tions " ~lihich9 for the pUr1)OSeS of 10f-;ic ere

identifie,-1 v-ith indic~3tive sentences. Hnssell charecteri-

ses the proposi tion as a cor.mlex symbol and hi:'nself adds

a v-Tarning, the disregard of "'Thieh, as I hcnre already

indicated and shall argue further, Vitiates his account:

IlY01J 11ftll find yonrself ettributing to the th1nrs
327

1JTnT)erti es \'Thieh only belonrr to the symbol. 11 (He

claims, incidentally, that lIthe theory about every

prollosition bein~ really a description of reality as a

I'Thol e a:'1o so oneil is itself entirely 11 the ou tcome of a
328

muddle about symbolism ll )-

Russell's main tenet is that analysis is

legitimate and so too, therefore, is the analysis of

325
?Li\, 181

326
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327
PLII, 185

328
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The evid enc ethel t fa c ts are an81ys8 bl e,

he finas· in the circumstance that "the Dronosi tion

which 8sserts a fact consists of several words, e8ch of
329

l\Thich mey occur in other context~.11 Then simtlarly

the tnd i viounl to 1\Tnich a I'Jord in a pronoR i tirm correppcm(1 s

is ~3ble to be the sub, ect of different fActs also, such

that, since that indlvi~ual is not the whole of any of the

fects of w'(lich it is the sub,ject, it must be B comnonent

of such facts; therefore "there is c~ "!1ossibility of cllttinS?;
330

Ut) a fact intI') comnonent parts ••• ". But the example

he gives hardly makes the theory nlausible. He says

both of them fpcts, and both hqvin~ to no with 0ocrates,

nl th0u,o.'h .sacra tes does not con!=:ti tll te the ,,,hole of e1. ther
331

of these f8.C ts. 11 Bu t ll' Socrates is hum",n'" is a

pronositiol1, not 8 fact (though it stBtes the fact th8t

Socrates is human); ann the individual Socrates is

obviously not a constituent of either of Russell's

nropositions (nor could he be a constituent of Bny

exnresston of a fact), even though the expression 'Socrates'

is. Russell claims to be IImeeting the prima facie

129
DL,~. 102
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331
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objections of nhilosophe:rs ~'Iho thj_n~ you really CAnnot
332

Analyse Flt Flll ll , but of course, Hh9.t these phtlosnphers

ill8int81.ned N8S ,just that the pos8ihility of cuttinp: un

nrou0sitions does not imuly that there is Anythin~ discrete

in the \o.iorld which corresnonos to the parts of the

propositions cut up in this WBy. Certainly we can

8n~lyse linguistic exnressions, or think nrnpositions as

dismembered; and l"".e c~m cutup th ings in the l-mrld, bu t we

cRnnot (and we cannot think we can unless we assume the

truth of Isomorphism) cut up the lIfactsll in the TArorld -

we cannot cut up the fact that aRb even though we CEln cut

up "aRb".

As against this it could perhaps be argued thAt

wh;:lt Russell is cl~~iminv is that the worln is intelli?l':ible

just in so fRT 88 we conceive of it BS consisting of thin~s

isomornhic c8te~orially with the parts of propositions,and

that to deny this is unintellip;ibly to deny th8t the Norlo

is intelligible. I should agree thElt this sl)ecifies the

conditions alone under which the world is thinl\Rble;

but of course, the converse implic8tion does not hold,

vi7. that the lVorld i8 in some e priori sense cut un-- .-...

332
PL;'\, 193
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in to the sort of discrete thinp:s ca1)abl e of beinr:; thought

by a process of direct correlation with the Darts of

propositions. And a further consideration is, that, a2

has been urged, in order to specify reality it m~y not be

enough to sDecify just the condj.tions of intellip:tbilit..Y

(Bradley's argument). As a corrective to Russell's

assumption it could be pointed out (1) th8t the fact that

VJhA tever Cf1n be thought mus t be thj.n1c9 bl e 8.S ~m81ysabl e

00es nnt ir:m],y th[)t \\'hatever C8n be thought as discrete is

discrete. (2) ThAt \'1hatever cen be tholJ.ght must be

thought in propositional form does not imply that whatever

cannot he put into propositional form cannot be experienced

88 refll. Therefore the lntellip:ibili ty princinIe, thoup:h

true, cloes not Narrant the metephysical conclusion Russell

draws from it, for unless ~'Te eXhaust tteXl)erience tt in

ttthoup;ht tt his aTYpeal to the principle reduces his

remarks a.bout facts to remarks about propositions, and if

we d0 9 the isomorphic theory of intelligibility reduces

to a tau tology.

However, Russell holds that the fact is
333

obje~tively complex: "not thAt you. think it complex".

333
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'I'hi s being so, it mi ght be SU1)posed that the proner oro er

of analysis ought to start from the comnlexity of the world;

hOi'Tever liThe only reason for goinp; the other 'WJy round

is th8t in all abstract m8tters symbols 8re e,lsier to
334

p;r8.S1) • II This is di81n~enuou8 to a degree: the form

of the world' s com~)lexi ty is essentially and expressly

got from the form of the proposition8l symbols' - if not

by mere hypostatisa.tion, then at least in a Hay 'which

necessarily precludes analysis of the world's comnlexity

except in terms of the ~malysis of the pronosi tions

He at first gives the impression

the tit is merely ea s i er to analyse the symbols; he

then comes to doubt ~fhether 11 complexi ty, in tha t

fllncl~)ment{3l ob.4ective sense in which one st8rts from
335

comnlexi ty of cJ fac tis d efinc).ble at all II , an0

finally to acknoi'Tlec1ge tha t I'There is nothing one could
336

Sc3Y about it ••• " NOT,I] since it is impossible that

Russell ce.n mean by this to enoorse Bradley's argument, it

is obvious tha t he is aomi tting ~'lh8 t was the case 811

along, that it is not merely that the analysis of pro-

positions is ec;1sier then the analysis of facts, but that

334
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335
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336
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any el1ply.c:is of 8 IIfpct" is 8.ctu8.11y the an81ysis of a

11rr)1)osi 'cion. The rhetoric81 purDose of the former

sU,r?fres tion 1'18 s to reinforce the c18 irn thD t there ~3 re

f~CCe1)t th.'~t this constitntes any nbjection in ])rincinle

tn isomornhism: lIit is quite directly evident to

insn8ction that the fact •.• is itself objectively

co;n::)lex end not merely that the apprehension of it is
337

complex. 11

This remark is 8n extension of, and ShOHS even

more clearly the incoherence of Principia's distinction

between 1I1'lercentionll and lIattention ll - no1'J' 'i'Te are told

th0t "·Te can see by lIinspectionll 8. cOIDnlexity 1'Jhich is not

merely th e resul t of lIaI)l)rehens ion 11; bu t how insnec tion

8no 8pnrehension are re18 ted, and more importe.n tly, hOv.T

they f.iffer, is not m8de clear. The near assimilation

of these is a reflection of the confusion to 1'rhich eJ<treme

isomoruhism leads Russell, even in statine the theory:

e.g. liThe fact that two things stand in a certain

re18.tion to each other, or any st8tement of that sort,
338

has a complexi ty all of its 01"1"11" - and this is

337
PLl\, 197

338
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intended to urge the objective independent comnlexity of

fac ts.

Russell conclud es: "I shR.ll th erefore in fu tlJre

assume tha t there is 8n () bj ec tive compl exi ty in the i'Jorld 9

339
8.nc'l that it is mirrored by the complexi ty of Droposi tions."

In sum. I have argued 8F,Rinst the first Dart of this

assum1.)tion that the notion of 'Iobjective complexity" is

incoherentlY got by hypostatisation of the complex form

of propositions: but with the second half of the assump-

tion 8 ne\'V consideration emerges: the complexity of

pr0Positions is not just so to speak confi~urative -

pr01)oS i tions mean what they say by means of their compl ex

form. T,'le have been cnsidering the theory fro~ the point

of vi el'V of hOvJ tie no tion of F~ fac t is d erived: bu t Russell

of coUBe intends to assert more by his theory than an

on tologic8.1 do c trine, th e di scussion of \'Jhich is

essentially a preliminery. He intends to affirm elso,

that becAuse the world is as it is, propositions. are able

to say something about it, such that, if the proposition

"mirrors" the world in this sense, that it e.ccurately reflects

it, i tis true.

339
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UnfortunatelY, objections arise also to this

side of the assumption, to the desire, as Da.vidson says,

II to include in the enti ty to \'Thich a true sentence corres-

ponds not only the objects the sentence is "about"

(another idea full of trouble) but also vThatever it is the
3L~0

sentence says about them". The rela.tion of "mirroring"

has a dual purpose; firstly, metaphysical, to define from

considerations of propositions what facts are; and

secondly, logical, in the other direction, to lay down that

since the fact is "t'Jhat it is, the proposition says

something true of the \·rorld ,iust insofar as it conies

the fElct. But of course. this secon~ definition is as

incoherent as the first: "0ur truths in short can all of

them in some sense be verified in fact, but, if you ask if
341

they are all copied from fact, the anSvrel' must be different. II

Just possibly, the intelligibility principle might

be invoked once again here, in support of Russell. TJ..
.1. v

might be claimed tha t "mirroring" is just a pictorial Nay

of expressing the truth that the intelligibility of the

world consists not just in the intelligibility of the things

:)L~O

Davidson, 759
34 1
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in it, but, as Russell claims, in the intelliGibility

of the factual complexes in '\I1nich the things in the 1vorld

eXist. 'Then by invol(ing the principle Russell could

SD.Y tho,t the com"plex situations in the 1vorld have being

only insofar as they h9ve being 9'S the complexes tha t they

are. But this will not do, for in the case of each

thil"!.5 (lU8. potential, it is v,;holly indeterminate: there is

no x to which the determination corresDonds and a fortio ri

no sense in which it corresponds eOl"TectlY. If the

~ristotelian analysis were to hold in the case of facts,

811 empirical propositions must be true of necessity; or

else to obtain a truth-determining correspondence incoherent

appe8l must be made to a determinate complex behind the

informed fnet ..

As for particulars, I have already discussed their

episteffiolo~ieal status in the theory: they are defined
342

lor.rically as 11 terms of relations in atomic fae ts ll •

Ont01op:ically speaking, lIParticulars have this peculiari ty

••• that eaeh oft.'1.em stEt,nds entirely alone and 1s

completely self subsistent •••• That is to say eech

3L:.2
PL1~, 199
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particular that there is in the ~'To1'ld does not in Hny
34 3

wey lop:-ic811y depend upon any other narticu18r."

This is~) plain denial of Br;).dley's thesis; end the

difficulty here 88:8in is that it is not inc1epenr3ent of

isomorphism: there is a clear violation of type-difference

invol ireo in 8ffirmine th8t things in the world are

1 or-dcDll y independent. This is obscured by talking of the

l'terrns Tl of fBcts, "Thich itself is plausible only by analogy

carried to the point of isomorphism.

Russell effects the type-a.ssimilation by the device

of claiming that "this" is the only log'ica.lly proper na.me.

Hhnt corresponds in the fact to the "thiR" of the pronosi
344

tion is S8 io to be "an 8C tual 0 bj ec t of sense". :-.J01.oJ'

the theory of descriDtions sho",Teo tha.t Any Derely

sramm8tic811y proper name ip reducible to a definite

description ,·rtlich more than one thing may satisfy: that

is')insofar as it serves in the proposition "this ll

necess8.rily cannot desi~n8te unin.uely, for proposi tions

are not just strings of names; i.e. no word can function

in the proposition as if it alone were in fact functioning

)J}3
PLA, 201-202; my underlining

344
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in a list. This is the basis, not realised by Russell
3L~S

apl:laren tly, '<Thy tI it is on ambi.!2:tWUR proper name tl

not just that it can name anything, but oecRuse in 8

Dronos~tion it effectively names nothi~.

WDy out of this difficulty is the re-inv@ atlon of the

?rincinia idea th8t the §:§.~§.r_tion itself, by a sort of

conversio ad sensu completes the proposition's meaning

by securinrr, temporary uni0ueness of reference - we must

DBme the 0 b.i ec t of sense tI this ll in ord er to ga.in

uniqueness of reference for our proposition.

Bn t this n8.ming is logicR lly qUi te peculiar:

llJ\nd here ~-re may ind eed f::ll1cy nEtminp; to be some

rem8r}:8ble oct of mind L-Le. ",re intend llthis ll to mean

this ob<iect of sense to 1'!hich Ne are attending, 7 as it

\toTere 8 b8ntism of an 0 bj ec t. And we can also say the

Nord tI this tl to the object, 8S i t ~'Tere address the object
-3~-6

8.S I thi s' ••• 11 Russ ell I s 01>[!1 remark sums up the

incoherence involved: llTo tmderstand a name you must be

aquB.intec1 wi th the narticular of Nhich it is a name, flnd

you must lmow th!3t i t i~ the name of that particular.

3/,j-5
PL1\, 201
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You do not, that is to say, h8ve any suggestion of the
347

form of a proDosition •••• 1:

.I\part from particu18.rs, liThe only other sort of

obj ec t you cOme 8cross in the '\'TO rId is what '!<Ire c8,ll fac ts

•••• ll and these llyou cDnnot name ••• because they 8.re not
348

there to be ntlmed ••• II Thus the final resul t of

Russell's deniAl of Bradley's monism is the affirmation

th.9t there is only a pluro.li ty of siwples (facts " a re not

there" etc.); plus the seemingly can trac 10 tarv 8ffirm<Jtion

th8t there is in addition a plurality of facts (lithe only

other sort of object you come acr08s 11 etc.) He cannot name

fr'l.cts because they are not there to be named. He can

2c~8ert them of particl)lars 1 but If the 1'lOrld is a

plurplity of fBCts only in this sense, then Logical

Atomism has no further utility 8S a theory of truth.

The obvious solution to the apparent contrDd iction,

given Russell's assumptions, is the interposition of a new

on tological ty~}e betvJeen partiCUlars and proposi tions; and

this, unfortunately, is his recourse in the paper

311-7
PLl\, 205; my underlining

348
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II On Proposi tions" (1919} - really the nad ir of the theory.

Accepting the correspon~ence theory as correct,

Russell now calls the f8ct, corresDondence with wnich is

to be the criterion of the truth of the proposition, its

I! 0 b,j ec tiveil - d istin,c;uishing this from Heinong' s

theoretical enti ty of the same ne.me by stipulating that in

the new usage an objective cannot be false. He then

draws a distinction ~Tith~n Dronositio~s between ~rord-

pr01Josi tions and those which these "refer tal! and may also

be s8id to IIme8n ll ; i.e. iE1ao:e-propositions. These le.tter

do not mean but only refer to, their objectives. This new

shift ).s intended entirely to exclude ideality from the

en~)lysj.s of truth - 8. significantly nel'J development:

IIPro~)ositions are f~Jcts in exactly the same sense as their
3L~9

objectives ere facts. 11 'The theory is, that the ~'JOrd-

proposition means the image proposition and the ima.~e-

proposition of course is Dicto~iel. Then in the simpler

ce.ses of proposi tions the very same rela.tion holds betl'reen

the consti tuents of the image-prol)osi tion (if it is true)

8.S holds (or held, in the cese of a proposition about the

l)8.st,) beb-leen the cnnstj.tuentr- of the ob,jective - 1I1n my
350

picture the i\TinooT,\j' is to the left of the fire. It

34'9
On Props., 315

350
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Russell does not, however, linger on the lIidyllic
351

simplici tyll of the correspondence relation so

portrayed; and for good reason. lIS he points out, in

the 't'·rorc'l -propos i tion it is not the fac t th8t II flll is to

the 1eft of 11 2 11 in II!::. is to the 1 eft of BII vrhich cons ti-

tutes its formal correspondence with the objective,

because the Nord -proposi tion that s ta tes a dya.d ic

relational fact must contain three terms with a triadic

rela tion betl'reen them: 1'1'\11 "'Y1d IIBII ""nd Ilnll_ , 0 .... .L _ CJ c;~ J ~. HOI'rever 4J

he sees this as due in so~e sense only to the convenience

of non--pictori81 linguistic forms: IIll1Bl might have meant
352

11\ is to the left of 2 111 - i.e. its spe.tial configu-

ration mip;ht have mecmt that.

But in .s.ny case, the correspondence rela tion

between vJOrd -proposi tions and imap;e-proposi tions may be

left undefined, it is said, because the relation is

psychological. It seems better to RURsell to leave this

undefined, whilst allowing the correspondence between

ima~e-proposition and objective to consist in identity of

relation between their respective constituents, so as to

351
On Props., 316

352
Ibid.
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avoid having to postulate an l1ultimately inoefin8.ble ll

relation between the 1fmro-proposition cmd the objective

without benefit of the intermediary. Thus the

"general nature of th e formal correspond ence" is p;i ven

as follo1':8: I1You have an iffia!!e of I:.. which is to the

left of your irn,..3ge of,£: this occurence is an image-

pro1)osition. If A is to the left of E? the proposition

is true; if I:.. is not to the left of ~, it is false.

The nhrase II:.. is to the left of BI means the image-

proposi tion, and is true i'I1hen this is true, false "Imen
353

this is false ••• "

The only recon~endation for this theory is that

i t [~llo\.<TS a 1'J8.y ou t of the impasse of logicgl atomism

pro~er by reducing both word-propositions and facts to the

s8me ontological type, bati'Jeen l!'Jhich correspondence nl8Y

be effected by means of the objective-like psychological

lImeaningll or image-proposition. But, to list only a few

of the disadvantages: isomorphism is retained in the

objective, entities are multiplied, an incoherent theory

of meanin>,; is assumed, and, perhaps most important, even

if it 'Iv-ere allo\'Ted, the theory can account for only a small

minority of relational facts.

353
On PropH., ;19

Russell clEl.ims tha till t



is easy to see that the same

extended to more complicated

179

kind of definition can be
-- 39j,
c8.ses tl , but on the

con trary, it is not cl ear hON the theory could even be

stated vJ'here the relation in the objective is not cApable

of being visua.lly re'9resented: this is the inherent limi-

tati0l'1 of "images".

If the theory of logical atomism is to be fiB-de

any less un'n191J.sible at All, a very much more sophisticated

Hccot.mt of the forll18.1 structure bebJ'een the proposition

and the fact is req u'ired (though of-coui's e, this '(<I)'ill not

SA.ve it from the ontological imperfec tions fatally

inheren t in its conception of a tlfac t" • ) This sophisti-

CAtion is to be found, of course, in Wittgenstein's

Tractatns, to "ihich Russell contributed an Introduction in

1922. flmong the points 1"!hich Russell there thoup;h t 1A!orth

expounding is the follo'iling: llIn order that a certain

sentence should assert a:.certDin fact there must, however

tne language be construc ted, be something in common

between the structure of the sentence and the structure
355

of the fact." The I1something in common", however, it

354-
On Props., 319

355
Intra., 8
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is now perceived ,is something quite different frnm any

Dictoripl similarity or even any transformation of dyadic

re10tion in the fact to tri8dic in the proposition: whAt

.1-s required is a relation of projection. Thus in

Hittgenstein's Fords, lI~'le must not say, the complex sir;n

'8Ilb r says '§. stand s in 8 certain relation g, to .2'; but

we must sey, thAt 'at stands in a certain relation to 'b t
356 -

says thp. t aRb ll That is, in the sophistic8.ted vel'S ion,

the conception is of 8 wholly J.p~ical picture and not of

one funda.mentally relying, a.s 'in Russell's version, on a

spatio-visual analogy. .l\s Russell now says, 11 He speal{ of

8 logicfll pic ture of s. reality when ~'Te Nish to imply

only Sf) much resemblance as is essential to its being 8

pic tnre in any sense, tha t is to sc.'l..y, 1'j'flen ~'re 'wish to
357

imnly no more than id enti ty of 10gicB.l form ll
• Bu there

alree.dy, in the explication of lithe resemblance essenti81

to its being a picture in any sense ll in terms of

lIidenti ty of logical form" even the sophisticated theory

(or Russell's understanding of it) threatens to lapse

back into the former and as I have suggested, ultimately

incoherent sense of identity of form. l\nd 1J10gical" as

356
Wittgenstein (B), 3.1432

357
Intro., 10
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a qualification either merely conceals the essentially non-

logical conception of the similari ty in form (for wh8t does

"logical" add beyond the empty earnest tha t the 1d en ti ty

conceived of is not intended to be non-logical?), or it

asserts again directly the unsatisfactory thesis of

isomorphism. For it seems the theory must opt between

bow possibili ti es: e1 ther both fac t and proposi tion f8-11

on the fact side (are borth things in the 'Norld) and the

identity of their structures is not in virtue of logical

form; or else both fallon the proposition side, such that

the factuality of the fact is largely got by hypostatisation

of the proposition. VIha t the theory requires, on the

con trary, is a se nse in 1lJ'hic11 the logics,l form of the

proposi tion can express the alogical form of the fact - 8.

fundamentally different idea from that of "picturing:"

however abstract the conception of picturing involved.

3. Conclusion

The history of the subsequent development of

Russell's theory of truth finds him, by 19'.}O, arguing

against Neurath and Hempel, who from Rccentance of

~,'Ji ttp;ens tein t s version of the theory of atomic

proposi tions had moved, via identif1c8tion of these wi th

observEttion statements, to a theory of protocols conceived
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of as basic in A less incoherent sense, and thence to

the vie';;<T that !lQ. class of statements is basic in\;:nowledge

or in the definition of truth. According to Russell, this

new version of the coherence theory reduces to "so it is,
358

if you think so" ,an obj ec tion vt(l ich in its rnisd iree tion

is equivalent to ~:mother; viz., th8,t in the theory "It is

imnlied that there is no definite world with definite
359

properties." But 11,rhat he is objecting to no~'J', more

than thirty years later, ana in terms precisely similar

to those he used of the monistic theory of truth is not,

8S then, an Ic1e81ism already suspect on other grounds, but

a theory evolvea sten by sten in reaction to the

pro~ressively realised difficulties inherent in his OvID

orii!inal counter-thesis.

This circumst8.nce is instructive in itself. In

addition? it is clear from the foregoing examination of the

thesis tha t Russell had not succeed ed, even Hi th rega,rd

to the original coherence theory, in accomplishing 'Nhe.t

is essentially required to sustain such objections; Viz.,

the coherent specification of any 8tron~er sense of

II hforlc'l II , "truth", "definite l ! etc. thAn the one given in

358
niT, 140

359
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that theory. 1\no in fact no stronger sense is reclUired

to explicate the commonsense considerations i,Thich Russell's

objections purport to defend. Furthermore, the dem8nc1

for £1ny stronger sense must reduce u1 timDtely to the

c1 emand for some sense in \I1hic11 rea1l ty is to be thonr.rht of

as Ilin itse1f ll supra-intelligible. Russell, of course,

does not 8ffirm this. His thesis ooes deny that reality

conforms with our thought about it, in the sense that it

is constituted by it, but affirms not that reality as such

is sunra-intel1igib1e but that the form of reality is

identical Hith the form of our thought about it, such that

i1'hi1e truths are formul8ble no truth is depenrlent upon

formulation. In short, reality is not supra-intelligible

in the sense of being un'{no'l'!8.b1e 9 but lor;ic is, in the

d tfferent sense of being :3 cono i tion both of thoup:ht ano

of reali ty. \-That Dersuades Russell tha.t this formula

establishes a sense in \'Thich the objectivity of reality

exceeds the mere intersubjectivity claimed by his

opponents,is the belief that the thesis is not transcen

dental; and what persuades him of this is the belief that

the analysis of logical form, as opposen to the analysis

of .1ueJr.cement, is an uDclertal{inp- free from the "svb.jective

or psychological manner" of explaininp.; a priori

JmoNleog8 vtflich vitiates YantIs 8ccount. (Cf. above,

pa.ge 1")5). I hope to have shovm that both these beliefs



are false, whence it follows that his objections are

unfounded.
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